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Abstract

The streaming model supposes that, rather than being available all at once, the data is

received in a piecemeal fashion. In a world of massive data sets, streaming algorithms

give a complementary approach to distributed algorithms: with the data all being

available in one place but at different times, rather than at the same time in different

places.

We examine three different single-pass streaming problems where existing results show

limited feasibility. We consider realistic relaxations or restrictions of these problems

which allow for more efficient algorithms.

In the correlation outliers problem, we wish to identify pairs of unusually correlated

signals from a streamed matrix of observations. We show that a simple application of

existing technique is space-optimal but has slow query time when the outlier threshold

is small. We demonstrate how we can achieve faster query times at the cost of storing

a larger data summary.

In the maximum independent set problem, we wish to find an edge-less induced sub-

graph of maximum size. For arbitrary graphs, given as a stream of edges, it is known

that no space-efficient algorithm exists. We consider a variant streaming model, where

the graph is received vertex by vertex. While we show this model still does not ad-

mit efficient algorithms for general graphs, we demonstrate efficient approximation

algorithms for various special graph classes.

In the maximum matching problem, we wish to find a disjoint subset of edges of

largest possible size. The greedy algorithm gives us an easy 2-approximation for

streams of edges, but the problem becomes infeasible to solve if we allow unlimited

edge deletions. We consider a model where, instead, a limited number of deletions

are allowed. We describe several new approximation algorithms with complexity

parameterised by the number of deletions. We also present new techniques which

may lead to the development of corresponding tight lower bounds.

v



1 Introduction

Suppose we have a dataset D from which we want to compute some function f(D).

However, the data is much too large - many times too large to store on our ma-

chine. Instead, D is broken up into n much smaller pieces D1, D2, · · · , Dn, which are

provided as input to our machine one-by-one in an arbitrary order.

Can we still compute or estimate f(D) under this circumstance? How restricted can

our machine’s local storage be (as a function of the input size |D|) before this task

becomes impossible?

This is a generalisation of the data stream model, which first began appearing in

the research literature about 40 years ago, and has received a lot of attention since

then. In this thesis, we present new contributions to the understanding of several

fundamental problems in the streaming model, as well as new techniques for proving

data stream lower bounds.

1.1 Motivation

As almost any article on the topic of data science will loudly tell you, we are in

an era of “big data”. This term refers not only to the simple fact that bigger and

bigger datasets are being seen across all areas of science and industry, but also to the

challenges associated with managing and analysing these huge datasets.

The efficient polynomial-time algorithms traditionally taught to undergraduates as-

sume that the full input data is available in memory all at once. However, in the world

of big data, the input could simply be too massive for this to be feasible. Instead, it

might be distributed across many machines, or held in some slow-to-access data store,

or perhaps the data simply never even coexists temporally and is instead constantly

being generated, inspected, and then deleted.

In all these various situations the difficulty is the same: we do not have (easy) random

access to the data, and we are limited in our local storage.

The data stream model is one way of abstracting these restrictions. We limit ourselves

to taking a single uncontrolled pass over the data (i.e. no random access) and we

assume the data is much much larger than the available memory. This model manages

1



1 Introduction

to be restrictive enough to be applicable in a wide range of realistic scenarios, while

still being powerful enough to allow us to create useful algorithms.

Example: Network Traffic Analysis. The classic example of a data streaming prob-

lem is that of a router trying to analyse traffic in a busy network. The router can see

the source and destination IP address of all the many packets passing across it, but

has relatively limited storage available.

Still, we might still like it to perform some basic statistical analyses of the data,

answering questions like: what fraction of the addresses seen today have not been

seen before, which addresses are most popular, and have there been any anomalous

spikes in activity?

These are exactly data streaming problems.

Example: Database Optimisation. A less direct application is to database query

optimisation. When a database receives a new query, it has many different ways it

could go about computing the requested output. Each of these different query plans

would take a different amount of time to complete, so choosing the the right plan is

very important.

However, the speed of each plan varies depending on the data stored in the tables

and, in particular, on the sizes of the intermediate results generated during the plan’s

execution. Database management systems use simple heuristics to guess at the size of

these intermediates and try to find a good query plan, but improving these estimates

can have a dramatic impact on performance [Lei+18].

The question of how to produce good estimates of these intermediate cardinalities

with only small overhead is exactly a streaming problem. See, for example, [AMS99;

Alo+02] for early work on estimating simple joins and [Ven+15; CY17] for more recent

work on multi-joins with filter conditions.

Example: Social Media Graphs. Social media data (from the likes of Facebook) is a

good example of a very large, dynamic, graph-like dataset. We can view accounts as

graph vertices and use edges to represent the presence of a “friendship” relationship

between two accounts. This graph will have billions of nodes and hundreds of billions

of edges. Edges and vertices will be added and removed from the graph over time -

as accounts are created and deleted, and accounts friend and unfriend each other.

2



1 Introduction

1.2 Topics in Streaming

Forty years on from the earliest works of a streaming flavour, there is a rich and diverse

streaming literature. This section represents a brief and non-exhaustive overview of

the field, with a particular focus on the areas closest to the work in this thesis.

See the survey of Muthukrishnan [Mut05] for a more detailed overview of the early

streaming landscape.

Vector Streams

These are the simplest and most widely studied class of data streams. Broadly speak-

ing, we can group them into three base variants: insert-once (or time-series) streams,

insert-only streams, and turnstile streams. In each case, the sequence of inputs mak-

ing up the data stream defines some n-dimensional vector x, from which we wish to

compute some f(x).

In an insert-once stream, we simply receive the entries of the vector x directly, al-

though in some arbitrary order. Each stream input (i, xi) tells us the index i and

value xi of one entry of x (with each entry appearing exactly once) until we have

received the entire vector.

The other two models provide x less directly. Each stream item tells us some incre-

mental change (i, ∆) to an entry xi of x. To find x, you would have to sum all the

changes ∆ for each xi. In an insert-only stream, all these changes must be positive

(∆ > 0), while in a turnstile stream they can also be negative.

Further vector stream variants can usually be seen as small modifications of one of

the above models. For example, some authors consider turnstile model variants where

the final vector x is promised to have all non-negative entries.

Early Works. Even before the streaming model was formalised, there were works

with a strong streaming flavour.

Munro and Patterson [MP80] considered what is essentially an insert-once streaming

model, motivated by the task of processing data stored on a read-only tape. They

studied the space and pass complexity of finding the kth-highest value, and gave

optimal space bounds for the problem of finding the median deterministically in one

pass or with high probability in two passes.

Flajolet and Martin [FM85] demonstrated a single-pass algorithm for approximately

counting the number of distinct elements in a collection of size n using O(log n) bits.

Frequency Moments. In an influential paper - which would later win them the 2005

Gödel prize for foundational contributions to streaming algorithms - Alon, Matias,

3



1 Introduction

and Szegedy [AMS99] considered the problem of estimating frequency moments of a

vector provided as a kind of insert-only data stream (although they also did not yet

use the term “stream”).

Their stream consisted of a sequence of unit weight increments to the underlying

vector. They asked: given one pass over the stream, what is the space required to

estimate the pth frequency moment ‖x‖pp =
∑n
i=1 |xi|p for p > 0? What about the

maximum ‖x‖∞ = maxi∈[n]{xi}?

They demonstrated sublinear space algorithms for approximating ‖x‖kk with small

relative error (and high probability of success). On the other hand, they showed

that approximating ‖x‖∞ to within a constant factor (and with constant probability)

requires Ω(n) bits of space, meaning we may as well keep track of the whole of x.

For the special case of p = 2, they proposed a more efficient strategy using only

polylog(n) bits of space. By sampling from a 4-wise independent family of vectors

with entries ±1, they described how to randomly project the streamed vector down

into a small number of dimensions while approximately preserving the Euclidean norm

(with high probability).

Since this strategy only needs to maintain a linear function of the streamed input

vector (called a linear sketch, or simply a sketch), it works just as well in the more

general turnstile streaming model.

Later works [Ind06; Li08] generalised this sketching strategy to other p ∈ (0, 2] through

the use of p-stable distributions - giving us polylog(n) space turnstile streaming algo-

rithms for all frequency moments in this range.

New work on lower bounds [Woo04; KNW10b] showed that these sketches are essen-

tially space-optimal for the turnstile streaming model. Although, there was still room

to improve the time required to process each stream update [CCFC02; TZ04; NW10;

Kan+11].

On the other hand, it was shown [BY+04b] that the best turnstile streaming algorithm

requires polynomial space (something like n1−2/p bits) for any p > 2. This bound is

also known to be tight [IW05; Bhu+06].

Sampling Sampling is an extremely powerful primitive which can be used as a basic

building block to implement more complex algorithms and estimate many different

functions.

For insert-only streams, we can use reservoir sampling, which has been known since

at least the 60s [Knu69, Algorithm R in Section 3.4.2]1.

1Credited to Alan G. Waterman
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1 Introduction

Some 50 years later, Monemizadeh and Woodruff [MW10] described lp samplers -

sketches which allow you to draw samples from the support of the vector with prob-

abilities (approximately) proportional to their lp weights - making it possible to do

sampling over turnstile streams.

These techniques have proven to be a invaluable for developing more complex stream-

ing algorithms, including some of the algorithms in Chapter 5.

Other Vector Problems. Beyond these fundamental tasks, researchers have ex-

plored how to compute many different functions on vector streams including: negative

frequency moments [BC15], entropy [CCM07], quantiles [Wan+13; KLL16], heavy-

hitters [CH08], and inner products [Alo+02].

Thinking more generally, we can ask whether it is possible to design “univeral” algo-

rithms which approximate all (or many) functions simultaneously, allowing the data

to be processed without even knowing which function we might want to apply. This

has been studied for generalised frequency moments [BOR15], subset norms [BKY20],

and symmetric norms [B la+17].

Matrix Streams

Naturally, as techniques for vector streams matured, researchers began wondering

how these ideas could be applied to problems on matrix-like data. For example, the

survey of Muthukrishnan [Mut05] noted that relatively little was known about the

complexity of solving linear algebra problems in the streaming setting.

For matrices, most of the interest is in insert-once and turnstile streaming models.

Like vector streams, in a turnstile matrix stream the stream consists of arbitrary

increments and decrements to matrix entries, which sum to give the final input matrix.

And in insert-once matrix streams, we simply receive the entries of the final input

matrix one-by-one, perhaps in arbitrary order, or perhaps in some structured order

(depending on the exact model).

Sketch-and-Solve. By far the most successful approach to building algorithms for

matrix streams has been the so-called “sketch-and-solve” paradigm. Roughly speak-

ing, we:

1. Sample a random linear map from a specially chosen family (mapping a high

dimensional space into a lower dimensional one).

2. Apply the linear map to the input matrix, compressing it.

3. Solve the original problem on the new compressed matrix.

5



1 Introduction

As we observed with vector streams, the fact that the intermediate algorithm state is

a linear function of the input means this applies to the more general turnstile model.

With the right choices of family, this general approach has been used to provide mas-

sive speed-up and space saving for many different problems, at the cost of introducing

a small random error.

Sarlós [Sar06] was the first to demonstrate how this approach could provide fast data-

independent randomised algorithms for various common tasks in linear algebra (such

as: computation of matrix products, singular value decompositions, matrix norms,

and solutions to linear regressions).

Clarkson and Woodruff [CW09] later provided lower bounds as well as improved

upper bounds for some of these problems, and a series of results [RT08; MM13;

NN13; BDN15; CW17] provided further improvements to the complexity.

Woodruff wrote an excellent book [Woo14] that covers (in quite a lot of detail) the

problems and techniques in this area.

Our work in Section 3.3 follows this rough pattern, with a focus on how to speed up

the solve step for a particular correlation detection problem.

Other Work. Beyond the general turnstile model, we can consider more restricted

situations. For example, suppose the input matrices are provided as an insert-once

stream but either row-by-row or column-by-column. We can hope to leverage this

additional structure to design more efficient algorithms.

One deceptively simple approach is to collect a representative sample of the received

rows by picking each independently with probability proportional to its Euclidean

norm. See [FKV04; RV07] for analysis of this strategy.

Another clever approach due to Ghashami, Liberty, Phillips, and Woodruff [Gha+16]

works by processing the arriving rows in batches, periodically computing the singular

value decomposition of all stored rows, and then discarding the less important rows.

Graph Streams

More recently, there has been a lot of interest in studying algorithms for streams of

graph-like data. The earliest work of this kind is that of Henzinger, Raghavan, and

Rajagopalan [HRR98] who considered some path problems on directed graphs.

Since then, there have been many developments. A useful survey by McGregor

[McG14] gives good coverage of the first decade and a half.

6



1 Introduction

Models. In the most commonly studied model - the insert-only edge streaming model

- we receive the edges of the graph one-by-one as the items of the stream. If we further

allow edge deletions to occur in the stream, we get the turnstile edge streaming model.

Some authors consider vertex streams, where the vertices of the graph are the items

arriving one-by-one in the stream. There are two major variants: each vertex is

received with either its full incidence information (i.e. all the edges in its neighborhood

in the full graph) or only its edges to prior vertices in the stream (so that the stream

represents an increasing induced subgraph). We will refer to the former variant as

the vertex incidence list model and the latter as the explicit vertex model (to match

terminology from [CDK19]).

While most interesting streaming algorithms for vector problems tend to run in

O(polylog n) bits of space, this is not sufficient space for computing or estimating

many basic graph properties (e.g. connected components). Several authors proposed

that the design space of algorithms using O(polylog n) bits per node was a reasonable

and promising middle ground to study [Mut05; Fei+05], and named this domain the

“semi-streaming model”. It has proven true that most interesting graph streaming

algorithms do lie in this domain; however, in this thesis we will not make a distinction

between the semi-streaming model and models that allow more or less space.

Connectivity and Bipartiteness. In insert-only edge streams, a simple disjoint set

data structure (slightly augmented) can be used to find the connected components or

detect bipartiteness using only O(n log n) bits of space (as observed by [Fei+05]).

In a surprising breakthrough, Ahn, Guha, and McGregor [AGM12] showed that these

problems can also be solved on turnstile edge streams using only a polylog n factor

more space.

Maximum Matching. Perhaps the most studied graph streaming problem is that

of finding approximate maximum matchings. This is a fundamental graph problem

with many applications, including a connection to matrix rank computation.

On insert-only edge streams, the best known algorithm is a simple greedy strategy -

which finds a 2-approximation in O(n log n) bits of space. A lower bound by Kapralov

[Kap13] (improving on [GKK12]) shows that finding a better than e
e−1 -approximation

requires us to use Ω(n1+1/ log logn) bits of space (even in the vertex incidence list

model).

The only known strategies for beating the 2-approximation barrier in the streaming

setting either require multiple passes over the data [McG05; KMM12; AG13; KT17],

or require us to assume that the input stream arrives in a uniform random order

[KMM12; Kon18; Ass+19; Gam+19; Far+20]. Even allowing n2−ε bits of space, it is

7



1 Introduction

not known if we can do better for a single pass streamed in an adversarial order, and

closing this gap remains an important open problem.

If we only wish to estimate the maximum matching size (but do not need to recover

the edge set) Kapralov, Khanna, and Sudan [KKS14] showed how to achieve an

O(polylog n)-approximation to the size on a random order edge stream using only

O(polylog n) bits of space.

For the weighted variant of the maximum matching problem (where each inserted edge

has an associated weight), a series of results [Fei+05; McG05; Zel12; Eps+11; CS14]

provided successively better approximation algorithms for insert-only edge streams,

culminating in a breakthrough by Paz and Schwartzman [PS17] (with improved analy-

sis by [GW19]) which showed how to (2+ε)-approximate weighted maximum matching

using only O(n log n·ε−1 log ε−1) bits of space. This brings the weighted case to parity

with the unweighted case, at least for the moment.

Introducing edge deletions makes the problems significantly harder. One of the early

graph streaming works by Ahn, Guha, and McGregor [AGM12] proposed a multi-pass

turnstile algorithm. The single pass turnstile complexity of c-approximate maximum

matching was unresolved until Assadi, Khanna, Li, and Yaroslavtsev [Ass+16] showed

Θ̃(n2/c3) bit upper and lower bounds (with simultaneous weaker upper and lower

bounds by [Kon15] and a different optimal algorithm by [Chi+15]).

Chapter 5 of this thesis contains a collection of results for the approximate maximum

matching problem.

In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we consider an edge streaming model that allows a bounded

number of deletions - something part way between insert-only and turnstile. We

show optimal deterministic algorithms for weighted and unweighted matchings in this

model. We also provide progress towards a more powerful randomised algorithm in

the form of a protocol for a closely related two-party communication model.

In the final Section 5.4, we return to the full turnstile edge streaming model. The lower

bound of [Ass+16] has several important caveats, which we overcome by reproving

the bound with a completely different strategy. Our result improves upon the existing

bound in three ways: (1) it is much simpler - not relying on powerful tools such as

Ruzsa-Szemerédi graphs, (2) it applies even to streams of bounded length or bounded

edge multiplicity - e.g. simple graphs, and (3) we slightly tighten the bound up to

exactly Ω(n2/c3) bits.

Independent Sets. Halldórsson, Halldórsson, Losievskaja, and Szegedy [Hal+10]

showed how to find a “combinatorially optimal” independent set from an insert-only

edge stream in O(n) bits of space, in the sense that the returned set is as large as can

be guaranteed to exist from only knowledge of the graph’s degree sequence. However,
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this size can be as bad as an O(n)-approximation to the maximum independent set

size in the worst case.

Halldórsson, Sun, and Szegedy [Hal+12] showed that the problem of c-approximating

the maximum clique size (or the size of the largest independent set) on an insert-only

edge stream has a space complexity of Θ̃(n2/c2) bits.

Braverman, Liu, Singh, Vinodchandran, and Yang [Bra+18] also consider the problem

of c-approximating the maximum clique size. For the vertex incidence list model, they

show that Ω(m/c3) bits are required - where m is the number of edges. However, this

bound only seems to apply when m = O(n).

In another line of work, several authors have considered the related problem of esti-

mating the maximum number of non-overlapping intervals in a stream of intervals.

This can be seen as the maximum independent set problem applied to the geometric

intersection graph of the intervals. Emek, Halldórsson, and Rosen [EHR16] showed

that the best approximation ratio that can be achieved using space proportional to

the output size is 2 for arbitrary intervals and 3
2 for proper intervals. Later Cabello

and Pérez-Lantero [CPL17] showed how the solution sizes can be (2 + ε) and ( 3
2 + ε)-

approximated for streams of arbitrary and unit sized intervals (respectively) using

only O(polylog n) bits of space. These approximation ratios were also shown to be

optimal.

In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we consider several new directions on independent set

problems.

Section 4.3 contains new lower bounds for maximal matching in the insert-only edge

streaming model (simultaneous with [ACK19]) and for approximate maximum match-

ing in the explicit vertex streaming model.

Section 4.4 contains upper and lower bounds for estimating the maximum independent

set size of graphs that have bounded independence.

Finally, Section 4.5 contains new upper and lower bounds for square intersection

graphs received as a stream of squares and interval intersection graphs received as an

explicit vertex stream.

Colouring. We are not aware of much work on graph colouring problems in the

streaming setting, in particular there were no claimed bounds on the streaming com-

plexity of estimating the chromatic number of a graph.

One area with a few known results is the problem of finding a (∆+1)-vertex colouring,

where ∆ is the maximum degree (such a colouring is always guaranteed to exist). A

folklore O(log n)-pass algorithm for computing this kind of colouring in insert-only

edge streams using O(n log n) bits of space was the best known approach until a

9
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remarkable breakthrough by Assadi, Chen, and Khanna [ACK19] showed that one can

be computed in a single pass using only O(npolylog n) bits of space. Simultaneously,

[BG18] showed weaker results for the problem of (1 + ε)∆-colouring.

Our main lower bound in Section 4.3.2 also applies to the problem of estimating the

chromatic number of a graph in an insert-only edge or explicit vertex stream.

Subgraph Counting. Another very widely studied graph streaming problem is the

subgraph counting problem: given a particular subgraph structure, estimate the num-

ber of induced subgraphs of the full streamed graph which match this structure. See,

for example: [BYKS02; Kan+12; CJ17; BC17].

Parameterisation

Many interesting graph problems unfortunately have no efficient streaming algorithm

in general. However, we might still be able to find parameterised streaming algorithms

for these problems which are efficient if we consider the parameter to be fixed - in

analogy to the fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) complexity class for offline algorithms.

Works in this direction include: [Chi+14; FK14; Chi+16].

This connects directly with our work in Chapter 5, where we consider algorithms

for maximum matching parameterised by the number (or weight) of deletions in the

stream. We can also draw looser links with parts of Chapter 4, where we consider

efficient algorithms for special graph classes.

Lower Bound Techniques

One very useful and interesting fact about the streaming model is its strong connection

to the study of communication complexity (see [Yao79]).

Suppose we divide the input stream in half and consider the state of the algorithm at

the mid-way point. The algorithm’s current state can be seen as a message from the

past to the future, from the first half of the stream to the second. If the streaming

algorithm works for any possible input stream, then this intermediate state must be

at least large enough to solve the corresponding two-party communication problem.

A similar argument follows if we want to split the stream into k > 2 pieces, except

with the k-party communication complexity.

Luckily, tight bounds are known for the communication complexity of many basic

problems, allowing us to create strong streaming lower bounds. Commonly used

hard problems include: index [KNR95], set disjointness [KS92; AMS99; CKS03], gap

hamming [IW03; CR12], augmented index [BY+04a], hidden boolean hypermatching

[VY11], and pointer jumping [DJS98; Cha07].

10
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In Section 4.2, we introduce a new k-party communication protocol called chained

index, which we use to prove several new streaming lower bounds in other parts of

the chapter.

For problems on turnstile streams we have an additional powerful tool. Li, Nguyen,

and Woodruff [LNW14] explained why almost all known turnstile streaming algo-

rithms are linear sketches. They proved that turnstile streaming algorithms are es-

sentially equivalent to linear sketches: any turnstile streaming algorithm (with some

important caveats - though partially lifted by [Ai+16]) can be transformed into a

linear sketch which uses only slightly more space (a logarithmic factor).

The upshot of this result is that all lower bounds on linear sketches are also lower

bounds on turnstile streaming algorithms, providing a further way to show streaming

lower bounds.

In Section 5.4, our main result is a reproof of an existing lower bound for the maxi-

mum matching problem. While the original proof made use of the turnstile-sketching

equivalence, our new proof does not: instead, we use a more direct proof from a two

dimensional variant of augmented index. In particular, this means our new bound

avoids the caveats associated with the equivalence result. See [DK20] for more detailed

discussion.

1.3 Thesis Roadmap

In this thesis, we take a deeper look at three particular streaming problems: the

correlation outliers problem in matrix streams, and the maximum independent set

and maximum matching problems in graph streams.

We begin the main body of the thesis with Chapter 2, formalising the models and

techniques we will use in rest of the thesis.

Chapter 3: Correlation Outliers. We introduce and study the correlation outliers

problem. Inspired by a work by Pagh [Pag13], which demonstrated an approach for

efficiently finding large entries in a covariance matrix, we considered strategies for the

correlation version of the same problem.

Chapter 4: Independent Sets. We consider problems on independent sets in graphs.

Since the maximum independent set problem for general graphs is intractable both of-

fline and in the general edge streaming model, we try to attack the problem from other

directions. We consider special graph classes and different vertex streaming models

where the problem might be more feasible, beginning a comprehensive evaluation of

the space complexity of maximum independent set in these various settings.

11
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Chapter 5: Maximum Matching with Bounded Deletions. Finally, we consider

the maximum matching problem. Like several other streaming problems, maximum

matching exhibits a gap between what is possible in streams with deletions and

streams without deletions. A natural question is then: can we describe a trade-off

for models where some deletions are allowed, but not arbitrary deletions? In recent

work [JW18] showed that the answer to this question is yes for a selection of vector

streaming problems (although the problems in question only exhibit a slim log n fac-

tor gap in complexity). This chapter represents our attempts to bring similar closure

to the maximum matching problem (where there is a large quadratic gap).

1.4 Recent Developments

Since the original submission of this thesis, there have been a couple of new develop-

ments closely connected to the work presented here.

Application of Chained Index. Feldman, Norouzi-Fard, Svensson, and Zenklusen

[Fel+20] presented new work on the one-way communication complexity of the sub-

modular maximisation problem. Their multi-party lower bound relies on a reduction

to the chained-index problem we proposed in Section 4.2. They include a new much

simpler proof of hardness for the chained-index problem. Their proof gives the same

complexity bound as Theorem 4.2.3 but removes the need to bound k.

Extension of Techniques from Chapter 5. In a new publication [DK20] we showed

a simpler method of proving the maximum matching lower bound from Section 5.4,

using an algorithmic reduction instead of an information theoretic argument. We

were also able to extend the technique to obtain a tight lower bound for the minimum

vertex cover problem.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Models and Notation

2.1.1 Streaming Algorithms

In its most general form, the streaming model can be formalised as follows:

Definition 2.1.1 (Streams). A stream S of length m consists of a sequence

of m updates to some underlying data structure:

S = 〈u1, u2, · · · , um〉

The exact nature of the updates can vary significantly depending on the specific

model, but is typically some kind of incremental change to a basic element of the

data structure in question. The updates are received one-by-one to be processed.

One key characteristic of the streaming model is that the recipient has no control over

the order of arrival. The order is always either arbitrary or random.

Definition 2.1.2 (Stream Order). Consider a stream S. It has:

• Adversarial order, if any particular order of the stream updates is

allowed - potentially a worst-case configuration.

• Random order, if the stream items have been permuted uniformly at

random.

In this thesis, we will exclusively consider adversarial order streams.

The goal is to compute functions of the stream, which is achieved using streaming

algorithms. Every streaming algorithm consists of three parts: an initialisation rou-

tine, an update routine, and a query routine. The initialisation routine is run before

the stream starts, to set up data structures or random seeds. The update routine is

called repeatedly to process each stream item received. Finally, at the conclusion of

the stream, the query routine is called and the algorithm produces its output.

13
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Definition 2.1.3 (Streaming Algorithms). A streaming algorithm for a

problem consists of three parts:

• An initialisation routine: set up a data structure D.

• An update routine: make changes to D to reflect the receipt of a new

stream update item ui.

• A query routine: use D to produce the correct output for the problem.

If we initialise the algorithm and then call the update routine on each stream

item in turn, then when we later run the query routine it should then produce

the desired problem output.

Our main performance measure is the space cost of the algorithm - the max-

imum space required to maintain D for any possible input stream. However,

the maximum update time and the maximum query time are also of interest.

While we will primarily consider streaming algorithms that are only allowed to see

the stream sequence once, we will sometimes consider the effect on performance of

allowing the stream to be viewed multiple times.

Definition 2.1.4 (One-Pass and Multi-Pass Streaming). A streaming algo-

rithm is said to be:

• one-pass if the algorithm sees each stream update one-by-one in se-

quence a single time.

• p-pass, for integer p ≥ 1, if the algorithm is allowed to see the entire

stream sequence p times consecutively, with the updates given in the exact

same order each time.

Observe that streaming problems can always be solved by a strategy of storing the

entire streamed input and then running the best known offline algorithm at query

time. So any non-trivial streaming algorithm should use space strictly sublinear in

the size of the input data.

2.1.2 Vector and Matrix Streams

A vector stream is simply a sequence of incremental changes to the entries of an

initially 0 vector, and matrix streams can be defined similarly.

To avoid repeating ourselves, we will define “tensor streams”, which generalise these

notions to multidimensional arrays. Then vector streams and matrix streams are

simply special cases.
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Definition 2.1.5 (Tensor Streams). A length-m tensor stream S describing

an (nk)dk=1-dimensional tensor X is a sequence of updates, each consisting of

an index Ij ∈
∏
k∈[d][nk] and a change ∆j ∈ R:

S =
〈

(I1, ∆1), (I2, ∆2), · · · , (Im, ∆m)
〉

Starting from the initial tensor of all zeros, each update (Ij , ∆j) tells us to

add ∆j to entry Ij of the tensor. By the end of the stream, this tensor will be

equal to X.

For each i ∈
∏
k∈[d][nk] let Ui = {j ∈ [m] | Ij = i} be the set of positions of

updates which made a change to entry i of the tensor. Then each entry i of

the described tensor X is given by:

xi =
∑
j∈Ui

∆j

When d = 1, we call this a vector stream and when d = 2, we call it a

matrix stream.

Depending on the application, we may be interested in various different restrictions

on this basic model. For example, we may have a non-negativity constrain on the

entries. We list some common variants.

Definition 2.1.6 (Tensor Stream Types). A vector stream S is said to be:

• A turnstile stream, when no particular constraints are placed on the

allowed updates.

• A strict turnstile stream or cash-register stream, when the final

vector X must have all non-negative entries: Xi ≥ 0.

• An insert-only stream, when all updates must be positive: ∆j > 0.

• An insert-once stream, when each index occurs exactly once: |Ui| = 1

For matrix streams specifically, we consider two further variants: row streams and

column streams. These are a type of insert-once stream where we treat the rows

and columns of the matrix (respectively), rather than individual entries, as the basic

elements which are updated by the stream. So rather than the matrix arriving entry-

by-entry, it arrives either row-by-row or column-by-column.
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Definition 2.1.7 (Row and Column Streams). A row stream SR describing

an (n × m)-dimensional matrix X consists of a sequence of n updates, each

consisting of a length m row vector rj and a row index σj ∈ [n]:

SR =
〈

(r1, σ1), (r2, σ2), · · · , (rn, σn)
〉

Each row index occurs exactly once, representing the rows arriving in some

permuted order. So the matrix X is simply the block matrix constructed by

stacking the rows rσj from j = 1 to j = n.

Similarly, a column stream SC describing a X consists of a sequence of m

updates, each consisting of a length n column vector cj and a column index

σj ∈ [m]:

SC =
〈

(c1, σ1), (c2, σ2), · · · , (cm, σm)
〉

Again, each column index occurs exactly once, representing the columns arriv-

ing in some permuted order. So the matrix X is now simply the block matrix

constructed by stacking the columns cσj from j = 1 to j = m.

To allow streaming algorithms in this model to still potentially achieve o(m)

and o(n) bits of space usage (respectively), we assume each arriving row or

column is itself received as a substream of individual entries.

Row and column streams can be thought of as insert-only matrix streams where the

order of arrival is partially structured. Rows (or columns) must arrive contiguously,

but otherwise the arrival order can still be chosen arbitrarily or randomly as usual.

2.1.3 Graph Streams

First we will set down our graph notation. Notice in particular that we define graphs

to be multi-graphs by default, unless we specify them to be simple.
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Definition 2.1.8 (Graphs). A graph G = (V,E) consists of a vertex set V

and an edge multi-set E.

• Let the neighbourhood of u ∈ V in graph G be given by the set of all

vertices with an edge to u:

NG(u) = {v ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E}

• Similarly, define the neighbourhood of vertex set U ⊂ V by the set of

all vertices outside of U with an edge to at least one vertex in U :

NG[U ] =

(⋃
u∈U

NG(u)

)
\ U

• Let the subgraph induced by U ⊂ V in graph G be given by:

G[U ] = (U,EU ) where {{x, y} ∈ E |x, y ∈ U}

Although graphs can be represented as adjacency matrices, it will be useful to consider

graph streams separately from vector and matrix streams.

We identify three graph stream models which we will use in this thesis. The first is

called the edge streaming model and can be seen as a matrix stream of the adjacency

matrix, although we never allow negative edge counts.

Definition 2.1.9 (Edge Stream). A length-m edge stream S describing an

n-vertex graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of updates, each consisting of an edge

ej = {u, v} and a sign sj ∈ {−1, 1}:

S =
〈

(e1, s1), (e2, s2), · · · , (em, sm)
〉

Starting from the empty multiset of edges Y = ∅, each update (ej , sj) tells us

to either add edge ej to Y (if sj = 1) or remove ej from Y (if sj = −1). By

the end of the stream, we have that Y = E.

We enforce that the stream is only allowed to delete edges currently in Y .

Like vector and matrix streams, there are several variants placing different constraints

on the the allowed insertions and deletions.
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Definition 2.1.10 (Edge Stream Variants). An edge stream S is said to be:

• A turnstile stream, when we place no further restrictions on the

stream.

• An insert-only stream, when no edges are ever deleted: sj = 1.

• A simple stream, when the intermediate edge multiset Y never contains

duplicate edges. In particular, the final graph G must then be a simple

graph.

Unlike vector and matrix streams, edge turnstile streams are already “strict” turnstile

streams, since we do not allow a notion of negative edges for graphs.

Similar to how row and column matrix streams replace the notion of entry updates

with that of row or column updates, we consider graph streaming models that treat

vertices rather than edges as the basic unit of a graph. Our second and third graph

stream models are called explicit and implicit vertex streams.

In an explicit vertex stream, we receive a stream of vertices along with any edges inci-

dent upon them and previously received vertices. In this way we receive an increasing

induced subgraph.

Definition 2.1.11 (Explicit Vertex Stream). An explicit vertex stream S
describing an n-vertex graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of updates, each con-

sisting of a vertex vj and the set of edges Ej between it and previous vertices:

S =
〈

(v1, E1), (v2, E2), · · · , (vm, Em)
〉

Each Ej is given by:

Starting from the empty set of vertices X = ∅ and the empty set of edges

Y = ∅, each update (vj , Ej) tells us to add vertex vj to X and edges Ej to Y .

Then, by the end of the stream, X = V and Y = E.

As with column and row matrix streams, to allow o(n) space algorithms, we

assume that each Ej is received as a substream of edges.

We assume that each of the edge sets are not multi-sets, i.e. they contain no repeat

edges. So for us explicit vertex streams are always simple streams. Similarly, while we

could define some notion of deletions for explicit vertex streams, we will not consider

any such model.

Implicit vertex streams follow a similar structure to explicit vertex streams except, as

the name suggests, the graph edges are defined implicitly rather than given directly.

Vertices are each associated with an identifier, but we are given an adjacency function

which allows us to determine the presence or absence of edges from the identifiers.
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Implicit streams are a natural way of modelling graphs which arise from geometric

contexts. For example, in a geometric intersection graph each vertex is associated

with some geometric object. Then a pair of vertices have an edge exactly when

their objects intersect. The stream of geometric objects along with the intersection

adjacency function then defines an implicit vertex stream.

Definition 2.1.12 (Implicit Vertex Stream). An implicit vertex stream S
describing an n-vertex graph G = (V,E) is a sequence vertex labels vj selected

from some universe U :

S =
〈
v1, v2, · · · , vn

〉
We are also equipped with oracle access to some symmetric adjacency function:

f : U × U → {0, 1}

Then, a particular edge e = {vi, vj} is included if and only if f(vi, vj) = 1. So

the resulting graph is G = (V,Ef ) with vertices V = [n] and edges:

Ef = {{x, y} ⊂ V | f(x, y) = 1}

As an example, consider the universe U = R2 consisting of points on the real plane.

By using the adjacency function

f(x, y) =

1 if ‖x− y‖2 ≤ 2

0 otherwise

we obtain streams representing unit-radius disk intersection graphs. Each stream

update u ∈ U tells us to add a vertex corresponding to a closed unit disk centered at

u, and a pair of vertices have an edge exactly when their respective disks intersect.

Notice in particular that the same identifier u could appear multiple times in the

stream to indicate multiple different vertices associated with identical disks.

Like the explicit version we only consider implicit vertex streams that are simple

and insert-only, although we do note that a variant of implicit vertex streams with

deletions would be quite natural and has been studied for the case of interval and

disk intersection graphs by Bakshi, Chepurko, and Woodruff [BCW19].

2.1.4 Communication Models

Many tight lower bounds are known on the space complexity of streaming problems,

and this is thanks to a strong connection to communication theory. To exploit this

connection, we will need to define models and notation for communication problems

and protocols.
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The main communication model we are interested in for streaming lower bounds is

the k-party one-way model. For any given problem, the input will be split among k

different parties, who must then perform local computations and communicate with

each other to determine the correct problem output. The local computation and stor-

age budget for each party is not limited, but we heavily restrict the communication.

The parties must send their messages in a chain, each sending exactly one message

directly to their successor, and speaking in order from the head of the chain to the

tail. Then the final party in the chain produces the output.

Definition 2.1.13 (One-Way Communication Model). The k-party one-

way communication model supposes that we have k parties called

P 1, P 2, · · · , P k who each hold a respective input X1, X2, · · · , Xk.

Starting from i = 1 up to i = k − 1, each party P i sends a single message to

P i+1. Then P k produces the overall output. Each party may perform unlimited

local computation in unlimited local storage, we are only interested in the total

number of bits communicated.

A communication protocol is simply an algorithm for each party, describing how

to process their received message and local input in order to produce their output

message.

Definition 2.1.14 (Communication Protocol). A k-party one-way com-

munication protocol for a problem is a (possibly random) procedure describ-

ing the output message each player should transmit for a given local input and

received message. The algorithm solves the problem if, for any input, by having

each player follow the procedure we guarantee that the final party will return

the desired output.

The cost of a given communication protocol is the maximum number of bits

communicated by all players in total.

Another model variant we will briefly mention is the simultaneous communication

model.

Definition 2.1.15 (Simultaneous Communication). The k-party simul-

taneous communication model supposes that we have k parties called

P 1, P 2, · · · , P k who each hold a respective input X1, X2, · · · , Xk.

Every party independently sends a single message to a co-ordinator, who must

them determine the correct output to the problem. Again, we are interested in

the total number of bits communicated.
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The simultaneous model is important in the study of turnstile streams, due to a result

of Li, Nguyen, and Woodruff [LNW14]. They showed that any turnstile streaming

algorithm (with some caveats) can be simulated by a linear transformation. In par-

ticular, this means that any lower bounds for linear transformations are also lower

bounds for all turnstile streaming algorithms. Thus, lower bounds shown in the si-

multaneous communication model apply to the turnstile streaming model, since any

linear transformation can be implemented as a simultaneous communication protocol.

The original result did not apply to strict turnstile streams, or streams with bounded

values, or multiple passes but more recently Ai, Hu, Li, and Woodruff [Ai+16] ex-

tended the reduction to apply to strict turnstile streams, and multiple passes.

2.1.5 Error and Approximation

Our randomised streaming algorithms and communication protocols typically have a

small chance of failing. When a particular algorithm or protocol has a δ or smaller

chance of not producing the desired output, we say it is δ-error.

Definition 2.1.16 (Error). We say an algorithm is δ-error if the algorithm

produces the correct output with probability at least (1 − δ). The rest of the

time the algorithm may return nothing, or may return an incorrect or invalid

output.

For some algorithms we may wish to further qualify the different error cases - partic-

ularly when an algorithm has a large chance of failing, but usually “fails safe”. For

example, an algorithm for some maximisation problem may be 1
3 -error, but the failure

cases may only result in incorrectly claiming an infeasible solution as feasible with a

much lower probability of 1/n2.

For different maximisation, minimisation, and estimation problems, we want to have a

common notion of relative approximation. The usual approach is to say an estimator

x̃ of a quantity x is a c-approximation whenever it satisfies x/c ≤ x̃ ≤ cx. However, for

maximisation and minimisation problems we often ask for the algorithm to output

a feasible solution, meaning that it is impossible for us to over or under-estimate

(respectively). This can make it awkward to compare upper bounds for outputting

a feasible approximately-maximum solution (which use a one-sided error) with lower

bounds for size estimation (which are often expressed with a two-sided error). For

this reason, we elect to use the following notion of approximation:
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Definition 2.1.17 (Approximation). We say an algorithm produces a c-

approximation to a quantity x if there are constants c1, c2 ≥ 1 with c1 · c2 = c,

such that the algorithm output x̃ satisfies:

x/c1 ≤ x̃ ≤ x · c2

whenever it is correct.

So for us, the range of allowed values has a relative-width of c for both one-sided and

two-sided approximations. Observe that the particular choice of c1 and c2 is not too

important (except for when a feasible solution must be output), since any algorithm

can have its output rescaled to lie in a different range.

If we wanted to translate any of our upper or lower bounds to the two-sided [x/c, xc]

variant, simply replace each appearance of c in the space bound with c2.

We will also sometimes use an additive notion of approximation.

Definition 2.1.18 (Additive Approximation). We say:

x = y ± ε ⇐⇒ y − ε ≤ x ≤ y + ε

2.2 Techniques

We will now provide a brief review of the main techniques and results from the fields

of streaming algorithms and communication complexity which our work will utilise

and build upon.

2.2.1 Tail Bounds

Often, in the evaluation of randomised algorithms, we need to show that our estima-

tors have a low probability of falling outside the desired approximation range. For

this, it is helpful to have a toolbox of inequalities for bounding the tails of distribu-

tions.

This first bound we will make use of is the well known Markov Inequality.

Fact 2.2.1 (Markov’s Inequality). Given a non-negative random variable X,

we have that for any a > 0:

P [X ≥ a] ≤ E [X]

a
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This basic fact follows from observing that any non-negative random variable that

exceeds E/a with probability more than a, must have expectation strictly greater

than E.

By applying Markov’s Inequality to the random variable (X−E [X])2, we get Cheby-

chev’s Inequality:

Fact 2.2.2 (Chebychev’s Inequality). Given any random variable X, we have

that for any a > 0:

P [|X − E [X] | ≥ a] ≤ V [X]

a2

The third and final tail bound we will make use of is the Chernoff-Hoeffding Bound,

due to Hoeffding [Hoe94], which allows us to places bounds on a sum of independent

random variables.

Theorem 2.2.3 (Chernoff-Hoeffding Bound [Hoe94]). Let X1, X2, · · · , Xn be

random variables taking values in {0, 1} that are either:

• Independent and each equal to 1 with probability p.

• Each sampled without replacement from a bag of size N ≥ n, which holds

Np copies of 1 and N(p− 1) copies of 0.

In either case, the following two tail bounds hold:

P

∑
i∈[n]

Xi ≥ (p+ ε)n

 ≤ exp (−nD(p+ ε ‖ p)) ≤ exp(−2ε2n)

P

∑
i∈[n]

Xi ≤ (p− ε)n

 ≤ exp (−nD(p− ε ‖ p)) ≤ exp(−2ε2n)

where D(a ‖ b) = a ln a
b + (1− a) ln 1−a

1−b .

A more careful analysis of D(a ‖ b) gets us a special case of this bound which is very

useful for proving relative error guarantees of sampling-based randomised algorithms.

Corollary 2.2.4 (Theorem 1.1 in [DP09]). Let X =
∑
i∈[n]Xi be the sum of

the random variables from Theorem 2.2.3. Then we have E [X] = np and:

P
[
X <

1

2
· E [X]

]
≤ exp

(
−E [X]

8

)
P
[
X > 2 · E [X]

]
≤ exp

(
−E [X]

3

)
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2.2.2 Sketches

Many of the streaming algorithms known for vectors, have a lot of utility as sub-

routines in the construction of algorithms for complex objects such as graphs. In

particular, several “sketches” will be useful for us. A sketch is simply a linear trans-

formation from a high dimensional space into a lower dimensional space, which (usu-

ally approximately) preserves some useful properties or information about the original

object.

Definition 2.2.5 (Sketch). A sketch is a random linear transformations S
which preserves some useful information about the input in small space.

Since it is linear, a sketch of some data can be maintained under turnstile

stream updates, and even merged.

The first sketch we will make use of is the so-called AMS sketch due to Alon, Gibbons,

Matias, and Szegedy [AMS99].

Theorem 2.2.6 (AMS Sketch [AMS99]). For any ε, δ, there exists a sketch

S of size O(ε−2 log δ−1) bits, and a query routine �, such that for any vectors

x, y we have that:

S(x)� S(y) = 〈x, y〉 ± ε‖x‖‖y‖

with probability at least (1− δ), and therefore:

S(x)� S(x) = (1± ε)‖x‖2

also with probability at least (1− δ).

In particular, the query routine involves computing O(log δ−1) inner products

between sub-vectors of length O(ε−2) and taking the median.

Call such a sketch an (ε, δ)-AMS Sketch.

The AMS sketch is known to be optimal, since any more efficient sketch would break

streaming lower bounds for estimating the second frequency moment (see work by

Kane, Nelson, and Woodruff [KNW10b]).

The second sketch we will make use of is an l0 sampler. Such a sketch allows us to

sample uniformly from the support of a vector. This is extremely useful in graph

streaming algorithms, as many graph techniques involve sampling edges from sub-

graphs or neighbourhoods.

Such a data structure was first demonstrated by Frahling, Indyk, and Sohler [FIS08],

but we will use the construction of Jowahri, Sağlam, and Tardos [JST11].
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Theorem 2.2.7 (l0 Sampler [JST11]). For any 0 < δ < 1, there exists a

sketch S of size O(log2 n log δ−1) bits, which supports a query operation.

For a vector x, when S(x) is queried the sketch succeeds with probability at least

(1 − δ). Conditioned on succeeding, the sketch returns an index i ∈ supp(x)

chosen uniformly at random from the support of x. When the sketch fails, it

usually returns nothing, but has a small 1/n3 chance of returning a false entry

j /∈ supp(x).

2.2.3 Communication Complexity

Almost all streaming lower bounds take the same form, due to an extremely strong

and useful connection to communication complexity.

Fact 2.2.8. Suppose we have a streaming algorithm A that uses B bits of

space to solve a particular streaming problem.

Then this streaming algorithm is also a k-party one-way communication pro-

tocol for the same problem, where the stream input is spread arbitrarily among

the k parties, and this protocol communicates at most kB bits.

Conversely, this means that a lower bounds of M bits of communication for

a problem in the k-party one-way communication protocol is also an M/k bit

space lower bound for the corresponding streaming problem.

So by determining the randomised communication complexity of problems, we can

develop new lower bounds for the streaming model.

The study of randomised communication complexity was introduced by Yao [Yao79]

and has since flourished. Many different streaming problems can be related to a

small number of core communication problems, by embedding instances of the simple

communication problem into the more complex streaming problem in such a way that

any solution to the streaming problem must expose the solution to the communication

problem.

We briefly list here the key communication problems which we will use in lower bounds

for this thesis.

In the index problem, one party knows a secret set, while the other party has a specific

element and they would like to know if it is in the set.
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Definition 2.2.9 (Index). In the N-bit two-party one-way index commu-

nication problem IndexN , we have two parties: Alice and Bob.

• Alice knows: X ⊂ [N ]

• Bob knows: σ ∈ [N ]

Alice must send a single message to Bob, who must then correctly output 1 if

σ ∈ X or 0 otherwise.

The hardness of index is very well known. It describes the basic fact that we cannot

compress an arbitrary vector without losing some information.

Theorem 2.2.10 ([KNR95]). For δ < 1
2 , any δ-error randomised one-way

communication protocol that solves IndexN must communicate at least Ω(N)

bits.

Our next problem is called set disjointness. Now there may be more than one party,

and every party has a set. The sets are either all pairwise disjoint, or they have a

unique point all in common.

Index can be seen as a special case of set disjointness, so any problem with a set

disjointness lower bound also has an index lower bound. However, the symmetry

of set disjointness allows us to have non-trivial multiple pass complexity, and also

naturally supports multiple parties - which is necessary to show hardness for some

problems.

Definition 2.2.11 (Set Disjointness). In the N-bit k-party one-way

set disjointness communication problem DisjointkN , we have k parties:

P 1, P 2, · · · , P k.

For i ∈ [k], each P i knows Xi ⊂ [N ].

We are guaranteed that either the sets are pairwise disjoint, or they have a

unique intersection. That is, either every pair of sets satisfy Xi ∩Xj = ∅, or

there is some σ ∈ [n] such that every pair of sets satisfies Xi ∩Xj = {σ}.

Communication proceeds one-way. Each party goes in order, from P 1 to P k,

sending one message to their immediate successor. Then, P k must output 0 if

the sets are disjoint, or 1 if they have a unique intersection.

Chakrabarti [CKS03] showed tight hardness for the one-way (single pass) variant, and

nearly-tight bounds for the multi-way case.
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Theorem 2.2.12 (Set Disjointness [CKS03]). For δ < 1
2 , any δ-error ran-

domised one-way communication protocol that solves DisjointkN must com-

municate at least Ω
(
N
k

)
bits in total. In particular, at least one message must

be of size Ω
(
N
k2

)
.

If multi-way messages are allowed, at least Ω
(

N
k log k

)
bits must be communi-

cated in total.

2.2.4 Information Theory

To prove new lower bounds in communication complexity, our most powerful tools

come from information theory. By carefully defining random variables for different

parts of a communication problem and studying how they depend on each other, we

can relate the probability of succeeding at solving a given problem to the size of the

messages sent. In this section, we will quickly review some important basic facts from

information theory.

The first measure we will introduce is entropy which, roughly speaking, tells us the

“information content” (in bits) of a random variable.

Definition 2.2.13 (Entropy). Suppose we have two random variables X,Y

over domains X ,Y, with probability distributions PX ,PY . Use PX,Y to refer

to the joint distribution of X and Y . Then:

• The entropy of X is given by

H(X) =
∑
x∈X

PX(x) log

(
1

PX(x)

)
• The conditional entropy of X given Y is

H(X |Y ) = EY [H(X) |Y ]

=
∑
y∈Y

PY (y)
∑
x∈X

PX(x |Y = y) log

(
1

PX(x |Y = y)

)

Another important concept is that of mutual information, which can be thought of

as the amount of entropy shared by a pair of random variables.
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Definition 2.2.14 (Mutual information). Now suppose we have three ran-

dom variables X,Y, Z over domains X ,Y,Z, with probability distributions

PX ,PY ,PZ . Use PX,Y to refer to the joint distribution of X and Y . Then:

• The mutual information between X and Y is given by

I(X : Y ) =
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

PX,Y (x, y) log

(
PX,Y (x, y)

PX(x)PY (y)

)
= H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y )

= H(X)−H(X |Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X)

• The conditional mutual information between X and Y given Z is

I(X : Y |Z) = EZ [I(X : Y ) |Z]

=
∑
z∈Z

PZ(z)
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

PX,Y (x, y |Z = z) log

( PX,Y |Z(x, y |Z = z)

PX(x |Z = z)PY (y |Z = z)

)

The following three facts are well known.

Fact 2.2.15. Mutual information is always non-negative I(X : Y ) ≥ 0 and

must be 0 when X and Y are independent.

Fact 2.2.16. The mutual information cannot be more than the entropy of

either variable I(X,Y ) ≤ min{H(X), H(Y )}.

Fact 2.2.17. Suppose X and Y are independent. Then the mutual information

between the pair (X,Y ) and Z is bounded as follows:

I(X,Y : Z) ≥ I(X : Z) + I(Y : Z)

Proof. The chain rule for mutual information states that:

I(X,Y : Z) = I(Y : Z) + I(X : Z |Y )

So we simply need to show that I(X : Z |Y ) ≥ I(X : Z) for the result.

The difference I(X : Z |Y ) − I(X : Z) is known as the interaction information

I(X : Y : Z), and is invariant under permutation of the variables, therefore

I(X : Z |Y )− I(X : Z) = I(X : Y |Z)− I(X : Y ). We know I(X : Y ) = 0 (from

independence) and I(X : Y |Z) ≥ 0 (from non-negativity of mutual information),

so the inequality must be true.
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3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background

One of the core problems in data analysis is the identification of correlated pairs

of signals within a large data set. By discovering these kinds of structure within the

data we can remove unnecessary features, build better predictive models, and identify

unexpected or suspicious behaviour.

In this chapter we consider the problem of identifying pairs of signals with unusu-

ally large (in magnitude) Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient within a

streamed matrix of signal observation data.

Definition 3.1.1 (Correlation Matrix). Given an n-by-d matrix X let:

• The mean vector µ(X) be the length n vector such that:

µ(X)i =
1

d

∑
k∈[d]

Xi,k

• The variance vector V [X] be the length n vector such that:

V [X]i =
1

d

∑
k∈[d]

(Xi,k − µ(X)i)
2

• The correlation matrix corr(X) be the n-by-n matrix such that:

corr(X)i,j =
∑
k∈[d]

(Xi,k − µ(X)i) · (Xj,k − µ(X)j)√
V [X]iV [X]j

Throughout this chapter, we will assume that d ≥ 100n, and that nd is large enough

that storing all entries of X is impractical.

We will also be given a threshold parameter τ , such that any off-diagonal entries of

corr(X) outside of the range (−τ, τ) are “outliers” which should be reported.
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Definition 3.1.2 (Outliers). Given an n-by-d matrix X and a threshold τ let

the outlier set OUT(X, τ) be:

OUT(X, τ) = {{i, j} ⊂ [n] | τ ≤ | corr(X)i,j |}

Notice that since the index pairs are sets, we have that i 6= j. This means that the

diagonal entries of corr(X), which are always 1 and uninteresting, are excluded from

OUT(X, τ).

It is not really feasible (without storing essentially the whole stream) to distinguish

between a correlation of exactly τ and a correlation that is just very slightly less than

τ , so we will give ourselves a little breathing room by allowing (but not requiring) the

algorithm to report pairs with a correlation of at least τ/4:

Problem 3.1.3 (Correlation Outliers). Given an n-by-d matrix X provided

as a stream along with threshold parameter 0 < τ < 1, return a set of index

pairs P such that:

OUT(X, τ) ⊂ P ⊂ OUT(X,
τ

4
)

with probability at least 1− 1
n .

In other words, we want to (with high probability) find all pairs with correlation

at least τ , without incorrectly reporting any pairs with correlation smaller than τ/4.

The choice of the 1/4 factor is somewhat arbitrary - using any other constant between

0 and 1 would not meaningfully change the complexity of the problem in general.

How difficult the correlations outliers problem is will vary with the choice of threshold

τ , but also depends on the combined weight of the non-outlier entries. We quantify

this noise as follows:

Definition 3.1.4 (Residue). Given an n-by-d matrix X and a threshold τ let

the residue RES(X, τ) be:

RES(X, τ) =
∑

{i,j}/∈OUT(X,τ)

corr(X)2
i,j

the sum of the squares of the off-diagonal, non-outlier entries.

3.1.2 Results

In Section 3.2, we consider the space required to solve correlation outliers in different

streaming models. All bounds are in terms of n, d, and τ (with any polylog factors

hidden).
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Stream Type Space Complexity Theorems

Row, Column, or Turnstile Õ(n/τ2) 3.2.1

Row Ω(min{n/τ2, d}) 3.2.2

Column Θ̃(min{n/τ2, n2}) 3.2.3

In Section 3.3, we consider the time and space taken by different correlation outliers

algorithms at the query processing step.

Search Strategy Sketch Size Query Space Query Time

Naive Õ(n/τ2) Õ(n/τ2) Õ(n2/τ2)

LSH (Section 3.3.1) Õ(n/τ2) n2−Θ(τ)/τ2 n2−Θ(τ)/τ2

Our Approach (Theorem 3.3.6) Õ(n
5
3 /τ2) Õ(n

5
3 /τ2) Õ(n

5
3 /τ2)

With the caveat that the algorithm of Theorem 3.3.6 only works if the residual weight

RES(X, τ) does not grow faster than n
4
3 , and the number of outliers |OUT(X, τ)| does

not grow faster than n
2
3 .

3.2 Space Complexity

In this section we demonstrate how a simple direct application of vector sketching

techniques solves the correlation outliers problem for turnstile matrix streams. We

then show that this strategy is essentially optimal in terms of space costs for all three

of the matrix streaming models we consider.

3.2.1 Turnstile Row-Sketching Strategy

Since AMS sketches can be shifted and rescaled, if we store an AMS sketch of each

row, we can shift and normalise them and then make inner product queries to estimate

the correlations. By trying all n2 possibilities, we can then find all the outliers.

Theorem 3.2.1. There is a 1/n-error randomised turnstile matrix streaming

algorithm which finds every index pair in OUT(X, τ) using O(n log n/τ2) bits

of space, and does not falsely report any entries unless they have magnitude at

least τ/4.

Proof. Randomly select a (τ/10, 1/2n3)-AMS sketch function S and another

(1/10, 1/2n2)-AMS sketch function S′.

Streaming Phase Maintain sketches S(ri) and S′(ri) of each row ri of X. Also

store the sum of columns d · µ(X). This requires O(n/τ2 · log n) bits of space in

total.
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Query Phase At the conclusion of the stream, we can determine the mean column

µ(X) and use it to retroactively shift all the sketched rows S(ri) and S′(ri) to have

mean 0.

For row i compute S(1d) the sketch of the all-ones vector and compute S(pi) =

S(ri) − µ(X)i · S(1d). By linearity, this gives us sketches of the centered rows.

Similarly for S′(pi).

Next, we use the norm estimation property of AMS sketches to approximate each

row variance V
[
ri
]

from S′(pi). We approximate all the variances to within (1± 1
2 )

simultaneously with probability at least (1− 1/2n), by a union bound over the n

attempts.

Now we rescale all of the sketches S(pi) according to the estimated variances to

be sketches of approximately normalised and centered rows S(vi) ≈ S(pi)/V
[
ri
]
.

Each has norm between 10
11 and 10

9 . Now we perform all pairs of inner product

queries between sketches S(vi). These all meet their AMS guarantee with proba-

bility at least (1− 1/2n), by a union bound over the n2 attempts.

Any correlation of magnitude at least τ results in an inner product query of more

than τ/2, while any correlation of magnitude at most τ/4 results in an inner prod-

uct query of less than τ/2. Therefore, we can distinguish the cases as promised.

The query takes a total of O(n2 log n/τ2) time to execute.

3.2.2 Row Streaming Lower Bound

On the lower bound side of things, we will first consider the row streaming model,

where the algorithm receives rows of the observation matrix one-by-one.

The hardness of sketching normalised inner products is normally limited by the

amount of precision desired, requiring Ω̃(τ−2) bits of space to achieve a τ additive

error. Roughly speaking, this holds because you can pack in at most τ−2 entries of

magnitude τ into a unit weight vector. For our problem, we have n different row

vectors to work with, so we can get up to Ω(n/τ2) hardness.

Theorem 3.2.2. Any 1
3 -error randomised row streaming algorithm which

solves the correlation outliers problem must use at least Ω(min{n/τ2, d}) bits

of space.

This holds even when there is at most one outlier |OUT(X, τ)| ≤ 1 and all

other off-diagonal entries of corr(X) are 0.

Proof. Suppose there is a 1
3 -error randomised row streaming algorithm A which

returns an entry of OUT(X, τ), using B(n, τ) bits of space for an n-row matrix

M .

Without loss of generality, we can choose integer n > 1 and real threshold τ > 0,

such that L = 1/τ2 is an integer. Now consider an instance (Y, σ) of the two-party
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communication problem IndexN with number of bits N = (n− 1)L.

Alice’s Rows Given Y we have Alice construct n−1 row vectors r1, r2, · · · , rn−1

- each of length 2N . Notice this means that we need 2N ≤ d, hence why the lower

bound is capped by d.

Each vector will be responsible for encoding L bits of Y , and will be constructed

to have mean 0, variance 1, and no correlation with the other rows.

Partition Y into
⋃
i∈[n−1] Yi where each Yi = {k ∈ Y | (i− 1)L < k ≤ iL} consists

of up to L items from Y .

For each i ∈ [n− 1] and j ∈ [N ] let the jth entry of the ith row be given by:

rij =


(2|Yi|)−

1
2 if j ∈ Xi

−(2|Yi|)−
1
2 if j −N ∈ Xi

0 otherwise

So for each k ∈ Si, the vector ri gets an an entry of (2|Yi|)−1/2 at position k and

an entry of −(2|Yi|)−1/2 at position k+N . All other entries are left 0. This means

that every row has mean µ(ri) = 0 and variance V
[
ri
]

= 1. Since the sets Yi are

pairwise disjoint, we also have that the vectors are pairwise uncorrelated, as we

wanted.

Alice now simulates algorithm A on some arbitrary stream ordering of the gener-

ated rows and then sends the algorithm state M to Bob. We know this message

has bounded size |M| ≤ B(n, τ).

Bob’s Row Given the algorithm state M and the index σ ∈ [N ], Bob will con-

tinue simulating algorithm A to insert one more length N row r∗. We want this

row to correlate with another row if and only if σ ∈ Y , so let the jth entry of r∗

be given by:

r∗j =


1/
√

2 if j = σ

−1/
√

2 if j = σ +N

0 otherwise

Clearly, the row also has µ(r∗) = 0 and V [r∗] = 1, and the only other entries in

columns σ and σ+N could be from row rI for I = dσ/Le, and only when σ ∈ YI .
So the correlation between r∗ and each ri for i 6= I is 0, while the correlation

between r∗ and rI is 1/
√
|YI | ≥ 1/

√
L = τ when σ ∈ Y or 0 otherwise.

Output Let X be the combined matrix of the n inserted rows. Recall that the

first n − 1 rows were pairwise uncorrelated, and the final row is correlated (with

correlation at least τ) with row I = dσ/Le if and only if Yσ = 1, but also otherwise

uncorrelated.
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Therefore, if Yσ = 1, then with probability at least 2
3 algorithm A return {n, I}

and, if Yσ = 0, then with probability at least 2
3 algorithm A returns nothing.

By Theorem 2.2.10, any such protocol must have communicated a message of at

least Ω(N) = Ω(n/τ2) bits, so we have that B(n, τ) ≥ Ω(n/τ2).

3.2.3 Column Streaming Lower Bound

Now we consider the column streaming model, where the algorithm receives columns

of the observation matrix one-by-one in an arbitrary order. We will show that the

correlation outliers problem is similarly hard in this model as in the row streaming

model, although for slightly different reasons.

We will still hide O(1/τ2) bits of information within each of the n data rows. However,

since row insertions are not allowed, we also have to hard code O(1/τ2) additional

point-query rows. Each point-query row is constructed to correlate with one of the

bits from every data row, giving us a way to try to identify the state of any given bit.

Since all the bits must be lined up in order for the useful correlations to exists, we also

cause many noisy cross-correlations between the data rows. Fortunately, since we can

now perform column-insertions, we can choose to retroactively blow up the variance

of any row. By increasing the variance of every row except a particular data and

query row, we completely drown out all possible correlations except for the potential

correlation associated with a particular bit.

Theorem 3.2.3. Any 1
3 -error randomised column streaming algorithm which

solves correlation outliers must use at least Ω(n ·min{τ−2, n}) bits of space.

This holds even when there is at most one outlier |OUT(X, τ)| ≤ 1 and all

other off-diagonal entries of corr(X) have magnitude at most τ/n3.

In combination with Theorem 3.2.1, this gives us a tight (up to polylog factors)

bound of Θ̃(min{n/τ2, n2}) on the space complexity of correlation outliers in

the column streaming setting.

Proof. Suppose there is a 1
3 -error randomised column streaming algorithmA which

returns an entry of OUT(X, τ), using B(n, τ) bits of space for an n-row matrix X.

Without loss of generality, we can choose an integer n > 1 and a real threshold τ

such that L = 1/τ2 < n/2 is an integer. Now consider an instance (Y, σ) of the

two-party communication problem IndexN with number of bits N = (n− L)L.

Alice’s Columns Given Y we have Alice construct L columns c1, c2, · · · , cL - each

of height n. The first J = n−L entries of each column will be used to encode bits

of Y , and the final L entries will be hard coded.

Again, partition Y into
⋃
i∈[J] Yi where each Yi = {k ∈ X | (i − 1)L < k ≤ iL}
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consists of up to L items from Y .

For each i ∈ [L] and j ∈ [n] let the jth entry of the ith column be given by:

cij =


(2|Yj |)−

1
2 if j ≤ J and ((j − 1)L+ i) ∈ Xj

1/
√

2 if j = J + i

0 otherwise

Alice then simulates algorithm A inserting each of the generated columns ci for

i ∈ [L]. Alice follows this by also inserting a negated version −ci of the generated

columns for i ∈ [L]. Alice then passes the algorithm stateM to Bob. This message

has bounded size |M| ≤ B(n, τ).

Intermediate State We should pause here to evaluate the current state of the

inserted observation matrix X. Label the first J rows as r1, r2, · · · , rJ and the

final L rows as q1, q2, · · · , qL. Each rj for j ∈ [J ] consists of |Yj | entries of value

(2|Yj |)−1/2 and |Yj | entries of value −(2|Yj |)−1/2 and the rest of the entries 0,

giving a mean µ(rj) = 0 and variance V
[
rj
]

= 1. Each qi for i ∈ [L] consists of

one entry of 1/
√

2 and one of −1/
√

2 and the rest of the entries 0, also giving a

mean of µ(qi) = 0 and variance V
[
qi
]

= 1.

A given pair qi and rj have correlation 1/
√
|Yj | ≥ τ if ((j − 1)L + i) ∈ Yj and 0

otherwise. All the rows qi for i ∈ [L] are pairwise uncorrelated. Unfortunately, the

rows rj for j ∈ [J ] are potentially all highly correlated, flooding the set OUT(X, τ)

and drowning out the useful correlation between each qi and rj .

Bob’s Columns Given algorithm state M and the index σ ∈ [n], Bob will con-

tinue simulating algorithm A to insert 2n more columns. Let x, y > 0 be the

unique integers such that x ≤ L and (y − 1)L + x = σ. Bob wishes to input

columns which will cause all correlations other than that between rows qx and ry

to vanish. To achieve this, he will introduce entries to blow-up the variance of all

the other rows.

For each i ∈ [n] \ {x + J, y} Bob inserts two columns, one with a single non-zero

entry of n7/2/τ at position i, and one with a single non-zero entry of −n7/2/τ at

the same position. Since the additions to each row sum to 0, the mean will be

unchanged. And since each added column has only a single entry, this also does

not change any of the inner products between rows.

Algorithm Output Now, consider again the rows of the extended observation

matrix X using the same labels as before. As we just stated, every row still has

mean 0, and every pair of rows has the same inner product as before (which was

at most 1, since their variances were previously all 1). The rows ry and qx still

have variance V [qx] = V [ry] = 1. However, the rows qi and rj for i ∈ [L] \ {x}
and j ∈ [J ] \ {y} each have variance V

[
rj
]
,V
[
qi
]
≥ n6/τ2.
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This means that, while the correlation between qx and ry is unchanged, the cor-

relations between any other pair of rows (even when one of the pair of rows

is qx or ry) is at most τ/n3. In particular, when Yσ = 1 we have that

OUT(X, τ) = {{x+ J, y}}, and when Yσ = 0 we have that OUT(X, τ) = ∅.
Since algorithm A distinguishes these cases with probability at least 2

3 , by The-

orem 2.2.10, our constructed protocol must have communicated a message of at

least Ω(N) = Ω(n/τ2) bits, and so B(n, τ) ≥ Ω(n/τ2).

We inserted a total of 2L + 2n ≤ 3n columns, which is fewer than the allowed

d ≥ 100n. However, we had to assume that τ−2 < n/2 at the start, so n is a cap

on the τ−2 factor. This gives us the overall lower bound.

Tightness To observe that this lower bound is tight, we consider two upper

bounds: the Õ(n/τ2) upper bound of Theorem 3.2.1, and the following trivial

Õ(n2) space algorithm.

For each row track the sum of entries and the sum of squares of entries in Õ(n)

space - this allows us to calculate exactly the mean and variance of each row. As

each column x arrives, compute the outer product xxT. Track the sum of all these

xxT’s in Õ(n2) space - at the end of the stream, this will be the matrix of all row

inner products. From the inner products, the means, and the variances, we can

calculate all the correlation entries exactly.

3.3 Query Time

While the row sketching strategy is space-optimal for our problem, the naive approach

of computing all the inner product queries and comparing each against the threshold

is very slow, taking Θ̃(n2/τ2) time. While this is essentially optimal for the general

case where there may be as many as Θ(n2) outlier pairs to report, we can hope to do

better when the set of near-outliers OUT(X, τ/4) is relatively small.

In this section we look at existing techniques for performing fast all-pairs searches,

and propose a sketch-based approach that can perform better for certain parameter

regimes.

3.3.1 Fast All-Pairs Search

In this subsection, we will discuss how locality sensitive hashing (LSH) can be used

to achieve a faster query time - though at the cost of using more space while running

the query procedure.

Locality Sensitive Hashing The LSH framework was introduced by Indyk and Mot-

wani [IM98] as a way of efficiently solving the near neighbours problem. It uses a
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special kind of hash function which is biased towards similar vectors colliding more

often than dissimilar vectors.

Concretely: pairs of vectors within distance r of each other are considered near and

collide in the hash function with probability at least p1, while pairs of vectors more

than distance cr apart are far and only suffer a hash collision with probability at

most p2. We measure the quality of an LSH function by its sensitivity ρ = log(1/p1)
log(1/p2) .

Now, suppose we have a collection of n length-l vectors. The algorithm of [IM98,

Theorem 5] builds us a hash table of size Õ(l · n1+ρ) bits, taking the same order time

to complete. This hash table has two important properties. For each vector x in the

collection:

• Each y that is near to x (i.e. ‖x−y‖ ≤ r) has a constant probability of colliding

with x in the table.

• With constant probability, at most nρ different vectors y′ that are far from x

(i.e. ‖x− y′‖ > cr) collide with x in the table.

Armed with these facts, we can see that by building the hash table and inspecting

up to O(nρ) collisions for each vector in the collection (taking a total of Õ(l · n1+ρ)

time), we will find a constant fraction of all the near pairs x, y such that ‖x− y‖ ≤ r,
as long as there are not too many not-far pairs with ‖x − y‖ ≤ cr. Specifically, we

need that each vector in the collection is not-far from at most O(nρ) other vectors.

When this holds, we find a constant fraction of the near pairs each time we build and

search through a new independent hash table. Therefore, performing this process

O(log n) times will find us all the near pairs with high probability (and we can filter

out all false reports by simply checking the actual distance between each candidate

pair - for no meaningful additional time cost).

For Euclidean space, the optimal data-independent LSH function has a sensitivity of

ρ(r, c) = 1/c2 + o(1) [IM98]. If we allow the hashing function to be data-dependent

(meaning the hash of each vector can depend on the full data collection), Andoni

and Razenshteyn [AR15] showed how to improve this to an optimal sensitivity of

ρ(r, c) = 1/(2c2 − 1) + o(1).

Application to Correlation Outliers So how does this relate to the correlation out-

liers problem? The key observation is that we can use linear sketches to reduce our

correlation outliers problem into an all-pairs near neighbours search problem in Eu-

clidean space.

Our first idea is to reuse the normalisation strategy from Theorem 3.2.1. If we use

sketches to track the means and approximate the Euclidean norms of each row, then

we can simulate the original matrix X having all rows of mean 0 and Euclidean norm
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1±0.01. This only introduces a roughly 2% distortion to each entry in the correlation

matrix (with high probability). For the rest of this section, we will assume X always

had rows normalised in this way.

Now consider these normalised rows of X. A pair of rows have high (positive) corre-

lation exactly when they have small Euclidean distance between them. Specifically,

the cosine rule tells us that rows r1 and r2 satisfy:

‖r1 − r2‖2 =
√

2− 2 · corr(r1, r2)

where corr(u1, u2) is the correlation between the rows (which is simply the dot product

in this case).

So we can hope to find correlation outliers by searching for pairs of rows which are

close in Euclidean distance. We can similarly detect high negative correlation by

simply checking for rows which are close to another negated row.

Before we can go any further, we also need to deal with the fact that the rows of

X are too big to store. We can use a fast linear Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform

[AC06] to compress the input rows of X from d dimensions down to O(τ−2 · log n), at

the cost of distorting the pairwise Euclidean distances by a factor of at most 1± τ
100

(with high probability). This transformation is linear, so it does not interfere with the

normalisation process outlined above and can be maintained over a turnstile stream.

So now finding the correlation outliers becomes exactly a problem of finding the

near neighbours in Euclidean distance, for a collection of n vectors each of length

l = O(τ−2 · log n).

Recalling the definitions of near and far vectors, we need to set r ≥
√

2− 2τ , to ensure

all correlation outliers count as near neighbours. On the other hand, it’s less clear

what the right choice for cr is. We clearly need r < cr <
√

2, but the exact choice

depends on the distribution of the non-outliers. We need cr to be small enough to

exclude all but O(nρ) non-outliers.

Whatever the optimal choice of cr is, we end up with:

1

c2
=

r2

(cr)2
≥ 2− 2τ

2
= 1− τ

giving us ρ ≥ 2−Θ(τ), even with the improved data-dependent hashing.

This gives an overall space and time cost of n2−Θ(τ)/τ2 to implement this LSH-based

fast query strategy. This can be quite efficient for τ close to 1, but is not very useful

for detecting weak outliers - even at the extreme where all the non-outliers are 0.

Other Related Work For the special case of Boolean vectors, there are strategies

for achieving even faster queries [Val12; KKK18], but we are interested in arbitrary
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vectors of reals here. Finding a way to apply these improved techniques to our problem

is an interesting direction for future work.

3.3.2 Sketching the Sketches

We will describe an alternative strategy for the case of small threshold τ and vanishing

residue RES(X, τ). Our idea is to use the stored row sketches of the observation matrix

M to build a sketch of the correlation matrix corr(M) by applying an additional layer

of sketching in the query step. Unfortunately, nesting sketches in this way requires us

to have polynomially small error in the initial sketches, resulting in a corresponding

increase in the required sketch size. This produces a trade-off between query time

and sketch size.

For our strategy we need to be able to identify the unique heavy element hiding in

a sum of elements, a version of the so-called “heavy-hitters” problem. For this we

borrow the scheme used by Pagh [Pag13, Section 4] (with similar ideas used previously

in the sparse recovery literature by Gilbert, Li, Porat, and Strauss [Gil+12]). This

scheme calls for the use of good error correcting code for encoding and decoding row

indices. Since there are at most n rows, we would like codes that take inputs of length

B = dlog ne bits, produce codewords of length O(B), and can successfully decode a

codeword which has had up to some constant fraction of its bits flipped. Such codes

exist, for example the expander codes of Sipser and Spielman [SS96].

Fact 3.3.1 (Error-Correcting Code). There exist constants λ,W > 0 such

that for every integer B there are a pair of functions - an encoding function E
and a decoding function D:

E : [2B ]→ {0, 1}WB

D : {0, 1}WB → [2B ]

such that for any input x ∈ [2B ] and error sequence y ∈ {0, 1}WB satisfying

| supp(y)| ≤ λWB, we have that:

D(E(x)⊕ y) = x

Where ⊕ is the entry-wise XOR operation, which can be thought of as flipping

the bit of E(x) whenever the corresponding bit of y is 1.

Since there are only 2B < 2n possible inputs, we can simply build a pair of O(n log n)

size lookup table of codewords to allow fast encoding and decoding. The encoding

table is a list of codewords ordered by input, and requires constant time to look up

and encoding. The decoding table is a list of inputs ordered by codeword, and the

decoding can be found by a fast binary search.
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Definition 3.3.2. For any integer n > 0, use Encoden : [n]→ {0, 1}Wdlogne

and Decoden : {0, 1}Wdlogne → [n] be a fixed choice of encoding and decoding

functions with properties guaranteed by Fact 3.3.1 and which require O(n log n)

space and O(log2 n) time to compute.

Use Encoden(i; b) to refer to the bth bit of Encoden(i).

We define the notion of a “grid sketch” which compresses a matrix down, but still

allows us to identify outlier entries quickly. This can be seen as performing a count

sketch on both the rows and columns of the matrix.

Definition 3.3.3 (Grid Sketch). Suppose we have number g of groups which

divides n, and a square n-by-n matrix X.

Choose any pair of partitions of [n] into g groups of size n/g and let Γx,Γy :

[g]→ 2[n] be the maps of group numbers to group members. Also choose a pair

of sign functions σx, σy : [n]→ {−1,+1}.

Then for sketch maps B = (Γx,Γy, σx, σy) and for each u, v ∈ [g] and b ∈ [L]

let GridSketchng (X; B; u, v, b) be given by:

∑
i∈Γx(u)

 ∑
j∈Γy(v)

(σx(i) · σy(j) ·Xi,j ·Encoden(i; b))


and let GridSketchng (X; B; u, v, b+ L) be given by:

∑
i∈Γx(u)

 ∑
j∈Γy(v)

(σx(i) · σy(j) ·Xi,j ·Encoden(j; b))


where L = 2W dlog ne using W from Fact 3.3.1.

Use GridSketchng (X; B) to refer to the size (g × g × 2L) array of all grid

sketch values for u, v, b ∈ [g]2 × [2L].

If we could approximate each grid sketch entry for our correlation matrix with ran-

domly chosen group and sign functions, then we could identify the correlation outliers,

as shown by the following lemma.
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Algorithm 1: Grid Sketch Decoder

Input: Size (g × g × 2L) array Y where L = W dlog ne and threshold τ
1 S ← ∅
2 for u, v ∈ [g]2 do
3 x← length L vector of 0’s
4 y ← length L vector of 0’s
5 for b ∈ [L] do
6 if |Yu,v,b| ≥ τ/2 then
7 xb = 1

8 if |Yu,v,b+L| ≥ τ/2 then
9 yb = 1

10 S ← S ∪ {(Decoden(x),Decoden(y))}
11 return S

Lemma 3.3.4. Suppose we have a square n-by-n matrix M , a set I ⊂ [n]2 of

size |I| = k ≤ n/4, and thresholds R, τ such that:

• Each diagonal entry Mi,i = 1

• For each (i, j) ∈ I we have |Mi,j | ≥ τ
• The sum of squares of other entries satisfies∑

(i,j)/∈I∧i 6=j

M2
i,j ≤ R

Recall L and λ, the constants from Fact 3.3.1. Suppose we can choose some

integer g satisfying:

max

{
16

R
1
2

τλ
1
2

, 4k

}
≤ g ≤ n

Sample independently and uniformly at random some sketch maps B =

(Γx,Γy, σx, σy) compatible with Definition 3.3.3. Now suppose that for each

u, v ∈ [g] and b ∈ [2L] we produce an estimate Wu,v,b which satisfies:

Wu,v,b = GridSketchng (M ; B; u, v, b)± τ

4

with probability at least (1− λ/8), not necessarily independently.

Let U = GridSketchng (M ; B). Now, if we run Algorithm 1 on Y = W − U ,

the output S is a set of size at most g2 which contains any particular (i, j) ∈ I
with probability at least 1

4 .

Proof. Consider some particular (i, j) ∈ I. Let u, v be the group numbers such

that i ∈ Γx(u) and j ∈ Γx(v). We will show that with probability at least 1
4 we

will have that (i, j) ∈ S.
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Outlier Collisions First we consider the chance that another pair (i′, j′) ∈ I is

also mapped to groups u and v by Γx and Γy respectively. The happens with

probability at most 1/g. Notice we cannot bound with 1/g2, because it could be

that i = i′ or j = j′ (although not both).

Use NoCollide to refer to the event where this does not happen for any other

(i′, j′) ∈ I. By the union bound, we have that:

P [NoCollide] ≥
(

1− k − 1

g

)
≥ 3

4

Grid Sketch Entry Noise Now, conditioned on NoCollide, we consider a par-

ticular entry Yu,v,b for b ∈ [2L]. Letting Zb = GridSketchng (M ; B; u, v, b) and

z∗b =

σx(i) · σy(j) ·Mi,j ·Encoden(i; b) if b ∈ [L]

σx(i) · σy(j) ·Mi,j ·Encoden(j; b− L) otherwise

Let GoodEntryb refer to the event when:

|Yu,v,b − z∗b | ≤ |Wu,v,b − Zb|+ |Zb − Uu,v,b − z∗b | ≤
τ

2

The first inequality is always true by the triangle inequality.

We will argue that for every b ∈ [2L] we have:

P [GoodEntryb] ≥ (1− λ/4)

From the estimate claim in the lemma statement, we know that |Wu,v,b−Zb| ≤ τ/4
with probability at least (1−λ/8), so it would be enough to show that |Zb−Uu,v,b−
z∗b | ≤ τ/4 also with probability at least (1− λ/8).

Observe that since the map from matrices to grid sketch entries is linear, Zb −
Uu,v,b − z∗b is simply a grid sketch entry for M with the diagonals and entry (i, j)

all set to 0.

Concretely, if b ≤ L:

Zb−Uu,v,b− z∗b =
∑

s∈Γx(u)\{i}

 ∑
t∈Γy(v)\{j,s}

(σx(s) · σy(t) ·Ms,t ·Encoden(s; b))


or if L < b ≤ 2L:

Zb − Uu,v,b − z∗b

=
∑

s∈Γx(u)\{i}

 ∑
t∈Γy(v)\{j,s}

(σx(s) · σy(t) ·Ms,t ·Encoden(t; b− L))


Each pair of these terms contributing to Zb−Uu,v,b−z∗b is uncorrelated since each

is multiplied by some random sign independently of all other terms (either σy for

terms in the same column, or σx for terms in the same row). So the total variance
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is the sum of the entry variances, which are each bounded by the sum of squares of

the possible entries (which is at most R) divided by the number of possible values

(which is n2 − k + 1 ≥ n2/2).

V [Zb − Uu,v,b − z∗b ] ≤
(
n

g

)2

· 2R

n2
=

2R

g2
≤ τ2λ

128

Therefore, by Chebychev’s inequality, we have that |Zb − Uu,v,b − z∗b | > τ/4 with

probability at most λ/8, as we wanted.

Decoding Now, still conditioned on NoCollide, we consider what is the chance

that the algorithm adds (i, j) to S in the outer loop corresponding to our particular

u, v of interest.

Observe that when GoodEntryb occurs for b ∈ [L], we have that |Yu,v,b| ≥ τ/2

if and only if Encoden(i; b) = 1. This follows from the definition of z∗b and the

fact that |Mi,j | ≥ τ . Similarly, when GoodEntryb+L occurs for b ∈ [L], we have

that |Yu,v,b+L| ≥ τ/2 if and only if Encoden(j; b) = 1.

Therefore, if at least a (1− λ) fraction of each set of events {GoodEntryb}b∈[L]

and {GoodEntryb+L}b∈[L] occurs, the decoder calls are guaranteed by Fact 3.3.1

to return (i, j).

Each GoodEntryb happens with probability at least (1− λ/4), so the expected

number of failed events in each set is at most λL/4. By Markov’s inequality, the

chance of having more than λL failures in a set is at most 1
4 . So, conditioned on

NoCollide, we have that (i, j) is in the output with probability at least 1
2 .

Then in general, without conditioning, we have that the chance it is included is at

least 1
4 , as required.

So we showed that if we can approximately reconstruct a random grid sketch of the

correlation matrix, then we find any one given outlier with probability at least 1
4 .

Next we will demonstrate that this approximate reconstruction can be done from row

sketches. We end up introducing some small additional error due to the approximation

of the rescaling factors, but we will be able to absorb this into the parameters τ and

R for our final theorem, without changing the asymptotics.
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Lemma 3.3.5. For any number g of groups which divides n, there is a ran-

domised turnstile matrix streaming algorithm which, given independently and

uniformly random sketch maps B = (Γx,Γy, σx, σy) compatible with Defini-

tion 3.3.3, returns a size (g×g×2L) array W such that for any given u, v ∈ [g]2

and b ∈ [2L] we have that:

Wu,v,b = GridSketchng (M ′; B; u, v, b)± τ

4

with probability at least (1−λ/8), and where M ′ is an n-by-n matrix where each

entry is a 5/4-approximation of the corresponding entry of corr(X). Recalling

L and λ, the constants from Fact 3.3.1.

This algorithm:

• Uses O(g2 log n+ n3/τ2g2) bits of space.

• Has a query time of O(log n(n3/τ2g2 +M(g,O(n2/τ2g2)))).

where M(n,m) is the minimum time required to multiply an n-by-m matrix

by an m-by-n matrix.

Proof. The initial stages of this process look a lot like the upper bound of Theo-

rem 3.2.1.

Let ε = τλ
1
2 g/68n and choose a random (ε, λ/36)-AMS sketch function S and

another random (1/10, 1/2n2)-AMS sketch function S′.

Streaming Phase Maintain sketches S(ri) and S′(ri) of each row ri of X. We

also track the sum of all the columns d · µ(X). This requires O(n3/τ2g2) bits of

space.

Normalisation At the conclusion of the stream, we can calculate the exact aver-

age column from the summed column, and use it to shift every sketch S(ri) and

S′(ri) to be sketches of the shifted 0-mean version of the row S(ci) and S′(ci).

Next, we estimate the variance V
[
ri
]

of each row from the norm of S′(ci). By a

union bound with the AMS sketch guarantee, we 10/11-approximate every variance

simultaneously with probability at least (1− 1/2n).

Using these variances, we approximately normalise the sketches S(ci) to get

sketches of the approximately normalised rows S(ai). Each ai has norm between
11
10 and 9

10 . Let X ′ be the alternative observation matrix consisting of rows ai.

Let M ′ = corr(X ′) and observe that each entry is exactly an entry of corr(X) but

distorted proportional to the corresponding variance errors. In particular, each

entry is a
(

10
9

)2 ≤ 5
4 -approximation.

From now on, we will treat it like we have exactly rescaled sketches for the input

X ′.
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Single Grid Sketch Entry Approximation Choose any u, v ∈ [g] and b ∈ [L]. Let:

x =
∑

i∈Γx(u)

σx(i) · S(ai) ·Encoden(i; b)

y =
∑

j∈Γy(v)

σy(j) · S(aj)

Then consider the inner product query between sketches x and y. Clearly we have:

x� y = GridSketchng (M ′; B; u, v, b)± ε‖x‖‖y‖

So we need to see that ε‖x‖‖y‖ ≤ τ/4 with probability at least (1− λ/8).

Both x and y are a sum of vectors, each of norm at most 5/4, and each multipled

by a an independent random sign. Label each of the terms of x as xi:∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑

i∈[n/g]

xi

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

=

〈 ∑
i∈[n/g]

xi,
∑

i∈[n/g]

xi

〉

=
∑

i∈[n/g]

∑
j∈[n/g]

〈xi, xj〉

=
∑

i∈[n/g]

‖xi‖2 +
∑

i∈[n/g]

∑
j∈[i−1]

2 〈xi, xj〉

≤ 25n

16g
+
∑

i∈[n/g]

∑
j∈[i−1]

2 〈xi, xj〉

but this final sum of inner products is a sum of fewer than (n/g)2 uncorrelated

terms, each of variance at most 25/4. So the sum has mean 0 and variance at

most (5n/2g)2. By Chebychev’s inequality, we have that:

‖x‖2 ≤
(

25

16
+

15

λ
1
2

)
n

g
≤ 17n

λ
1
2 g

with probability at least (1− λ/36). A similar argument applies to ‖y‖2.

The sketch approximation follows the AMS guarantee with probability at least

(1 − λ/36), so we have that the sketch approximation is good and the norms are

bounded all at the same time with probability at least (1− λ/8), giving:

ε‖x‖‖y‖ ≤ τ/4

as required.

By symmetry, the same process works for b ∈ [2L] \ [L].

Fast All-Entries Approximation All that remains to be seen is that all the nec-

essary inner product can be computer for every Wu,v,b we wish to approximate.

For each b ∈ [2L], we exclude the appropriate rows according to Encoden(i; b)
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or Encoden(j; b − L), then sum all the row sketches together for each group

Γx(u) and Γx(v), for u, v ∈ [g]. This requires O(n log n/ε2) time to perform all the

encoding and summing.

Next, we recall the structure of the AMS sketch. The exact query process is to

take the median over O(log(1/δ)) vectors each of size O(1/ε2). Each batch of

inner products can be done simultaneously between all groups as the multiplica-

tion of an g-by-O(1/ε2) matrix with an O(1/ε2)-by-g matrix. Using fast matrix

multiplication, this can take significantly less time than the naive approach.

The total running time to perform all O(log n) inner products is then

O(log nM(g,O(1/ε2))), and we require O(g2 log n) bits of space to store the re-

sulting W .

Theorem 3.3.6. There is a 1/n-error randomised turnstile matrix streaming

algorithm for finding all the indices in OUT(M, τ) which:

• Uses O(n
5
3 /τ2) bits of space.

• Has a query time of O(n
5
3 log2 n/τ2).

as long as RES(M, τ) ≤ τ2λn
4
3 /256 and |OUT(M, τ)| ≤ n 2

3 /4.

Proof. Let g = n
2
3 .

We simply run T = O(log n) copies of the algorithm from Lemma 3.3.5 and then

use Lemma 3.3.4 on each approximately generated grid sketch. This gives us T

independent chances to find each (i, j) ∈ OUT(M, τ) with probability at least 1
4 .

So we find all of them at least once with probability at least (1− 1/n).

Then the costs follow from the fact that we can multiply an n
2
3 -by-O(n

2
3 /τ2)

matrix with an O(n
2
3 /τ2)-by-n

2
3 matrix by performing O(1/τ2) square matrix

multiplications of width n
2
3 . The current best bound on the exponent of matrix

multiplication stands at ω < 2.3728639 < 2.4 due to Gall [Gal14], so this takes at

most O(n
2ω
3 /τ2) ≤ O(n

5
3 /τ2) time.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background

In this chapter we examine questions about independent sets in graph streams. For a

given graph, an independent set is simply any subset of the vertices which induces a

graph with no edges. Independent sets play a fundamental role in graph theory, with

many applications to optimisation and scheduling problems. Of particular interest

are maximal independent sets and maximum independent sets.

Definition 4.1.1 (Independent Sets). Consider a graph G = (V,E):

• An independent set in G is a subset of vertices I ⊂ V such that: for

every pair of vertices v1, v2 ∈ I there is no edge between them in the

graph {v1, v2} /∈ E.

• A maximal independent set in G is any independent set which is not

a strict subset of another independent set in G.

• Let α(G) be the maximum size |I| over independent sets I in G.

• A maximum independent set in G is any independent set of size

α(G).

• A c-approximate maximum independent set in G is any indepen-

dent set of size at least α(G)/c.

Maximal Independent Set

Finding a maximal independent set is quite straightforward: start from an empty

independent set and then iterate through the vertices in an arbitrary order. Greedily

add each vertex to the set as long as doing so would not violate the independent set

constraint. At the end, every vertex was either added or could not be added without

violating the constraint - hence we have a maximal independent set. Call this strategy

GreedyIS.

This GreedyIS algorithm is straightforward to implement on vertex streams (both

implicit and explicit), using only as much space as required to store the output.
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Fact 4.1.2. The GreedyIS algorithm for independent sets is a one-pass

O(α(G) · log n) ≤ O(n log n) bits of space maximal independent set algorithm

in explicit vertex streams, and O(α(G) log |U|) bits of space in implicit vertex

streams.

We simply keep track of the chosen vertices as a set of vertex labels (for explicit vertex

streams) or a multi-set of vertex identifiers (for implicit vertex streams), trying to add

each vertex as it arrives in stream order.

Maximum Independent Set

The problem of finding a maximum independent set of a graph is very challenging in

general. For arbitrary graphs it is well known as one of the early NP-Hard problems

[Kar72], and it is NP-Hard to even n1−ε-approximate for any ε > 0 [H̊as96; Zuc07].

However, this does not immediately make space-efficient streaming algorithms impos-

sible. An Õ(n) bit algorithm would give us a very meaningful space saving but could

still require exponential Ω(2n) time to process the whole stream.

Halldórsson, Sun, Szegedy, and Wang [Hal+12] considered the related problem of

approximating the size of the largest clique in an insert-only edge stream.

Definition 4.1.3 (Cliques). Consider a graph G = (V,E):

• A clique in G is a subset of vertices K ⊂ V such that: every pair of

vertices v1, v2 ∈ K are adjacent in the graph {v1, v2} ∈ E.

• Let ω(G) be the maximum size |K| over cliques K in G.

Their result shows that at least Ω
(
n2/c2 log2 n

)
bits of space must be used for any

c-approximation algorithm for ω(G), rising to Ω
(
n2/c4

)
bits when c = o(log n). In

particular, any constant-factor approximation must store Ω(n2) bits, essentially the

whole graph.

They also show a corresponding tight (up to log factors) upper bound: a 1
3 -error

randomised edge streaming algorithm for c-approximating maximum clique using

Õ(n2/c2) bits of space.

Their bounds apply equally well to the problem of c-approximating α(G), giving us

a tight Θ̃(n2/c2) bound on the edge streaming complexity.

However, their construction does not apply to vertex streams. While the two-party

construction they used is enough to show hardness for edge streams, any communica-

tion lower bound for vertex streams must use more than c parties, otherwise we can

only deduce a trivial lower bound of zero bits.
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Fact 4.1.4. Let k ≤ c. Suppose we split a vertex stream into contiguous pieces

among k parties.

Without any communication, at least one party knows a c-approximation to

maximum independent set in the streamed graph.

Proof. Each party holds an induced subgraph of the full graph.

Consider a maximum independent set I of the whole graph G. At least one player

must hold at least |I|/c vertex of I, so that player can find an independent set of

size at least α(G)/c.

Since they have an induced subgraph, they also know an independent set of size

α(G)/c of the whole graph. So one of the players already knows the answer before

any communication has even happened.

Special Graph Classes

Despite negative results for arbitrary graphs in both the offline and edge stream-

ing settings, there are many positive results known for special classes of graphs. In

the offline world, many classes of graphs have polynomial time exact algorithms or

polynomial time approximation schemes.

In the streaming setting, the only special class algorithms we are aware of are for

interval intersection graphs. Emek, Halldórsson, and Rosén [EHR16] considered the

problem of finding an approximately largest subset of non-overlapping intervals from

a stream of intervals. For unit or proper intervals, they showed an efficient 3/2-

approximation, while for arbitrary intervals they managed a 2-approximation. Com-

plementary lower bounds show that no better approximation quality is possible with-

out storing essentially the whole stream.

Later Cabello and Pérez-Lantero [CPL17] extended these techniques to allow esti-

mation of α(G) in polylogarithmic space with only an arbitrarily small ε loss in ap-

proximation quality. They use clever space partitioning techniques with a sampling

strategy.

4.1.2 Results

These three tables list the main complexity bounds proven in this chapter. Unless

otherwise specified, the bounds are on the space cost of the most efficient randomised
1
3 -error streaming algorithm for that problem.
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Edge Streaming Problems Complexity Theorems

Find a maximal independent set Ω(n2) 4.3.1

Find a 24
25 -maximal independent set n1+Ω(1/ log logn) 4.3.7

Approximate β(G) within factor c Θ̃(n/c) 4.4.5, 4.4.6

Return any x satisfying α(G) ≥ x ≥ β(G)/c Θ̃(n/c) 4.4.14

Explicit Vertex Streaming Problems Complexity Theorems

Approximate α(G) or ω(G) within factor c Ω(n2/c6) 4.3.9, 4.3.10

Approximate χ(G) within factor c Ω(n2/c6) 4.3.13

Approximate β(G) within factor c Θ̃(n/c) 4.4.5, 4.4.6

Return any x satisfying α(G) ≥ x ≥ β(G)/8 log n O(log3 n) 4.4.12

Approximate α(G) of a unit interval graph within

factor
(

5
3 − ε

)
for ε > 0

Ω(n) 4.5.1

Implicit Vertex Streaming Problems Complexity Theorems

Approximate α(G) within factor c Õ (n/c · log |U|) 4.3.14

Approximate α(G) within factor c Ω̃
(
n/c2 · log |U|

)
4.3.15

Deterministically find a 3-approximate maximum

independent set of a unit square graph
Õ(α(G)) 4.5.2

Approximate α(G) of a unit square graph within

factor (3 + ε) for ε > 0
Õ(ε−2) 4.5.3

Approximate α(G) of a unit square graph within

factor
(

5
2 − ε

)
for ε > 0

Ω(n) 4.5.5

Approximate α(G) of a square graph within fac-

tor (3− ε) for ε > 0
Ω(n) 4.5.6

4.2 Chained Index Communication Problem

Before we consider any of our questions about independent set streaming problems,

we need to define and prove hardness of a new communication problem which we will

make use of in several of our new streaming lower bounds.

4.2.1 Problem Definition

We define a one-way multi-party communication problem Chainkn. The problem

is closely related to pointer jumping and generalizes the classic two-party Indexn

communication problem to more parties by “chaining” together multiple instances

which have the same answer but are otherwise independent.

In Chainkn, each party (except the last) holds a binary vector that contains a special
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bit which is the answer to the instance. Each party (except the first) knows where

the answer bit is located in the previous party’s vector. Communication is one-way

and private, with each player receiving a message from the previous player and then

sending a message to the next player. Formally:

Definition 4.2.1 (Chained Index). The k-party chained index problem

Chainkn consists of:

• (k − 1) n-bit binary vectors {X(i)}k−1
i=1

• Corresponding indices {σi}k−1
i=1 from the range [n]

We know there is an answer bit z ∈ {0, 1}. We are promised that for every

i ∈ [k − 1], the entry X
(i)
σi = z.

The input is initially allocated as follows:

• The first party P1 knows X(1)

• Each intermediate party Pi for 1 < i < k knows X(i) and σi−1

• The final party Pk knows just σk−1

Communication is one-way with P1 sending a message to P2, then P2 to P3

and so on. After all messages are sent, Pk must correctly output z, succeeding

with probability at least 2
3 . If the promise condition is violated, any output is

considered correct.

There is a trivial communication upper bound of O(n) bits: for instance, simply have

the penultimate party send X(k−1) to the final party who can then return X
(k−1)
σk−1 .

We claim two lower bounds on the communication complexity of this problem.

Theorem 4.2.2. Any communication scheme B which solves Chainkn must

communicate at least Ω
(
n
k2

)
bits in total.

This first bound is shown by a simple reduction from instances of another problem

(conservative one-way Boolean pointer jumping [Cha07]) to instances of our problem.

We will prove this in Section 4.2.2.

Theorem 4.2.3. There is a constant C > 0 such that: any communication

scheme B which solves Chainkn for k ≤ C
(

n
logn

) 1
4

must communicate at least

Ω
(
n
k

)
bits in total.

This second bound is shown by a much more involved proof, though still closely based

on the structure of the pointer jumping bound given in [Cha07]. We will prove this

in Section 4.2.2.

In particular, for constant k, we have a tight bound on the communication complexity
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of the k-party chained index problem of Θ(n). On the upper bound side, it seems

difficult to gain any advantage as the number of parties grows, so we conjecture that

a dependence on k is not necessary.

Conjecture 4.2.4. Any communication scheme for Chainkn requires Ω(n)

bits of communication in total.

4.2.2 Reduction from Conservative One-Way Pointer Jumping

Consider the following problem.

Definition 4.2.5 (Point Jumping). The k-party conservative one-way

Boolean pointer jumping problem Jumpkn consists of a starting index

α ∈ [n] and k − 1 functions {fi}ki=2.

The first k − 2 are of the form fi : [n] → [n], and the final one is of the

form fk−1 : [n]→ {0, 1}. We use fi:j to refer to the composition of functions

fi ◦ fi+1 ◦ · · · ◦ fj−1 ◦ fj, using the convention that (g ◦ h)(x) = h(g(x)).

The input is divided as follows:

• The first party P1 knows all the functions {fi}ki=2

• The second party P2 knows α and every fj for j ≥ 3

• Each other party Pi knows f2:i−1(α) and every fj for j ≥ i+ 1

Each party sends exactly one message in ascending order to their immediate

successor: P1 sends to P2, then P2 sends to P3, and so on. After all messages

are sent, Pk must correctly output f2:k(α) with probability at least 2
3 .

The conservative version of one-way k-party pointer jumping problem was introduced

and studied by Damm and Jukner [DJS98], who showed a communication lower bound

of Ω( nk2 ) for k ∈ o(n
1
3 ) for a version of this problem with non-Boolean final layer.

Later, Chakrabarti [Cha07] extended this to all k and to the Boolean version.

These papers both consider a more general blackboard communication model, where

all parties can see all messages, while we only need to allow private messages for our

streaming bounds. The private message case is always at least as hard, as any private

message protocol also works as a blackboard protocol.

Theorem 4.2.6 (Theorem 2 in [Cha07]). Any communication scheme A which

solves Jumpkn must communicate at least Ω( nk2 ) bits.

The communication hardness for our new problem is then as follows.
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Theorem 4.2.2 (restated). Any communication scheme B which solves

Chainkn must communicate at least Ω
(
n
k2

)
bits in total.

Proof. We prove the claim by showing that any instance of Jumpkn can be reduced

to an instance of Chainkn without any communication. Hence, any algorithm

which solves Chainkn can solve Jumpkn with no change in the communication cost.

Combining this with the lower bound of Theorem 4.2.6 gives the result.

Reduction Fix an instance of Jumpkn. For each i let X(i) be the binary vector

whose jth entry is fi+1:k(j). For each i let σi = f2:i(α). Now we observe three

facts:

• Every {X(i)
σi }k−1

i=1 is equal to f2:k(α)

• Each party Pi for i < k knows all the information required to compute X(i)

• Each party Pi for i > 1 knows all the information required to compute σi−1

So we have constructed (with no communication) a k-party chained index prob-

lem which, if solved, will tell us exactly f2:k(α). It therefore follows that the

communication cost for any solution to Chaink is at least that for Jumpk.

4.2.3 Towards an Improved Lower Bound

In this section, we prove a few key properties that we need for the proof of Theo-

rem 4.2.3. The proof itself is in the subsequent Section 4.2.4.

Lemma 4.2.7. Consider a uniformly random pointer σ ∈ [n], an independent

uniformly random bit B ∈ {0, 1}, and a length n vector X consisting of inde-

pendent uniformly random bits, except Xσ is set to be equal to B. Then we

have:

I(B : X) ≤ O

(√
log n

n

)

Proof. Observe that for every b and x: PB(b) = 1
2 , PX(x) = 1

2n , and PB(b |X =

x) = 1
n |x|b where |x|b is the number of entries in x which match bit b.
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Combined with the definition of mutual information, we can see that:

I(x : X) =
∑

x∈{0,1}n

∑
b∈{0,1}

PB,X(b, x) log

(
PB,X(b, x)

PB(b) · PX(x)

)
=

∑
Z∈{0,1}n

∑
z∈{0,1}

PB(b |X = x) · PX(x) · log (2 · PB(b |X = x))

=
1

2n

∑
Z∈{0,1}n

∑
z∈{0,1}

PB(b |X = x) · log (2 · PB(b |X = x))

=
1

2n
·
∑

Z∈{0,1}n

(
|Z|0
n

log

(
2|Z|0
n

)
+
|Z|1
n

log

(
2|Z|1
n

))

We now have a sum over binary words which only depends on the number of zero

(and non-zero) entries of those words. By symmetry of the binomial distribution

(in terms of |Z|0 vs |Z|1) we only need to consider |Z|0. We can also rewrite the

sum in terms of k = |x|0 and include the binomial coefficient
(
n
k

)
.

I(x : X) =
1

2n
·
∑
k∈[n]

(
n

k

)(
2k

n
log

(
2k

n

))

We wish to re-express the log factor in the form log (1 + δ) to allow us to use

a polynomial approximation. To guarantee convergence, we first split the sum

between k values close to n
2 and the rest.

Consider N ⊂ [n], the set of integers within ±
√
n log n of the mean number of 0’s

n
2 . By applying Hoeffding’s inequality to the appropriate Binomial distribution,

we can see that the number of vectors x ∈ {0, 1}n such that |x|0 ∈ [n] \ N is

bounded above by 2n exp (−2 log n) = 2n

n2 .

Then:

I(B : X) ≤ 1

2n

∑
k∈N

(
n

k

)
2k

n
log

(
2k

n

)
+

∑
k∈[n]\N

(
n

k

)
2 log (2)


≤ 1

2n

(∑
k∈N

(
n

k

)
2k

n
log

(
2k

n

))
+O

(
1

n2

)

Now since for the remaining values of k we have δ = 1− 2k
n bounded by ±2

√
logn
n ,

as long as n is not too small we can use the first order Taylor approximation
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log(1 + δ) = O(δ):

I(B : X) ≤ 1

2n

(∑
k∈N

(
n

k

)
2k

n
O(δ)

)
+O

(
1

n2

)

≤ 1

2n

(∑
k∈N

(
n

k

)
2k

n
O

(√
log n

n

))
+O

(
1

n2

)

=
1

2n

(∑
k∈N

2

(
n− 1

k − 1

)
O

(√
log n

n

))
+O

(
1

n2

)

≤ O

(√
log n

n

)
+O

(
1

n2

)
≤ O

(√
log n

n

)

A tighter O
(

1
n

)
bound for Lemma 4.2.7 seems achievable by using a higher order

Taylor approximation for log, and using combinatorial identities to perform the sum.

However, this would not lead to any improvement of Theorem 4.2.3 without a corre-

sponding tightening of Lemma 4.2.9.

Lemma 4.2.8. Consider a pair of random variables X and Y over the same

range Z. Suppose that there is some δ ∈ (0, 1) such that for every z ∈ Z we

have:

(1− δ) · PY (z) ≤ PX(z) ≤ (1 + δ) · PY (z)

then:

H(X) ≤ (1 + δ) ·H(Y ) +O(δ)

Proof. Recall that

H(X) =
∑
z∈Z

PX(z) log
1

PX(z)

≤
∑
z∈Z

(1 + δ)PY (z) log
1

(1− δ) · PY (z)

=
∑
z∈Z

(1 + δ)PY (z) log
1

PY (z)
+ (1 + δ)PY (z) log

1

1− δ

≤ (1 + δ)H(Y ) + (1 + δ) log
1

1− δ

Then, since |δ| < 1, we can use the Taylor expansion of − log(1− δ) to bound the

second term by O(δ).
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Lemma 4.2.9. Consider a pair independent uniform pointer A,B ∈ [n] and

a pair of length n vectors X, Y consisting of independent uniformly random

bits, except YB is set to be equal to XA. Suppose we have a function f . Then

we have, for every i ∈ [n]:

I(Xi : f(X) |Y,A = i) ≤ I(Xi : f(X) |Y,A) +O

(√
log n

n

)

Proof. From the definition of conditional mutual information, we have that the

difference:

d = I(Xi : f(X) |Y,A = i)− I(Xi : f(X) |Y,A)

=
1

n

∑
a∈[n]

1

2n

∑
y∈{0,1}n

(I(Xi : f(X) |Y = y,A = i)− I(Xi : f(X) |Y = y,A = a))

To try to keep things succinct, we use the shorthand:

• Ia,y = I(Xi : f(X) |Y = y,A = a)

• da = 1
2n

∑
y∈{0,1}n(Ii,y − Ia,y)

then we can rewrite d as the average of differences d = 1
n

∑
a∈[n] da, so we just

need to be able to bound each da.

Consider da for fixed a ∈ [n] \ {i} (when a = i, we clearly have da = 0). Let

S ⊂ {0, 1}n be the set of vectors y with number of zeros |y|0 within ±
√
n log n of

the mean n
2 . Much the same is in the proof of Lemma 4.2.7, we can use Hoeffding’s

inequality on a Binomial distribution to see that |{0, 1}n \ S| ≤ 2n

n2 .

We now split the sum da into two parts according to S and its complement. Since

the mutual information terms are always bounded Ia,y ≤ H(Xi |Y = y,A = a) ≤
1, we can see that:

da =
1

2n

∑
y∈S

(Ii,y − Ia,y) +
1

2n

∑
y∈{0,1}n\S

(Ii,y − Ia,y)

≤ 1

2n

∑
y∈S

(Ii,y − Ia,y) +
|{0, 1}n \ S|

2n
· (2)

≤ 1

2n

∑
y∈S

(Ii,y − Ia,y) +O

(
1

n2

)
Now for fixed y ∈ S, we consider the term (Ii,y − Ia,y). We just need to be able

to bound each of these to complete the result.

Recall from the definition of mutual information that we can say that

Ij,y = H(Xi |Y = y,A = j)−H(Xi |Y = y,A = j, f(X))

hence

Ii,y − Ia,y = (H(Xi |Y = y,A = i)−H(Xi |Y = y,A = a))

+ (H(Xi |Y = y,A = a, f(X))−H(Xi |Y = y,A = i, f(X))) (I)
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We would like to bound both of these entropy differences using Lemma 4.2.8.

First, we set some shorthand to compare the probabilities. For any j ∈ [n], let:

• pj(∗, g) = Pf(X)(g |Y = y,A = j)

• pj(xi, ∗) = PXi(xi |Y = y,A = j)

• pj(xi, g) = PXi,f(X)(xi, g |Y = y,A = j)

• pj(xi | g) = PXi(xi | f(X) = g, Y = y,A = j)

For the first entropy difference in equation (I), we need to consider the relationship

between the probability distribution pi(xi) and pa(xi).

Clearly, pa(xi) = 1
2 (since a 6= i) as we are conditioning on things independent of

the random bit. However, pi(0) = |y|0
n and py,i(1) = |y|1

n where |y|0 and |y|1 are

the number of 0’s and 1’s (respectively) in vector y. Since y ∈ S, we know that

|y|0, |y|1 ∈ n
2 ±
√
n log n.

Hence, we get that pi(xi) ≤
(

1 +O

(√
logn
n

))
· pa(xi) for use in Lemma 4.2.8.

Recalling also that H(Xi |Y = y,A = a) ≤ 1, we then have:

Ii,y − Ia,y ≤ O

(√
log n

n

)
· (H(Xi |Y = y,A = a)) +O

(√
log n

n

)
+ (H(Xi |Y = y,A = a, f(X))−H(Xi |Y = y,A = i, f(X)))

≤ O

(√
log n

n

)
+ (H(Xi |Y = y,A = a, f(X))−H(Xi |Y = y,A = i, f(X))) (II)

Now for the second entropy difference, we recall the definition of conditional en-

tropy, and restate it as:∑
g

Pf(X)(g) ·
(
H(Xi |Y = y,A = a, f(X) = g)−H(Xi |Y = y,A = i, f(X) = g)

)
(III)

so we can bound it by bounding the difference for each f(X) = g.

Fix g and xi. For each xa ∈ {0, 1}, consider the set

Sxa = {X ∈ {0, 1}n |Xi = xi, Xa = xa, f(X) = g}

We can express the joint probabilities of g and xi as follows:

pi(xi, g) =

(
|y|xi
n

)
·
(
|S0|+ |S1|

2n−1

)
=
|S0||y|xi + |S1||y|xi

n2n−1

pa(xi, g) =

(
1

2

)
·
(
|S0| · |y|0 + |S1| · |y|1

n2n−2

)
=
|S0||y|0 + |S1||y|1

n2n−1

Hence we have the following bound for both probabilities:

|S0|+ |S1|
n2n−1

·min{|y|0, |y|1} ≤ pi(xi, g), pa(xi, g) ≤ |S0|+ |S1|
n2n−1

·max{|y|0, |y|1}
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In particular, this means that

min{|y|0, |y|1}
max{|y|0, |y|1}

· pa(xi, g) ≤ pi(xi, g) ≤ max{|y|0, |y|1}
min{|y|0, |y|1}

· pa(xi, g)

By linearity, an analogous inequality holds for pa(∗, g) and pi(∗, g).

Now, we see that:

pi(xi|g) =
pi(xi, g)

pi(∗, g)
≤
(

max{|y|0, |y|1}
min{|y|0, |y|1}

)2

·pa(xi, g)

pa(∗, g)
=

(
max{|y|0, |y|1}
min{|y|0, |y|1}

)2

·pa(xi|g)

Recalling that as y ∈ S, max{|y|0, |y|1} ≤ n
2 +
√
n log n and min{|y|0, |y|1} ≥

n
2 −
√
n log n, we get that

pi(xi|g) ≤

(
1 +O

(√
log n

n

))
· pa(xi|g)

Applying Lemma 4.2.8 with this bound to each term in equation (III), we get that

Ii,y − Ia,y ≤ O

(√
log n

n

)

This then gives the same bound when we average over y to get da, and then average

over a to get d, giving the result.

This final lemma is the key to the party-elimination strategy we will use in the proof

of Theorem 4.2.3. Roughly speaking, this lemma tells us to what extent we can

approximate a function of three related inputs if we are only provided with two of

them and must guess the third.

Lemma 4.2.10. Let A, B, C, be random variables with ranges A, B, and C
respectively. Variables A and B are not required to be independent. Then, for

every function f : A × B × C → [0, 1], there exists a function g : B → C such

that

EA,B [f(A,B, g(B)] ≤ EA,B,C [f(A,B,C)] +

√
ln 2

2
· I(A : B,C)

= EA,B,C [f(A,B,C)] +

√
ln 2

2
· (I(A : C |B) + I(A : B))

Proof sketch. Essentially identical to the proof of [Cha07, Lemma 8], except A and

B are not promised to be independent. We instead use the chain rule to get:

I(A : B,C) = I(A : C |B) + I(A : B)
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4.2.4 Improved Lower Bound Proof

To show this, we will lean heavily on the machinery and proof structure used by

Chakrabarti to prove [Cha07, Theorem 16].

The first thing we need to borrow is the concept of the information cost of a multi-

party protocol.

Definition 4.2.11 (Information cost). Suppose we have a distribution of in-

puts D for a k-party problem, and a protocol P for solving the problem over

that distribution. The information cost of the protocol over the distribution is

given by:

icost(P,D) = I(A : M |B)

Where A is player 1’s input, B is player 2’s input, and M is the message sent

from player 1 to player 2.

Next, we need to define a related communication problem and a few distributions.

Definition 4.2.12. Let Toykn be a communication problem on k parties where

parties 2 through k have an instance of Chaink−1
n (labelling the X(i)’s and

σi’s from 2 to k instead of 1 to k − 1), and player 1 just has the answer bit

x∗ = X
(2)
σ2 .

The goal is to send one-way messages to solve the instance of Chaink−1
n .

Clearly, this is quite a trivial problem, player 1 can simply pass x∗ down the line

of players giving an O(k) upper bound. However, we can use it to help us create

protocols for Chaink−1
n with the following observation.

Fact 4.2.13. Any protocol for Toykn where player 1 always sends 0 bits to

player 2 can also be used as a protocol for Chaink−1
n (simply have each player

i pretend to be player i+ 1).

This will form the basis of our plan. Take a protocol for Chainkn and use it to make a

protocol for Toykn. Then, tweak the protocol to eliminate the message between player

1 and player 2, thus create a protocol for Chaink−1
n . By repeating this process we

can get a protocol for Chain2
n, also known as the Indexn problem, which has known

hardness.

Definition 4.2.14. Let Uk be the uniform distribution over instances of

Chainkn, and let Vk be the uniform distribution over instances of Toykn.

First we will show how to turn protocols for Uk into protocols for Vk.
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Lemma 4.2.15. Suppose we have an ε-error deterministic protocol P with

fixed message lengths (l1, · · · , lk−1) which can solve problems sampled from

Uk.

For each i ∈ [n] we can define the private coin random protocol Qi for instances

of Toykn sampled from Vk. In Qi we set σ1 = i and player 1 generates n− 1

uniformly random bits to build X(1) (with X
(1)
i = x∗), players then proceed

acting as if they are running protocol P .

Let εi be the error probability of Qi on Vk. Then we can show:

1. Each Qi has the same message lengths: (l1, · · · , lk−1)

2. The average error is the original error: 1
n

∑
i∈[n] εi = ε

3. The average information cost is bounded by:

∑
i∈[n]

1

n
icost(Qi,Vk) ≤ 1

n
icost(P,Uk)+O

(√
log n

n

)
≤ l1
n

+O

(√
log n

n

)

Proof. For part (1), the possible message transcripts for Qi are a subset of the

possible message transcripts for P , so the message lengths are the same.

For part (2), consider what would happen if we sample a problem from Vk and then

uniformly at random chose a Qi (out of the possible i ∈ [n]) to run. If we augment

the sample from Vk with the generated X(1) and σ1, the combined simulated input

has the same distribution as Uk, and behaviour of the players looks exactly the

same as if we ran P on the corresponding instance. Hence, 1
n

∑
i∈[n] εi = ε.

Finally, for part (3) we consider the information cost of each Qi over Vk. Let

Mi(x
∗) be the random variable representing the message sent by player 1 in Qi for

input x∗, and use M(X(1)) to mean the message sent by player 1 in protocol P for

input X(1). Notice that M(X(1)) conditioned on σ1 = i is identically distributed

to Mi(x
∗), so:

icost(Qi,Vk) = I(x∗ : Mi(x
∗) |X(2))

= I(x∗ : M(X(1)) |X(2), σ1 = i)

= I(X
(1)
i : M(X(1)) |X(2), σ1 = i)

≤ I(X
(1)
i : M(X(1)) |X(2), σ1) +O

(√
log n

n

)

With the last line following from Lemma 4.2.9.

Now, consider the information cost of P over Uk. We can split up the bits of X(1)

using Fact 2.2.17, as they are independent conditioned on σ1 and X(2). We can

also upper bound the mutual information with the entropy of the message, which
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is at most the length of the message:

l1 ≥ H(M(X(1))) ≥ icost(P,Uk) = I(X(1) : M(X(1)) |X(2), σ1)

≥
∑
i∈[n]

I(X
(1)
i : M(X(1)) |X(2), σ1)

≥
∑
i∈[n]

(
icost(Qi,Vk)−O

(√
log n

n

))

Rearrange and divide by n for the result.

Once we have a protocol for Toyk, we need a way to modify the protocol to remove

player 1’s message.

Lemma 4.2.16. Suppose we have a protocol Q where player 1 has a private

coin and all other players act deterministically. Suppose Q solves instances of

Toykn sampled from Vk failing with probability ε, with fixed message lengths

(l1, l2, · · · , lk−1). We can create a deterministic protocol Q′ for the same prob-

lem distribution with message lengths (0, l2, · · · , lk−1) and failure probability

at most ε+

√
ln 2
2 icost(Q,Vk) +O

(√
logn
n

)
.

Proof. Consider inputs to Q. Let A,B,C be random variables: A = x∗, B = X(2),

and C = MQ(x∗) - the message sent by player 1 in Q. Let f be a function which

takes A,B,C and returns the expected probability that the algorithm will succeed

on an input sampled from Vk given A,B,C. Clearly f maps into [0, 1], and

EA,B,C [f(A,B,C)] = ε.

Now, by Lemma 4.2.10, there exists a function g such that:

EA,B [f(A,B, g(B))] ≤ ε+

√
ln 2

2
· (I(A : C |B) + I(A : B))

≤ ε+

√√√√ ln 2

2
·

(
icost(Q,Vk) +O

(√
log n

n

))

where I(A : B) is bounded by Lemma 4.2.7.

So, we can create a protocol Q′ where player 1 sends no message, and player 2 acts

as if they received g(B) = g(X(2)). The failure probability over Vk is bounded by

the above expression and, as the simulated message is deterministic, the protocol

is entirely deterministic.

We now have all the pieces we need to prove the result.
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Theorem 4.2.3 (restated). There is a constant C > 0 such that: any commu-

nication scheme B which solves Chainkn for k ≤ C
(

n
logn

) 1
4

must communicate

at least Ω
(
n
k

)
bits in total.

Proof. Suppose there is a randomised protocol for arbitrary instances of Chaink,

which fails with probability ε = 1
3 . We can assume it has fixed message lengths

(l1, · · · , lk−1), such that m =
∑
i li. By Yao’s principle, this implies that there is

a deterministic protocol P for inputs taken from distribution Uk with the same

error chance and message lengths.

Now consider the protocols Qi we could make from P as in Lemma 4.2.15. We

know that their average error is bounded by ε, and their average information cost

is bounded by l1
n + O

(√
logn
n

)
. Since, the square root is a concave function, by

Jensen’s inequality we can find an i∗ ∈ [n] such that:

εi∗ +

√
ln 2

2
· icost(Qi∗ ,Uk−1) ≤ ε+

√√√√ ln 2

2
·

(
l1
n

+O

(√
log n

n

))
= ε′

Taking Qi∗ and applying Lemma 4.2.16, we can create a deterministic protocol

Q′ for Vk with message lengths (0, l2, · · · , lk−1) and failure chance at most ε′.

From Fact 4.2.13, this immediately gives us a protocol for Uk−1 with the same

properties.

We can now repeat the process of applying Lemmas 4.2.15 and 4.2.16 to iteratively

create protocols for Uk−2, then Uk−3, · · · ,U2, with slowly increasing error.

The resulting protocol for U2 has message lengths (lk−1) and error probability at

most

ε+

k−1∑
i=1

√√√√ ln 2

2
·

(
li
n

+O

(√
log n

n

))

≤ ε+

√√√√ ln 2

2
·

(∑k−1
i=1 k · li
n

+ k2 ·O

(√
log n

n

))

≤ 1

3
+

√√√√ ln 2

2
·

(
mk

n
+ k2 ·O

(√
log n

n

))

Then there is a constant C such that if m ∈ o
(
n
k

)
and k < C

(
n

logn

) 1
4

, then for

large enough n, this gives a δ-error deterministic protocol for uniformly sampled

instances of Index with message length lk−1 ≤ o(n) and δ < 1
2 . However this is

well known to be impossible, due to Theorem 2.2.10.

Now that we have all our lower bound tools, we can begin our investigation of the

streaming complexity of maximal and maximum independent set in earnest.
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Ai Bi

(a) Alice encodes
X in each Gi.

b1y
A∗1 B∗1

a1
x

?

b2y
A∗2 B∗2

a2
x

?

(b) Bob adds all inter-Gi edges, ex-
cept those that would touch a1x,
a2x, b1y, and b2y.

Figure 4.1: Construction of the gadget used to prove Theorem 4.3.1.

4.3 Arbitrary Graphs

In this section we begin our study of the streaming complexity of independent set

problems by considering the most general case: when the input graph G has no

restriction at all on its structure.

As we discussed in Section 4.1, maximal independent set can be solved in Õ(n) space

in both explicit and implicit vertex arrival streams for any kind of graph. But can it

still be solved efficiently in edge streams?

At the same time, we saw that c-approximate maximum independent set has space

complexity Θ̃(n2/c2) in insert-only edge streams of arbitrary graphs. Will this prob-

lem remain intractable if we guarantee the nicer structure of a vertex stream?

We will address both of these questions.

4.3.1 Maximal Independent Set in Edge Streams

We begin with our question about the complexity of finding a maximal independent

set in an insert-only edge stream. Unfortunately, it turns out that any 1
3 -error single-

pass algorithm must use at least Ω(n2) bits of space - essentially storing the entire

graph.

Theorem 4.3.1. Every 1
3 -error randomised one-pass insert-only edge stream-

ing algorithm that returns a maximal independent set must use at least Ω(n2)

bits of space.
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Proof. Suppose there is a 1
3 -error randomised one-pass insert-only edge streaming

algorithm A for maximal independent set which uses at most B(n) bits of space

for an n-vertex graph.

Consider any even integer n and an instance (X,σ) of the two-party communication

problem IndexN with number of bits N = n2/4.

Alice’s Edges Given X, we have Alice construct a bipartite graph G1 =

(A1, B1, E1) with vertex sets of size |A1| = |B1| = n/2. Enumerate these sets

as A1 = {a1
i }i∈[n] and B1 = {b1j}j∈[n].

We use the vector X as the adjacency matrix for G1: so each edge {a1
i , b

1
j} is

included in E1 if and only if X(i−1)n+j = 1.

Now create a copy G2 = (A2, B2, E2) of G1 and let G = G1 t G2 be the disjoint

union of graphs G1 and G2. The copy of each vertex a1
i and b1j is labelled a2

i and

b2j respectively.

Alice now simulates algorithm A on some stream ordering of the edges of G and

sends the algorithm state M to Bob. We know this message has bounded size

|M| ≤ B(n).

The algorithm guarantees that Bob can perform additional edge insertions (al-

though with no repetitions) and then recover a maximal independent set with

probability at least 2
3 .

Bob’s Edges Given the algorithm state M and the index σ, Bob identifies the

pair of vertices (a1
x, b

1
y) ∈ A1 × B1 that corresponds to the index σ. That is,

σ = (x− 1)n+ y.

Let A∗1 = A1\{a1
x}, similarly: A∗2 = A2\{a2

x}, B∗1 = B1\{b1y}, and B∗2 = B2\{b2y}.
We now need to use Bob’s insertions to force every legal maximal independent set

to reveal the presence of edge {a1
x, b

1
y}.

Bob takes memory state M and continues algorithm A by adding all edges be-

tween the two sets of vertices (A∗1 ∪ B∗1) and (A∗2 ∪ B∗2). This cannot cause a

repetition, because no edges were previously present between G1 and G2. This

step is represented in Figure 4.1.

Output Now let I be the output maximal independent set computed by the algo-

rithm (conditioned on the algorithm succeeding). We have two cases to consider:

either Xσ = 0 and Xσ = 1. The cases are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

First, suppose that Xσ = 1. Then, both the edges {a1
x, b

1
y} and {a1

x, b
1
y} are present

in G, so neither can be a subset of I.

On the other hand, consider the case that Xσ = 0. We will show that at least one

pair {a1
x, b

1
y} or {a1

x, b
1
y} is a subset of I.

Suppose that {a1
x, b

1
y} is not fully contained in I. Since I is maximal, that means

there is some vertex z ∈ A ∗1 ∪B∗1 contained in I which is adjacent to one of a1
x
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b1y
A∗1 B∗1

a1
x

b2y
A∗2 B∗2

a2
x

(a) When Xσ = 1, clearly
aix and bix cannot both
be in the output.

b1y
A∗1 B∗1

a1
x

b2y
A∗2 B∗2

a2
x

(b) When Xσ = 0, any
correct output contains
{aix, biy} for at least one
of i = 1, 2.

Figure 4.2: Sketch proof for Theorem 4.3.1 that the index bit can be recovered.

or b1y.

But then z is adjacent to all of A∗2 ∪ B∗2 , so none of them can be in I or it would

not be an independent set. Therefore, both a2
x and b2y must be contained in I

because I is maximal and they have no other neighbours.

This means Bob can, with probability at least 2
3 , determine whether Xσ = 1 by

looking to see if either {a1
x, b

1
y} or {a1

x, b
1
y} is contained in the algorithm output.

By Theorem 2.2.10, any such protocol must have communicated a message of at

least Ω(N) = Ω(n2) bits, so we have that the algorithm space usage B(n) =

Ω(n2).

This resolves the complexity of computing an exactly-maximal independent set in an

edge stream, but for some applications perhaps an “approximately maximal” inde-

pendent set would be good enough.

Definition 4.3.2 (Approximate Maximality). Let G = (V,E) be an n-vertex

graph, and let I ⊆ V be an independent set in G.

Then I is δ-maximal, if and only if |I ∪NG[I]| ≥ δn.

A δ-maximal independent set I covers a δ-fraction of the vertices. In other words,

removing I and its neighbors NG[I] from the graph leaves at most (1− δ)n vertices.

We will next show that even achieving 24
25 -maximality in insert-only edge streams still

requires strictly more space than computing an exactly maximal independent set in

a vertex stream.

Further, our lower bound yields that computing a (1− 1
nε )-maximal independent set

requires space Ω(n2−o(1)), for every ε > 0.

Central to our extended construction are Ruzsa-Szemerédi graphs.
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Definition 4.3.3 (Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph). A bipartite graph G = (V,E) is

an (r, s)-Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph if its edge set can be partitioned into r

induced matchings each of size s.

In other words, there exists a partitioning E =
⋃
i∈[r]Mi, such that each Mi

satisfies:

• The edge set is of size exactly |Mi| = s.

• All edges of Mi are pairwise disjoint:

e1, e2 ∈Mi =⇒ |e1 ∩ e2| 6= 1

• Mi is the edge set of an induced subgraph of G:

Vi =
⋃
e∈Mi

e =⇒ G[Vi] = (Vi,Mi)

Our lower bound for approximate maximality is obtained by a reduction from the

two-party communication problem RS-Index, defined as follows:

Definition 4.3.4 (RS-Indexr,s). RS-Indexr,s is a two-party one-way com-

munication problem set up as follows.

Let H be an (r, s)-Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph with induced matchings

M1,M2, . . . ,Mr. Both parties know H.

For each induced matching Mi, let M ′i ⊆Mi be a uniform random subset of size

s/2 (we assume that s is even). Alice initially holds the graph G = H[∪iM ′i ].
Alice may send a single message to Bob.

Bob holds an index i ∈ [r]. Bob receives the message from Alice and then must

output C · s edges of M ′i , for an arbitrarily small constant C.

Observe that this problem is similar in spirit to Index: In Index, Bob needs to learn

one bit, while in RS-Index, Bob needs to learn the presence of many edges of M ′i . A

lower bound on the communication complexity of RS-Index is implicit in the work

of Goel, Kapralov, and Khanna [GKK12]:

Theorem 4.3.5 ([GKK12]). The randomized constant error communication

complexity of RS-Index is Ω(r · s).

Equipped with the RS-Index problem, we now give a reduction to approximate

maximality from RS-Index, which yields our lower bound for streaming algorithms.
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Lemma 4.3.6. Let r, s, n be integers such that there is an n-vertex (r, s)-

Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph. Then, every 1
3 -error randomized one-pass insert-only

edge streaming algorithm that computes a (1 − s
6n )-maximal independent set

requires Ω(r · s) bits of space.

Proof. Let H be an n-vertex (r, s)-Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph, and let G be Alice’s

input graph for the RS-Index problem derived from H.

Let M1,M2, . . . ,Mr denote the induced matchings in H, let Vi = V (Mi), and let

M ′i ⊆Mi denote the subset of edges of matching Mi that is included in G.

Let i be Bob’s input. Furthermore, let A be a 1
3 -error randomized one-pass stream-

ing algorithm for the edge-arrival model that computes a (1− s
6N )-maximal inde-

pendent set on a graph on N vertices. We now show how A can be used to solve

RS-Index:

Alice’s Edges Given G, let G̃ be the graph obtained from G, where every induced

matchingM ′i inG is replaced by edges M̃ ′i := Mi\M ′i . Observe that E(G)∪E(G̃) =

E(H).

Alice now constructs two disjoint copies G1 and G2 of G̃, runs algorithm A on

G1

.
∪ G2 (on an arbitrary ordering of their edges), and sends the memory state to

Bob.

Bob’s Edges Bob constructs the edge set F that connects every vertex v1 ∈
V (G1) \ Vi1 with every vertex v2 ∈ V (G2) \ Vi2, where Vi1 and Vi2 are the copies

of the vertices Vi in graphs G1 and G2, respectively, and continues the execution

of A on F .

Output Let I be the independent set produced by algorithm A.

Observe that the graph processed by algorithm A contains N = 2n vertices. Since

I is (1− s
6N )-maximal, we have |V \Γ[I]| ≤ N − (1− s

6N )N = s/6. This allows us

to identify Ω(s) edges of M ′i as follows:

Let a, b be the incident vertices to an arbitrary edge of M ′i , let a1, b1 be the copies

of a, b in G1, and let a2, b2 be the copies of a, b in G2. Observe that a1 and b1 are

not connected in G1, and a2 and b2 are not connected in G2.

We now claim that if all vertices a1, b1, a2, b2 are covered by I, i.e., {a1, b1, a2, b2} ⊆
Γ[I], then either {a1, b1} ⊆ I or {a2, b2} ⊆ I (or both). Indeed, suppose that this

is not the case. Then there are vertices x1 ∈ {a1, b1} and x2 ∈ {a2, b2} with

x1, x2 /∈ I. Let y1 ∈ I be a vertex incident to x1, and let y2 ∈ I be a vertex

incident to x2. By the construction of the input graph, y1 ∈ V (G1) \ Vi1, and

y2 ∈ V (G2) \ Vi2. Observe, however, that the edge y1y2 was included by Bob,

which implies that y1, y2 are not independent: a contradiction.

Hence, either {a1, b1} ⊆ I or {a2, b2} ⊆ I (or both) hold. This implies that the
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algorithm identified that there is no edge between a1, b1, which in turn implies

that we learned one edge of M ′i . Hence, for every pair of vertices a, b of M ′i , either

at least one vertex among {a1, b1, a2, b2} is not covered by I, or we learn one edge

of M ′i .

Since there are s/2 edges in M ′i , and at most s/6 vertices of the input graph are

not covered by I, we learn at least s/2−s/6 = Ω(s) edges of M ′i , which thus solves

RS-Index. By Theorem 4.3.5, algorithm A must have used at least Ω(r · s) bits

of space.

Goel, Kapralov, and Khanna [GKK12] showed that there are n-vertex (r, s)-Ruzsa-

Szemerédi graphs with r = nΘ( 1
log logn ) and s = ( 1

4−ε)n for every ε > 0. Alon, Moitra,

and Sudakov [AMS12] showed that there are such graphs with Θ(n2−o(1)) edges such

that each matching is of size n1−o(1). Combined with Lemma 4.3.6, we obtain:

Theorem 4.3.7. Every randomised constant error one-pass edge stream-

ing algorithm that computes a 24
25 -maximal independent set requires space

n1+Ω( 1
log logn ), and every such algorithm computing a (1 − 1

nε )-maximal in-

dependent set requires space Ω(n2−o(1)), for every ε > 0.

4.3.2 Maximum Independent Set in Explicit Vertex Streams

In this section we consider the problem of finding approximately maximum indepen-

dent sets. Recall that this problem is much harder than maximal independent set:

Halldórsson, Sun, Szegedy, and Wang [Hal+12] showed that the optimal strategy for

edge streams (both turnstile and insert-only, up to logarithmic factors) is to select

a random subset of O(n/c) vertices and store the entire induced subgraph requiring

Θ̃(n2/c2) bits of space.

In vertex streams, we can make this algorithm deterministic. Surprisingly, however,

we do not know of any better strategy even with randomisation.

Theorem 4.3.8. There is a deterministic explicit vertex streaming algo-

rithm for finding a c-approximate maximum independent set which uses

O
(
(n2/c2) · log n

)
bits of space.

Proof. The strategy is simply to break up the stream into c blocks of n/c consec-

utive vertices each. The entire induced subgraph on each block can be stored in

the space claimed in the theorem, since we have at most n2/c2 edges.

At the end of each block, we compute a maximum independent set on the current

induced subgraph. This could take exponential time, but can be done in O(n/c)

space (for example, by simply enumerating all possible sets and testing indepen-

dence). We then keep track of the largest independent set seen across all blocks
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using an additional O((n log n)/c) bits of space.

Now consider a particular maximum independent set I of the whole graph G.

Since the blocks partition the vertices, at least one block must contain at least

|I|/c vertices of I. Therefore, this block must have a large enough independent

set within it to act as a c-approximation for the whole graph.

And so we always find a c-approximate maximum independent set to return.

For explicit vertex streams and small c, we are able to show that no algorithm can

do significantly better. Though the question of the exact complexity remains open.

Theorem 4.3.9. Any 1
3 -error randomised explicit vertex streaming algorithm

for c-approximating α(G) must use at least Ω
(
n2

c6

)
bits of space.

For ease of argument, we will actually prove an equivalent result for the problem of

approximating ω(G) - the size of the largest clique in G - and then argue that these

problems are equivalent.

Theorem 4.3.10. Any 1
3 -error randomised explicit vertex streaming algorithm

which finds a c-approximation to the size of the largest clique ω(G) requires

Ω
(
n2

c6

)
bits of space.

The key to our construction is encoding a length Θ(n
2

c4 ) binary vector within an Θ(nc )

vertex induced subgraph, so that each bit corresponds to the presence or absence of

a clique of size 2c. We ensure that no pair of these cliques can share an edge. Then

we can chain together 2c such gadgets to encode an instance of Chain2c
Θ(n2/c4) such

that if the correct answer is 1, the resulting graph has an independent set of size 4c2,

while if the correct answer is 0 the graph has no independent set larger than 4c− 1.

Any c-approximation algorithm could distinguish these two cases, which proves the

result.

First we define our clique gadget.

Lemma 4.3.11. For any positive integers n and c2 < n
8 , there exists a graph

on n vertices containing n2

16c2 edge-disjoint cliques of size 2c and no cliques of

size larger than 2c.

Proof. We construct the sets from an erasure codea with block size 2c and message

size 2. Choose a prime p such that n
4c ≤ p ≤ n

2c (which is guaranteed to exist).

Now take 2c < p groups of vertices, each of size p. Label the groups Vi (for i ∈ [2c])

and label the items in each group Vi as vij (for j ∈ [p]). Leftover vertices are added

to the final graph as isolated vertices.

Let Fp be the collection of linear functions on the finite field of order p. For each
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V1
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V3

V2c

... ... ...

p

(a) Select an edge.

V1

V2
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... ... ...
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(b) Extend linearly to size
2c.

V1

V2

V3

V2c

... ... ...

p

(c) Can make p2 such
cliques.

Figure 4.3: Clique gadget construction in Lemma 4.3.11.

polynomial P ∈ Fp we define KP to be the clique over vertices {viP(i) | i ∈ [2c]}.
This can be viewed as taking each of the p2 possible edges between V1 and V2 and

extending them “linearly” to the other layers (see Figure 4.3). In other words, the

cliques correspond to non-horizontal lines in the affine plane of order p.

Properties Clearly K = {KP | P ∈ Fp} consists of p2 > n2

16c2 cliques, each of

size 2c. We next show that they are pairwise edge-disjoint and that their union

contains no larger cliques.

Each clique contains exactly one vertex from each group Vi, so for two cliques to

share an edge there must be distinct polynomials P,Q ∈ Fp that have the same

value at two different points: P(i) = Q(i) and P(j) = Q(j) for i 6= j. But this a

contradiction to linearity in a prime field.

Finally, because no clique contains a pair of vertices from a single Vi, their union

can contain no internal edges on any Vi. So any clique can contain at most 1

vertex from each Vi, giving a maximum size of 2c.

Hence,
⋃
P∈Fp KP is a graph with the required properties.

aIn coding theory, an erasure code is a kind of error-correcting code which allows the original
message to be recovered from any subset of the code symbols (of at least a certain size). In
our case, we encode a 2 symbol message as 2c symbols such that any pair of the code symbols
allows us to determine the original message. This allows us to encode a message as a 2c-clique
such that knowing any edge is enough to recover the original message - i.e. the cliques are
pairwise edge disjoint.

And now we can prove Theorem 4.3.10.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.10. Suppose we have a 1
3 -error explicit vertex streaming

algorithm C which produces a c-approximation to ω(G), the size of the largest

clique. We will show that such an algorithm can be used to solve Chain2c
N , where

N = n2

64c4 , by communicating its state 2c− 1 times.

Fix an instance of Chain2c
N . Our lower bound in Theorem 4.2.3 implies that any

algorithm that can solve this must send at least one message of size Ω
(
N
c2

)
=

Ω
(
n2

c6

)
bits.
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V1

V2

V3

V4

p

(a) No edge belongs to two
different lines (cliques).

V1

V2

V3

V4

p

×

(b) No edges within layers,
so no cliques larger than
2c.

Figure 4.4: Clique gadget proof sketch for Theorem 4.3.10.

Take n vertices and partition the nodes into 2c groups of size n
2c . Each group will

be added to the stream by one of the parties.

Within-party edges First, consider the group of nodes associated with party Pi.

We will encode the bits of X(i) onto the internal edges of this group using the

construction from Lemma 4.3.11. The size n
2c sub-graph can fit N cliques of size

2c. We include the edges of clique j if and only if X
(i)
j = 1. This is well defined as

the cliques are edge-disjoint. Label the clique in party Pi corresponding to bit j

of X(i) as Kij . The final party P2c has no associated vector. Instead, it constructs

a single clique of size 2c and leaves the other vertices isolated.

Between-party edges We also need edges between the sub-graphs associated

with different parties. Each party Pi will connect all its vertices to some of the

vertices belonging to previous parties (Pj for j < i). These edges are considered

to belong to party Pi, as they will be added by this party in the vertex streaming

model.

For each j < i the party Pi connects every one of its vertices to all of Kjσj (the clique

corresponding to index σj). For this to happen, Pi must know all σj for j < i. This

information is not known initially, but can be appended to the communications

between players with only O(c) overhead.

Clique Size Bounds Now that we have our construction, we need to show bounds

on ω(G) for the two cases. First, consider when every X
(i)
σi = 1. In this case we

have each of the cliques Kiσi present and connected together, forming a clique of

size 4c2. Now consider the case when every X
(i)
σi = 0. Consider a clique K in

the graph. If K contains multiple vertices belonging to one party Pi, then it can

contain none from any subsequent party Pj (j > i), and at most one from each

preceding party Pl (l < i). Hence the size of any clique is bounded by 4c− 1.

To see why this holds, observe that for any i < 2c, our clique can contain only

one vertex from Kiσi , as none of its edges are included in the graph. So to contain
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P1 P2 P3 P4

Figure 4.5: Example lower bound instance with 4 players for Theorem 4.3.10. Cliques
corresponding to σ1, σ2, and σ3 are shown in bold red—other cliques are
omitted.

multiple vertices from party Pi, the clique K must contain a vertex v from some

Kij with j 6= σi. But then all subsequent parties Pj (j > i) will have no vertices

adjacent to v, so cannot contribute anything to K. So the best we can do is include

one vertex from each Kiσi and then 2c from party P2c giving a clique of size 4c−1.

To complete the proof, observe that this gap in clique sizes can be distinguished by

a c-approximation algorithm, and any streaming algorithm gives a communication

protocol by having each party update the algorithm state with their information

and then pass it to the next party.

And then we can return to prove the α(G) version of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.9. Repeat the construction, but whenever any party is

tasked with inserting ith vertex vi with edges to each NG(vi) ∩ {v1, v2, · · · , vi−1},
instead insert a vertex with complementary edges {v1, v2, · · · , vi−1} \NG(vi).

The resulting graph G has α(G) = ω(G) in all cases, and hence it is just as hard

to approximate.

Interestingly, the same construction also gives us hardness for approximating a third

quantity: the chromatic number of a graph.

Definition 4.3.12 (Graph Colouring). Given a graph G = (V,E):

• A k-colouring of G is a map f : V → [k] such that for every edge

{u, v} ∈ E we have f(u) 6= f(v).

• The chromatic number χ(G) of the graph is the smallest integer k

such that there exists a legal k-colouring of G.

Corollary 4.3.13. Any 1
3 -error randomised explicit vertex streaming algo-

rithm to c-approximate χ(G) requires Ω
(
n2

c6

)
bits of space.

Proof. Consider the construction in the proof of Theorem 4.3.9. In the case of

all X
(i)
σi = 1, the graph contains a clique of size 4c2, so all these vertices must be
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different colours and χ(G) ≥ 4c2.

Conversely, in the case of every X
(i)
σi = 0, we can construct a 4c-coloring of the

graph.

First color each of the nodes in each Kiσi with the ith color (this is allowed, as

they have no internal edges). The remaining vertices in each party are then not

adjacent to any uncolored vertices from other parties, so we simply need to be

able to complete the coloring of each party in isolation with 2c new colors and

we are finished. This is easily done, as each party’s sub-graph is 2c-partite by

construction.

Notably, the same is not true of the 2-party edge stream construction of Halldórsson,

Sun, Szegedy, and Wang [Hal+12]. The random graphs they use as gadgets have large

chromatic number with probability 1− o(1) [Bol88]. This means that any chromatic

number approximation algorithm would not be able to distinguish between states of

the underlying hard communication problem, so no lower bound can be established.

4.3.3 Maximum Independent Set in Implicit Vertex Streams

For the case of implicit vertex streams, the strategy of Theorem 4.3.8 can also be

implemented. Storing the at most n/c vertex identifiers for each induced subgraph is

enough for us to test set independence, giving the following space cost.

Corollary 4.3.14. There is a deterministic implicit vertex streaming al-

gorithm for finding a c-approximate maximum independent set which uses

O ((n/c) · (log |U|+ log n)) bits of space.

This algorithm is also close to optimal (for small c) among α(G) approximation algo-

rithms which work for any kind of implicit vertex stream.

We prove this by another set disjointness reduction.

Theorem 4.3.15. Any 1
3 -error randomised implicit vertex streaming algo-

rithm for c-approximating α(G) must use at least Ω
(
n
c2 ·

log |U|
logn

)
bits of space

for log |U| ≥ log n.

Proof. This result arises because the multi-party set disjointness problem can be

almost directly encoded as an implicit vertex stream for any desired vertex iden-

tifier size log |U|.

Adjacency Function Choose an integer N > 0 and an integer identifier size s

such that dlogNe ≤ s ≤ N . Let r = ds/ logNe and U = [N + 1]r, so we have that

log |U| = Θ(s).
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Now define the adjacency function f : U2 → {0, 1} by:

f(x, y) =

0 if xi = yj ≤ N for some i, j ∈ [r]

1 otherwise

So each identifier encodes r indices from [N ], and a group of vertices are indepen-

dent only when they all share at least one of these indices in common. The spare

index N + 1 is used for padding.

Stream Simulation Now, suppose we have a 1
3 -error randomised implicit stream-

ing algorithm A for c-approximating α(G), which uses at most B(n) bits of space

for an n-vertex graph. Choose integer c ≥ 1 and pick an instance of the 2c-party

communication problem DISJOINT2c
N .

The first party P1 knows X1. They begin simulating algorithm A. We wish to

represent the set X1 as d|X1|/re vertices of the graph. Group the members of the

set arbitrarily into d|X1|/re multisets of size r, padding one of the multisets with

copies of index N + 1 to make this possible. Now for each group, we simulate the

insertion of the identifier consisting exactly of the indices in that group (arranged

arbitrarily). Then pass the algorithm state M to party P2.

Now, for each party Pk for k ≤ 2c, have Pk continue simulating algorithm A. They

should also group Xk arbitrarily into multisets of size r and insert corresponding

vertex identifiers into the stream, in the same manner as party P1. Then, if k < 2c,

pass the state M to the next party.

Party P2c should perform some additional dummy insertions of dN/re copies of

(N + 1)i∈[r], to ensure we have roughly the right graph size.

Output Once every party has gone, let I be the combined multiset of inserted

identifiers and let GI be the graph of I (according to adjacency function f).

If
⋂
k∈[2c]Xk = ∅, then (by the definition of the set disjointness problem) each i ∈

[N ] can only be in a unique Xk. This means that the total size
∑
k∈[2c] |Xk| ≤ N .

We bundled the elements into groups of size r, so we added identifiers for at most

dn/re+2c groups in total (the extra 2c coming from having up to one extra group

per party due to rounding). Then the final party added a further dN/re vertices,

for a total of: dN/re ≤ |I| ≤ 2dN/re+ 2c.

So we have that the number of vertices n = Θ(N/r + c). Further, no index other

than N +1 was included in multiple identifiers, so the entire graph is a clique with

α(GI) = 1.

On the other hand, if
⋂
k∈[2c]Xk = {j}, then each i ∈ [n] \ {j} is still only

included in a unique Xk but the special index j is in every Xk. So, this time we

have
∑
k∈[2c] |Xk| ≤ N + 2c. Then, by a similar argument: d(N + 2c)/re ≤ |I| <

dN/re+ d(N + 2c)/re+ 2c.

So we have that the number of vertices is still n = Θ(N/r+c). Further, exactly one
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identifier per party contained the index j while no other indices (other than N+1)

were repeated, so the independence number of the graph is exactly α(GI) = 2c.

This gap is large enough for the c-approximation algorithm to distinguish, so by

Theorem 2.2.12 we must have communicated at least one message of size Ω(N/c2).

Therefore B(n) = Ω(nr/c2) = Ω(n log |U|/c2 log n), as required.

4.4 Locally-Bounded Independence Graphs

As we saw in the previous section, we cannot hope to find good approximations to

α(G) in arbitrary graphs, even for vertex streams, unless we essentially store the

entire stream. However, this does not mean we cannot do better for special classes of

graphs.

In this section, we consider vertex streams over restricted families of graphs that have

polynomially-bounded independence.

Definition 4.4.1 (Bounded Independence). Given a function f : N→ N, we

say a family of graphs F has f-bounded independence if:

For every vertex v in every graph G ∈ F , and for every integer r ≥ 1, we have

that the r-neighbourhooda N of v satisfies α(G[N ]) ≤ f(r).

That is, no r-neighbourhoods in any graph of the family contains an indepen-

dent set of size larger than f(r).

When f is a polynomial, we say the family has polynomially-bounded in-

dependence.

aThe set of vertices connected to v by a path of length at most r.

Examples of graph classes that have polynomially-bounded independence include unit

interval intersection graphs (with f(r) = 2r + 1) and unit disk intersection graphs

(with f(r) = (2r + 1)2) [HK15, Lemma 3].

Consider any family of graphs F with f -bounded independence. For such graphs,

any maximal independent set is also an f(1)-approximate maximum independent

set, since each vertex in the maximal set can only block at most f(1) other vertices

from being included. This means that the GreedyIS algorithm gives us an efficient

Õ(α(G)) ≤ Õ(n) space deterministic algorithm for f(1)-approximating maximum

independent in vertex streams restricted to the graph family F .

This is space-optimal for any approximate maximum independent set algorithm, as

we need at least enough space to store the output which can be as big as α(G) words.

However, we can hope to do better if the task is simply to approximate the value of

the quantity α(G) rather than finding an actual independent set.
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Can we produce polylog space algorithms for approximating α(G) for families of

bounded independence graphs over vertex streams? In this section we will address

exactly this question.

4.4.1 The Caro-Wei Bound Quantity

Recalling that α(G) is the maximum independent set size in G, we introduce a new

quantity β(G) based on the graph degree distribution.

Definition 4.4.2. For a graph G = (V,E) the first negative frequency

moment is given by:

β(G) =
∑
v∈V

1

deg(v) + 1

This quantity is known to be interesting in the study of the size of maximum inde-

pendent sets. Caro and Wei [Car79; Wei81] showed (independently) that every graph

contains an independent set of at least this size.

Fact 4.4.3. For any graph G it must be that β(G) ≤ α(G).

In general β(G) can be very poor as an approximation to α(G). For example, a dense

bipartite graph can have small constant β(G) = n/(1 + n/2) ≤ 2 despite containing

an independent set of linear size α(G) = n/2. However, it has been shown that the

discrepancy cannot be too big for graphs with polynomially-bounded independence.

Theorem 4.4.4 (Theorem 1 in [HK15]). Suppose the family of graphs F has

f -bounded independence for some polynomial f .

Then there is a constant C > 0, so that for any G ∈ F we have:

α(G) ≤ C · β(G) · f
(

log n

log log n

)

Recall that the family of unit disk intersection graphs has f -bounded independence

with f(n) = (2n + 1)2, so β(G) can act as an O(log2 n/ log log2 n)-approximation to

α(G) for any unit disk intersection graphG. This is worse than the f(1)-approximation

achieved by GreedyIS, but we can hope to be able to estimate β(G) in sublinear

space.

4.4.2 Tight Bounds for Approximation in Streams

Our first set of results in this section are tight bounds on the problem of estimating

β(G) in insert-only vertex or edge streams.
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Braverman and Chestnut [BC15] studied the problem of estimating negative frequency

moments (and similar quantities) of vectors given by insert-only streams. But graph

degree distributions have slightly more structure than a vertex stream. As such, any

upper bounds for vertex streams will apply to graph streams, but the lower bounds

do not necessarily carry across.

First, we show for reference a simple sampling upper bound that can be implemented

in turnstile edge streams (and therefore in insert-only edge streams and explicit vertex

streams).

Theorem 4.4.5. There is a 1
3 -error randomised p-pass turnstile edge stream-

ing algorithm which returns a c-approximation to β(G) for β(G) ≥ γ using

O(n log3 n/pγc) bits of space. Where G is a simple graph this can be reduced

to O(n log n/pγc) bits.

Proof. Let r = 3/γ(
√
c− 1)2. We assume r/p < 1, otherwise we may as well store

the degree of every vertex and calculate β(G) exactly.

Estimator Now consider the following simple estimator - uniformly at random

select p subsets of the vertices Ui ⊂ V for i ∈ [p], each of size |Ui| = nr/p, then

let:

β′i =
p

r

∑
v∈Ui

1

degG(v) + 1
for each i ∈ [p]

β′ =
1

p
·
∑
i∈[p]

β′i

Clearly, by linearity of expectation, we have that each E [β′i] = β(G), since each

vertex v contributes p/r(degG(v)+1) to the sum with probability r/p and otherwise

0. This means that E [β′] = β(G) as well.

Now consider the variance V [β′]. Each β′i is independent, so we immediately have

that V [β′] = 1
p2

∑
i∈[p] β

′
i by the basic properties of variance.

So let us look at V [β′i] for some i ∈ [p]. We are essentially sampling without

replacement, so the covariance between the contributions from different vertices

to β′i is negative. Therefore, we can bound the variance by the sum of the variances

of the vertex contributions, which are simply scaled Bernoulli random variables:

V [β′i] ≤
∑
v∈V

r

p

(
1− r

p

)(
p

r(degG(v) + 1)

)2

≤
∑
v∈V

p

r(degG(v) + 1)2
≤ p

r
· β(G)

So then:

V [β′] =
1

p2

∑
i∈[p]

β′i ≤
1

r
β(G)
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Now recall Chebychev’s inequality and apply it to β′(G):

P
[
|β′ − β(G)| ≥ (

√
c− 1)β(G)

]
≤ V [β′(G)]

(
√
c− 1)2β(G)2

≤ 1

r(
√
c− 1)2β(G)

≤ 1

3

So with probability at least 2
3 , we have that β′(G) is a c-approximation to β(G).

To complete the proof, we need to describe how this estimator can be calculated

in each kind of stream.

Simple Streams First consider a p-pass turnstile edge stream describing a simple

graph. At the start of the ith pass randomly choose the subset Ui and record it

using O(n log n/pγc) bits of space. Now we simply keep a count of the degree of

each of these vertices, using the same space again. Then at the end of each pass

we can calculate β′i and add it to a running sum which we can assume uses only

O(log n) bits of precision. By the end of the stream, we have the sum
∑
i∈[p] β

′
i,

which we can rescale to get our desired output.

Multi-Graph Streams Now consider a p-pass turnstile edge stream describing

a multi-graph. We wish to use broadly the same strategy, but we need to avoid

counting repetitions of the same edges. This can be achieved using an l0 estimation

sketch, also called a count-distinct sketch, using O(log3 n) bits of space per vertex.

The same strategy does not work exactly for implicit edge streams, since we cannot

count exactly the degrees in a sampled subset of the vertices. For any vertex sampled

late in the stream, we do not know how many earlier vertices it was adjacent to.

As we said earlier, while it is clear that any vector algorithm can be implemented

as an edge streaming algorithm, it is not automatically true that the vector lower

bounds apply. It could be the case that the additional structure imposed on graphs

- that vertex degrees can only be increased by also increasing the degree of another

vertex, and only once per pair - could give us more algorithmic power; especially in

the case of explicit vertex streams, where there is even more structure.

Unfortunately, our next result shows that the additional structure is not enough to

help us, even for explicit vertex streams. We adapt ideas from the vector lower bounds

of Braverman and Chestnut [BC15] to build a hard family of graphs for our problem

and show that they can be constructed in a way which form valid explicit vertex

streams.
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Theorem 4.4.6. Suppose we are promised that β(G) ≥ γ for some integer

γ ≥ 1. Then any 1
3 -error randomised p-pass explicit vertex (or insert-only

edge) streaming algorithm for c-approximating β(G) must use Ω(n/pγc).

In particular, for single-pass algorithms, with no promised lower-bound on

β(G), we must use at least Ω(n/c) bits.

Proof. Any insert-only edge streaming algorithm is also an explicit vertex stream-

ing algorithm, so we only need to lower bound the latter.

Suppose we have a 1
3 -error randomised p-pass explicit vertex streaming algorithm

A which returns a c-approximation to β(G) using at most B(n) bits of space for

a simple n-vertex graph G.

We will describe how A can be used to solve DISJOINTk with k = Θ(n/γc2) by

communicating at most B(n) bits. Consider an instance (X,Y ) of DISJOINTk.

Alice’s Vertices Given X, Alice can construct a graph G1 = (V,E1) as follows.

Partition the vertices into disjoint subsets A,B,C and Ui for each i ∈ [k]. These

should be of sizes |A| = |B| = 2kγc, |C| = γ, and each |Ui| = 2γc. Hence the total

number of vertices is n = |V | = (6kc+ 1)γ, meaning that k = Θ(n/γc).

Consider the two sets of edges:

EA =
⋃

u,v∈A
{{u, v}} and EX =

⋃
i∈[k]\X

 ⋃
u∈Ui, v∈A

{{u, v}}


EA makes A into a clique, while EX connects all the vertices associated with

each Ui with i /∈ X to all the vertices of A. Let E1 = EA ∪ EX . Figure 4.6a

demonstrates the resulting graph G1 for k = 5 and X = {2, 4}.
Now Alice runs algorithm A on the graph G1. She can have the vertices of A,

C, and each Ui arrive in any order, since we will not need to add further edges

between them. But she leaves the vertices in B “unarrived”, with their incident

edges to be defined by Bob. She sends the algorithm state M to Bob.

Bob’s Vertices Now, Bob knows the algorithm state M and the set Y . Bob

wishes to add further edges to graph. Define the two edge sets:

EB =
⋃

b∈B, x∈(A∪B)

{{b, x}} and EY =
⋃

i∈[k]\Y

 ⋃
u∈Ui, v∈B

{{u, v}}


EB makes A ∪ B into a clique, while EY connects every vertex of each Ui with

i /∈ Y to all the vertices of B. The combined set of edges E2 = EB ∪EY is entirely

incident upon B, so Bob can add these edges to the graph by continuing to run

algorithm A and inserting the vertices of B in any order.
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If algorithmA is a multi-pass algorithm, we have Bob and Alice continue messaging

the algorithm state back and forth performing the same vertex insertions each time,

until p passes have been simulated.

Call the final graph G = (V,E1 ∪ E2). Figure 4.6b demonstrates G for k = 5,

X = {2, 4}, and Y = {1, 2, 3}; while Figure 4.6c shows the case when k = 5,

X = {2, 4}, and Y = {1, 3}.

Output Now, consider β(G). In the case where X ∩ Y = ∅, we will have edges

connecting all of each Ui to all of A or B (or both). This means that the degree

of each vertex in each Ui is at least 2kγc. As there are 2kγc vertices in the union

of all Ui’s, they contribute at most 1 to β(G).

Similarly, A∪B is a clique, so each vertex has degree at least 4kγc− 1. There are

4kγc such vertices, so they also contribute at most 1 to β(G).

Vertices in C are isolated and contribute exactly γ to β(G). Therefore, γ ≤ β(G) ≤
γ + 2.

Now consider the case where X ∩ Y 6= ∅. This means that there exists some

i ∈ X ∩Y , and so all vertices in Ui will have no edges. Since each vertex in Ui ∪C
is isolated, and contributes exactly 1 to β, we have that β(G) ≥ (2c+ 1)γ.

Since our algorithm A is only wrong by a factor of c with constant probability,

we see that the algorithm will allow us to distinguish the two cases (with constant

probability), by comparing against the threshold τ = (γ + 2)c. If the returned

estimate is at most τ , we know that X ∩ Y = ∅ with probability at least 2
3 ;

otherwise, we know that X ∩ Y 6= ∅ again with probability 2
3 .

From Theorem 2.2.12, we know that Alice and Bob must have communicated at

least Ω(k/p) = Ω(n/pγc) bits.

This shows that the simple sampling strategy of Theorem 4.4.5 is optimal up to a

(log n) factor for edge streams (both insert-only and turnstile) and explicit vertex

streams.

4.4.3 Bypassing the Lower Bound by Relaxing the Range

Recall our lower bound construction from Theorem 4.4.6. Notice that while β(G) is

very different between the cases X ∩Y = ∅ and X ∩Y 6= ∅, the independence number

α(G) is always at least n/3.

Since we were only interested in β(G) as an approximation to α(G), this suggests a

way forwards: if we only ask for an estimator between β(G)/c1 and c2 · α(G), for

some c1, c2 > 0 with c1 · c2 = c, then Theorem 4.4.6 does not apply and we can

hope to find an efficient algorithm which will still be useful for polynomially-bounded

independence graphs. So we want an algorithm which returns a c-approximation to

α(G) or β(G) or any value in between.
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(a) G1 with with X = {2, 4}.
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(b) G with X = {2, 4} and
Y = {1, 2, 3}.
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(c) G with X = {2, 4} and
Y = {1, 3}.

Figure 4.6: Lower bound construction for Theorem 4.4.6.

To see how we might achieve a better algorithm, consider the following fact.

Fact 4.4.7. Suppose we have graph G = (V,E) on n = |V | vertices, described

by an explicit vertex stream. Let G1, G2, · · · , Gn be the sequence of increasing

induced subgraphs where Gi is the subgraph of G induced by the first i vertices

to arrive in the stream.

Then:

β(G) ≤ max
i∈[n]
{β(Gi)} ≤ max

i∈[n]
{α(Gi)} = α(G)

Proof. The first inequality holds because β(G) = β(Gn). The second inequality

holds because each β(Gi) ≤ α(Gi). Then the final equality holds because each Gi

is an induced subgraph of G.

We will show that the quantity maxi∈[n]{β(Gi)} can estimated efficiently in explicit

vertex streams, which is then itself sandwiched between the quantities of interest.

Consider a particular β(Gi). We will show how it could be approximated using a

small number of vertex counts.

Definition 4.4.8 (Degree Threshold Count). Consider a graph G = (V,E)

with n = |V | vertices.

For every degree threshold d ∈ [n], let the number of vertices in G with degree

at most d be given by:

µd(G) = |{v ∈ V | degG(v) ≤ d}|
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Now observe that to get an O(log n)-approximation to any β(G) it is enough to

estimate the maximum µ2i(G)/(2i + 1) over powers i ∈ [L] for L = dlog ne.

Lemma 4.4.9. Let L = dlog ne. For any graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n

vertices, we have that:

β(G)

log n
≤ max

i∈[L]

{
µ2i(G)

2i + 1

}
≤ 2β(G)

Proof. For each i ∈ [L], let Vi = {v ∈ V | 2i−1 ≤ degG(v) < 2i}. Then:

β(G) =
∑
v∈V

1

degG(v) + 1
≤
∑
i∈[L]

∑
v∈Vi

1

2i + 1

=
∑
i∈[L]

µ2i(G)

2i + 1

≤ |L| ·max
i∈[L]

{
µ2i(G)

2i + 1

}

Combining Fact 4.4.7 and Lemma 4.4.9, we see the following.

Lemma 4.4.10. Suppose we have graph G = (V,E) on n = |V | vertices,

described by an explicit vertex stream. Let G1, G2, · · · , Gn be the sequence of

increasing induced subgraphs where Gi is the subgraph of G induced by the first

i vertices to arrive in the stream.

Then:
β(G)

log n
≤ max

i∈[n]

{
max
j∈[L]

{
µ2j (Gi)

2j + 1

}}
≤ 2α(G)

where L = dlog ne.

To approximate this quantity, we will estimate cj ≈ maxi∈[n]{µ2j (Gi)} separately for

each j ∈ [L] and then the calculate maxj∈[L]

{
cj/(2

j + 1)
}

.

This is possible, because maxi∈[n]{µ2j (Gi)} can be 2-approximated in explicit vertex

arrival streams using a sampling strategy.

Theorem 4.4.11. For each d ∈ [n], there is a one-pass 1/n2-error ran-

domised explicit vertex streaming algorithm which returns a 2-approximation

to maxi∈[n]{µd(Gi)} using O(log2 n) bits of space, where each Gi is the graph

induced by the first i vertices to arrive.

Proof. Consider Algorithm 2 applied to our explicit vertex stream.

Let M = maxi∈[n]{µd(Gi)}, the quantity we wish to approximate. If M ≤ τ

(where τ = 24 log n), then at some point we store all the relevant vertices in S and
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Algorithm 2: Estimate

1 def Initialise(n, d):
2 τ ← 24 log n

3 γ ← 3
√

2
4 S ← ∅
5 µ← 0
6 p← 1

7 def Insert(v′, E′):
8 for {u, v′} ∈ E′ do
9 if u ∈ S then

10 du ← du + 1
11 if du > d then
12 S ← S \ {u}
13 delete du

14 with probability p do
15 if |E′| ≤ d then
16 S ← S ∪ {v}
17 dv ← |E′|
18 if |S| ≥ τ then
19 Remove each vertex from S with probability 1/2
20 p← p/γ
21 µ← τ/p

22 def Output():
23 if µ = 0 then
24 return |S|
25 else
26 return µ
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return the exact count. For M > τ , we must consider the value of p at the end of

the stream.

Recall that γ = 3
√

2. Let r be the unique integer such that M/γr < τ ≤M/γr−1.

We will argue that, at the end of the stream, p ∈ {1/γr−1, 1/γr, 1/γr+1} with

probability at least (1 − 1/n2). When this holds, the return value µ = τ · γr−1,

τ · γr, or τ · γr+1 satisfies

γ2 ·M ≥ µ > M/γ

which is a 2-approximation to M , since γ3 = 2.

Suppose instead that p ≤ 1/γr+2 at the end of the stream. This means that, at

some point in the stream we had |S| ≥ τ and p = 1/γr+1. However, at any point

in the stream, there are at most M different vertices that can legally be included

in S (since we maintain the property that vertices in S currently have degree at

most d), each of which is independently included with probability p. Therefore we

can bound the distribution of the size of |S| (at any one point in the stream) from

above by a binomial distribution with mean M · p = M/γr+1 < τ/2. Recalling

the tail bounds of Corollary 2.2.4, we know |S| ≥ τ with probability at most

exp(−τ/6) = n−4. We perform at most n updates over the course of the stream,

so the chance that this happens at some point is at most n−3.

Now suppose that p ≥ 1/γr−2 at the end of the stream. Consider the subgraph

Gi∗ that attains the maximum value M of {µd(Gi)}. As the algorithm finishes

processing the update corresponding to vertex i∗, we know that there are exactly

M different vertices with degree at most d in the current stream subgraph Gi∗ , each

included in S independently with probability p. So we can bound the distribution

of the size of |S| (at this point in the stream) from below by a binomial distribution

with mean M · p ≥M/γr−2 ≥ 2τ . This means that probability that |S| < τ after

that update is processed is at most exp(−2τ/8) = n−6.

So, at the end of the stream, we have p ∈ {1/γr−1, 1/γr, 1/γr+1} with probability

at least (1− 1/n24 − 1/n3) ≥ (1− 1/n2).

Putting it together, we get our efficient explicit vertex streaming algorithm.

Theorem 4.4.12. There is a one-pass 1/n2-error randomised explicit vertex

streaming algorithm which returns a value between β(G)/2 log n and 4α(G)

using log3 n bits of space.

Proof. Let L = dlog ne. For each j ∈ [L] run a copy of Algorithm 2 with d = 2j and

call the output cj . This requires O(log3 n) bits of space. By Theorem 4.4.11, each

cj is a 2-approximation to maxi∈[n]{µ2j (Gi)} with probability at least (1− 1/n3).

Therefore, all L of them are 2-approximations with probability at least (1−1/n2).

In this case, Lemma 4.4.10 tell us that:

max
j∈[L]

{
cj

2j + 1

}
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will lie in the claimed range.

Having found an improved strategy for vertex streams which bypasses our previous

lower bound, we may ask whether a similar result is possible over edge streams.

Unfortunately, we will find that the answer is no. Even a “relaxed” estimator will

require Ω̃(n/c) bits of storage for any insert-only edge streaming algorithm.

To prove this lower bound, we will need to be able to construct graphs which contain

no large independent sets in themselves or their complements. The following lemma

guarantees the existence of such graphs.

Lemma 4.4.13. There exists a constant L ≥ 1, such that for any N we can

find a graph G on N vertices such that G has small independence number

α(G) ≤ L logN and so does its complement α(G) ≤ L logN .

Proof. Grimmett and McDiarmid [GM75] showed that as N → ∞, the largest

clique in a random graph (where each edge is included with probability 1/2) is at

most 2 logN + o(logN) with probability p → 1. Therefore, for all large enough

N , there must be graphs that satisfy this bound for both themselves and their

complements.

The idea of our lower bound is to associate groups of vertices with each bit of an

instance of the Index communication problem. We use our above construction to

associate half the internal edges of each group with Alice and the other half with

Bob. In this way, they can guarantee not introducing any duplicate edges, but either

party has the power to prevent a particular group from having a large independent

set. Each party uses this power to encode their respective information, such that the

resulting graph contains a large α(G) and β(G) if and only if the desired Index bit

was 1.

Theorem 4.4.14. Choose c1, c2, c ≥ 1 such that c1 · c2 = c. Let γ ≥ 1.

Then any single-pass 1
3 -error randomised insert-only edge streaming algorithm

which returns an estimate between β(G)/c1 and c2 ·α(G) as long as β(G) ≥ γ,

must use at least Ω(n/γc log c) bits of space.

In particular, for streams with no promised lower bound, any such algorithm

must use at least Ω̃(n/c) bits.

Proof. Suppose that there is a 1
3 -error randomised algorithm A which returns an

estimate between β(G)/c1 and c2 ·α(G) and uses at most B(n) bits of space for an

n-vertex graph. For convenience let λ = 6L(2+ log(6Lc)), where L is the constant

from Lemma 4.4.13.

Alice’s Edges Consider an instance (X,σ) of the two-party communication prob-

lem Indexk. Given X we will have Alice construct an initially empty graph
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G1 = (V, ∅). Partition the vertices into disjoint sets C and Ui for each i ∈ [k].

These sets should be of sizes |C| = γ and each |Ui| = γcλ. So the total number of

vertices is n = |V | = (kγcλ+ 1)γ, meaning that k = Θ(n/γc log c).

We can assume Alice has some deterministic procedure for finding a graph H on

N = γcλ vertices which satisfies Lemma 4.4.13. For example, enumerating graphs

of this size and testing if they meet the requirements.

Now simulate algorithm A on G1. For each i ∈ [k], if Xi = 0 she inserts the

edges that would be needed to make the induced subgraph G1[Ui] isomorphic to

H (using some deterministic procedure to decide which vertex should be mapped

to which). Call the collection of all the inserted edges E1. Once complete, Alice

passes the algorithm state M to Bob.

Bob’s Edges Now Bob knows σ and M. Bob continues simulating algorithm A
to insert two further groups of edges. Define the first edge set by:

Eσ =
⋃

i 6=j∈[k]\{σ}

 ⋃
u∈Ui, v∈Uj

{{u, v}}


This consists of all edges between different vertex partitions Ui and Uj but exclud-

ing the partition Uσ.

Now let G2 = (V,E2) where E2 consists exactly of all the edges to make each

induced subgraph G2[Ui] for i ∈ [k] \ {σ} identical to the complement graph H

(using the same deterministic processes to find H and to choose how to map the

vertices).

Bob inserts both edge sets Eσ and E2, producing final graph G = (V,E). No

matter what, the induced subgraph G[C] will be a set of γ isolated vertices guar-

anteeing that α(G) ≥ γ.

Output Suppose that Xσ = 1. That means that the induced subgraph G[Uσ]

consists only of isolated vertices, so β(G) ≥ γcλ.

Now suppose Xσ = 0. That means that every induced subgraph G[Ui] is isomor-

phic to either H, H, or the complete graph. So we have α(G[Ui]) ≤ L log(γcλ) for

every i ∈ [k]. Further, each vertex in each Ui other than Uσ is connected to all

vertices from all other Uj ’s (j 6= i, σ). So any independent set can contain vertices

from only C, Uσ and one other Ui, meaning that α(G) ≤ 2L log(γcλ) + γ

This means that, assuming our algorithm succeeds, in the case Xσ = 1, the return

value is at least γcλ/c1 = γλc2; while in the case Xσ = 0, the return value is at

most c2(γ + 2L log(γcλ)).

We can distinguish these cases as long as log(γcλ) < (λ−1)γ/2L. Since λ > 48L >

2, we can rewrite this condition as log 2γ+ log(6Lc2) + log(λ/12L) < 3 · (γλ/12L).

Recall that γ ≥ 1. Again, since λ/24L > 2, we know that log 2γ ≤ 2γλ/24L and

log(λ/12L) < γλ/12L. It is also clear that log(6Lc) ≤ γλ/6L.
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Therefore, we can distinguish between the cases and solve the instance of Indexk

with probability at least 2
3 having sent a message of size at most B(n). By Theo-

rem 2.2.10 it must be that B(n) = Ω(k) = Ω(n/γc log c).

4.5 Geometric Intersection Graphs

In the previous section, we considered algorithms for arbitrary graphs which gave

us a good estimate of α(G) for the broad class of polynomially-bounded dependence

graphs.

In this section, we take a more narrow focus. We look at specific classes of geometric

intersection graphs, and examine the hardness of approximating maximum indepen-

dent set and α(G) in explicit and implicit vertex streams restricted to each class.

Recall that, in a geometric intersection graph, each vertex is associated with a geo-

metric object. All these objects are subsets of some shared space. Then any pair of

vertices have an edge between them if and only if their respective geometric objects

intersect.

We will consider (closed) interval and square intersection graphs (in the real line and

the real plane respectively). For the implicit stream representations, we assume that

intervals and squares are represented by their centers and their lengths. We assume

that the center is a value in [M ]d (d = 1 for intervals, and d = 2 for squares), and the

length is in [M ], for some M ∈ [nΘ(1)]. Then the adjacency function is simply the

overlap function which returns 1 when the two shapes overlap and 0 otherwise.

For explicit streams, we simply promise that at least one valid assignment of geometric

objects to vertices exists that is consistent with the observed edges. However, we never

materialise this representation.

4.5.1 Unit Interval Graphs

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, given a stream of unit intervals we can compute a
3
2 -approximation to maximum independent set in Õ(α(G)) space, and any better

approximation requires Ω(n) space.

A natural question is how this compares with the space complexity for an interval

intersection graph given as an explicit vertex stream:

Theorem 4.5.1. Any 1
3 -error randomised explicit vertex streaming algorithm

that returns a ( 5
3 − ε)-approximation of α(G) for a unit interval stream must

use Ω(n) bits of space.
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A1 B1

A0

B0

x

(a) First party makes 3 cliques.

A1 B1

A0

B0

xy z

aσ
bσ

(b) After second party adds y and z, if
Xσ = 0 then α(G) = 3.

A1 B1

A0

B0

xy zaσ bσ

(c) Conversely, if Xσ = 1 then α(G) = 5.

Figure 4.7: Interval representations for the construction in proof of Theorem 4.5.1.
Horizontal positioning represents the location of the intervals in R, vertical
positioning is for clarity only.

Proof. We will show this bound by a reduction from the 2-party Index commu-

nication problem. Consider an instance of Index with bit vector X ∈ {0, 1}n and

index to be queried σ ∈ [n]. We will construct a 2n+ 3 vertex graph as an explicit

vertex stream.

Label the vertices x, y, z and ai, bi for i ∈ [n]. Split the ai’s into two sets based on

the bit vector X: A1 = {ai}Xi=1 and A0 = {ai}Xi=0. Similarly let B1 = {bi}Xi=1

and B0 = {bi}Xi=0. Now the first party creates the following subgraph in the

stream: a clique consisting of all the vertices in A1, a second clique made from

B1, and a third clique containing A0 ∪B0 ∪ {x}.
So far this represents a valid interval graph, which can be interpreted as three

adjacent “stacks” of intervals. Now, the second player adds y with edges to every

ai except aσ and then adds z with edges to every bi except bσ. This can still

be viewed as a valid interval graph, but we now require some intervals from each

stack to be “shifted” to overlap with the two new intervals.

In the case of Xσ = 0, the resulting graph has α(G) = 3. Otherwise, α(G) = 5.

Hence, any algorithm giving a better than 5
3 -approximation factor could distin-

guish them and solve Index, and so by Theorem 2.2.10, the complexity is at least

Ω(n) bits.

This shows that approximating α(G) for interval graphs is strictly more difficult in

explicit vertex streams than implicit ones.
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4.5.2 Unit Square Graphs

Our first result for two dimensions is a 3-approximation algorithm for maximum in-

dependent set on a unit square stream. This is a generalization of the algorithm of

Cabello and Pérez-Lantero [CPL17] for unit interval streams: we perform a decom-

position of the plane into 2-by-3 strips, similar to their decomposition of the line into

length 3 segments.

Theorem 4.5.2. There is a deterministic 3-approximation implicit vertex

streaming algorithm for maximum independent set on a stream of unit squares

using Õ(α(G)) space.

Proof. Let w denote the side length of the squares.

First we look at the problem restricted to squares in the half open strip [0, 3w)×
[0, 2w), referring to the first axis as “left-right”, and the second as “up-down”. At

most 2 non-overlapping closed unit squares can fit fully within the open region,

and for them not to overlap one must be left of the other. Hence, by storing the

leftmost and rightmost squares seen within the strip, we can determine exactly a

maximum independent set in the region.

Now, consider the whole of [M ]2. We partition this up into 3w-by-2w half-open

strips and consider only the squares which fall exactly within one of the strips.

By solving maximum independent set within each strip as before and taking the

union, we can solve exactly maximum independent set on this substream. This

requires us to store at most twice as many squares as the solution.

Finally, we consider 6 different copies of the partitioning shifted by 0, w, or 2w

horizontally and 0 or w vertically. Any square from the stream must be fully

contained in a strip in at least 2 of the 6 partitionings. In particular, this holds

for every square in a fixed maximum independent set of the full stream. Using

Gx,y for the graph of the substream of squares that fit exactly in the partitioning

shifted by (x, y), we know the following:
∑

x=0,w,2w

( ∑
y=0,w

(α(Gx,y))

)
≥ 2α(G).

That is, the sum of the sizes of the substream maximum independent sets for the

6 partitionings is at least 2 times the size of the true maximum independent set.

Therefore max
x=0,w,2w

(
max
y=0,w

(α(Gx,y))

)
≥ 1

3α(G)

Therefore, we simply take the largest of the 6 substream maximum independent

sets and this must give a 3-approximation. In total, we must store at most 12

squares per maximum independent set square.

As with Cabello, Sergio and Pérez-Lantero [CPL17] for unit intervals, this immedi-

ately leads to a sublinear space algorithm for estimating α(G) with only a (1+ε) factor

loss in approximation factor, through a combination of counting distinct elements and

clever sampling.
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Corollary 4.5.3. There is a 1
3 -error randomised implicit vertex streaming

algorithm that can (3 + ε)-approximate α(G) in a stream of unit squares using

O(ε−2 log ε−1 + log n) bits of space.

Proof sketch. Observe that if we can get a (1 + ε)-approximation to each α(Gx,y)

from the proof of Theorem 4.5.2, then we are done.

Each strip can have 0, 1, or 2 disjoint squares in it. To approximate α(Gx,y)

we estimate γ, the number of strips of a given partitioning which are non-empty,

and δ, the average number of disjoint squares in the non-empty strips. Then

α(Gx,y) ≈ γδ.
Observe that approximating γ is a distinct elements problem, which we can (1+ε)-

approximate with constant probability in O(ε−2 + log n) space (see the work of

Kane, Nelson, and Woodruff [KNW10a]).

Then δ can be (1 + ε)-approximated by taking the average over O(ε−2) sampled

non-empty strips. We obtain these samples using the same permutation trick as

[CPL17, Lemma 16], and the analysis of the estimator is also identical.

One might speculate whether this decomposition approach could afford a better ap-

proximation factor based on some different partitioning of the plane. We give evidence

for the negative, since any larger strip size results in the fixed-size sub-problems not

being solvable exactly, as the following result shows.

Theorem 4.5.4. Given a stream of w-by-w squares contained in a (2 + δ)w-

by-(2 + δ)w region, achieving a ( 3
2 − ε)-approximation to α(G), with 1

3 -error

for any ε, δ > 0 requires Ω(n) space.

Proof. We show this by a reduction from 2-party Index. Fix an instance with bit

vector X ∈ {0, 1}n and query index σ ∈ [n]. For the lower bound, we use squares

of width w = 4n
δ , which meets the requirements for an implicit vertex stream as

long as δ is constant.

Party one constructs the following collection of squares arranged along a diagonal

line: for each i ∈ [n] with Xi = 1 include the square centered on ( 2n
δ +2i, 2n

δ +2n+

2− 2i).Now, observe that the parties could use a ( 3
2 − ε)-approximation streaming

algorithm to allow party two to determine Xσ. Simply have party one run the

algorithm on its collection, then pass the state to party two and append squares

centered on ( 6n
δ + 2σ + 1, 2n

δ + 2n + 2 − 2σ) and ( 2n
δ + 2σ, 6n

δ + 2n + 3 − 2σ). If

Xσ = 1, there exists a square in the original collection sandwiched between the

two new squares giving α(G) = 3. Otherwise, α(G) = 2.

Then by Theorem 2.2.10, the complexity is at least Ω(n) bits.

Our next result for two dimensions is a stronger lower bound for approximating α(G)

of a stream of unit squares in an unrestricted region, based on a reduction from the
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X
(1)
1 X

(1)
2 X

(1)
4

X
(1)
3

(a) Balls are excluded or in-
cluded based on corre-
sponding X

(1)
i .

(b) First party adds
2 rows each made
of k consecu-
tive copies of
Figure 4.8a.

X
(2)
1

X
(2)
4

X
(2)
2

X
(2)
3

(c) Similarly, choose
balls based on
X(2).

(d) Second party adds copies of
Figure 4.8c to fit in between
balls for X

(1)
σ1 (other balls

from the first party omit-
ted).

(e) Final party adds 2k balls to

fit in between balls for X
(1)
σ1

and X
(2)
σ2 (other balls from

previous parties omitted).

Figure 4.8: Example for Theorem 4.5.5 with X(1) = (1, 1, 0, 1), X(2) = (1, 0, 0, 1),
σ1 = 2, σ2 = 4, k = 2.

chained index communication problem discussed in Section 4.2 and used in Section 4.3.

Theorem 4.5.5. Any 1
3 -error randomised implicit vertex streaming algorithm

which can ( 5
2−ε)-approximate α(G) on a unit square stream requires Ω(n) bits

of space for any ε > 0.

Proof. This proof works by reducing from the 3-party chained index problem. As

with the general result in Section 4.3.2, more than 2 parties are necessary in order

to give a bound for approximation factors greater than 2.

Suppose we have an instance of Chain3 with n-bit vectors. We will describe a

way for each party to construct a collection of unit l1 balls based on the part

of the input they hold, such that their union has small or large α(G) depending

on the solution to the communication problem. Thus, a streaming algorithm for

approximating α(G) can be used to solve the communication problem, giving a

space bound.

For the construction we use domain size M = 10n3 and ball radius r = 2n2, which

are small enough to allow succinct polylog n sized descriptions of the balls, but
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large enough to create the gadgets we require.

Fix integer k ∈ [n]. The first party has the bit vector X(1). For each entry

with X
(1)
i = 1, add balls centered at (i(4n + 3) + (j + 1)(4n2 + 3n), 4n2) and

(i(4n + 3) + (j + 1)(4n2 + 3n), 8n2) for each j ∈ [k]. Essentially, this makes two

horizontal lines of balls stacked on top of each other. There are potentially nk

ball locations along the line with centers 4n + 3 apart. The first n locations are

associated with the n entries of X(1); we place a ball if X(1) = 1, and omit it

otherwise; then this is repeated k times in succession. The two lines produce

a collection of balls G1 of size at most 2nk, with α(G1) = 2k. Importantly,

the collection of balls associated with any index X
(1)
i = 1 forms a maximum

independent set.

Party two will obliviously add their own set of balls, such that α(G) will increase

exactly when the answer bit X
(1)
σ1 = 1. The second party has its bit vector X(2)

and the index σ1 of the answer bit in the first party’s bit vector. For each entry

with X
(2)
i = 1 add a ball centered at (σ1(4n+ 3) + (j+ 3

2 )(4n2 + 3n), 6n2−n+ 2i)

for each j ∈ [k]. Essentially, this produces k columns of n balls. The columns are

spaced with centers n2 + 3n apart, lined up to fit in the gaps between the balls

corresponding to bitX
(1)
σ1 of the first party (if those balls are present). Each column

is constructed as follows: place n balls spaced with centers 1 apart, each associated

with one of the entries of X(2), but exclude each ball whose X
(2)
i = 0. The result

is a collection of balls G2 of size nk with α(G2) = k. Again, the collection of balls

associated with any index X
(1)
i = 1 forms a maximum independent set.

Now, party three will add the final collection of balls G3. Party three knows

σ1 (this can be appended to any message from player two) and σ2, the index

of the answer bit in party two’s bit vector. This party adds balls centered at

(σ1(4n+3)+(j+ 3
2 )(4n2 +3n), 10n2−n+2σ2 +1) and (σ1(4n+3)+(j+ 3

2 )(4n2 +

3n), 2n2 − n+ 2σ2 − 1) for each j ∈ [k]. These balls sit at the top and bottom of

each column from party 2 sandwiching the ball corresponding to X
(2)
σ2 (if present).

This final collection has an independent set of size 2k.

At this point we wish to determine α(G) for the union G = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3. In

the case that X
(1)
σ1 = X

(2)
σ2 = 1, we can take the maximum independent set of

G1 associated with X
(1)
σ1 and the maximum independent set of G2 associated with

X
(2)
σ2 along with all the balls in G3 to form a maximum independent set of G of

size 5k.

However, if X
(1)
σ1 = X

(2)
σ2 = 0, then choosing any ball from G1 (other than the

left-most σ1 − 1 balls in each row) excludes every ball in a column of G2 and a

ball from G3. Similar exclusions occur between the other pairs of collections. The

result is that the best we can do is to choose a maximum independent set from

G1 corresponding to an index smaller than σ1 along with 1 ball from each of G2

and G3 in the rightmost column, giving a total of α(G) = 2k + 2.

The construction is represented in Figure 4.8.
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4 Independent Sets

By Theorem 4.2.2. this shows that a streaming algorithm achieving an approxi-

mation factor better than 5k
2k+2 must use Ω(n) space. This holds for any constant

k (just take n large enough to allow that k), giving the result.

4.5.3 Arbitrary Square Graphs

If we are allowed a combination of large and small balls, we can slightly improve the

lower bound up to the maximum possible for a 3-party construction.

Theorem 4.5.6. Any 1
3 -error randomised implicit vertex streaming algorithm

which can (3 − ε)-approximate α(G) on a stream of squares or arbitrary side

lengths requires Ω(n) bits of space for any ε > 0.

Proof. We adapt the construction from Theorem 4.5.5 as follows: the first party

inserts k rows stacked on top of each other, rather than 2, the second party inserts

copies of its columns between every consecutive pair of rows from the first party,

and the third party places smaller balls in between the columns of party 2 such that

they are independent of the squares corresponding to the answer bit but overlap

the squares either side.

This results in a gap of k2 + k + 1 to 3k2 for the two cases, giving the result.
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5 Maximum Matchings with Bounded

Deletions

5.1 Introduction

Maximum matching is a fundamental graph problem with countless applications.

In the offline world, there are efficient polynomial-time algorithms to compute ex-

act maximum matchings (and even maximum-weight matchings in weighted graphs).

However, in the streaming setting, we have a dichotomy: in an insert-only edge stream

a very simple greedy approach gives a good 2-approximation, using Õ(n) bits of space

for an n-vertex graph; on the other hand, to survive the arbitrary edge deletions of

a turnstile edge stream, any algorithm must use at least Ω̃(n2) space to achieve the

same approximation quality (details in Section 5.1.1).

This quadratic gap poses a natural question: what can we say if some deletions are

allowed - but not arbitrary deletions? Can we parameterise the problem complexity

it terms of the amount or type of deletions allowed?

In this chapter, we show that the answer is yes.

We consider variants of the edge streaming and two-party one-way communication

models where at most k edges are allowed to be deleted from the graph. We then

demonstrate new algorithms for both models with linear space dependence on the

number of deletions k.

This is a massive improvement for settings where the average number of deletions per

vertex is much smaller than the average degree. For example, on a social network

the average user may have 100’s of “friends”, but may only rarely “unfriend” people.

Then our approach can allow maximum matching to be approximated from a summary

containing a small amount of data per user, rather than the full graph.

We also develop new communication lower bounds to show that the approximate

maximum matching problem requires Ω(n2/c3) bits of communication in the two-

party model with unbounded deletions. This generalises an existing lower bound

for turnstile edge streams to simple turnstile edge streams. Our hope is that these

techniques can be extended to give tight lower bounds for the bounded deletion case.
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5 Maximum Matchings with Bounded Deletions

5.1.1 Background

A matching in a graph is simply any subset of the edges such that no pair of edges

in the subset share an end-point. We wish to find matchings of (approximately) the

largest possible size.

Definition 5.1.1 (Matchings). Consider a graph G = (V,E):

• A matching in G (or E) is a subset of edges M ⊂ E such that every

pair of distinct edges m1,m2 ∈M are disjoint: m1 ∩m2 = ∅.
• A maximal matching in G is any matching M such that for every

other edge e ∈ E \M we have that M ∪ {e} is not a matching.

• Let MM(G) be the maximum size |M | over matchings M in G.

• A maximum matching in G is any matching of size MM(G).

• A c-approximate maximum matching in G is any matching of size

at least 1
c MM(G).

Like with independent sets, a simple greedy algorithm can be used to find a maximal

matching. In GreedyMatch we iterate over the edges in any order and greedily add

each of them to an initially empty matching as long as doing so would not violate the

matching constraint.

Fact 5.1.2. GreedyMatch always produces a maximal matching since every

excluded edge violates the matching constraint.

Unlike with independent sets, finding a maximal matching is a good way to approx-

imate maximum matching. Consider any maximal matching M and any maximum

matching M ′ in the same graph. Each edge m ∈M ′ must share a vertex with an edge

of M otherwise we could add m to M . On the other hand, each edge of M can only

share a vertex with two distinct edges of M ′ otherwise M ′ would not be a matching.

Therefore:

Fact 5.1.3. Any maximal matching M in any graph G is also a 2-approximate

maximum matching in G.

Since GreedyMatch does not care about the iteration order, it can be directly

implemented on insert-only edge streams. We simply need to store the gathered

matching M requiring O(MM(G) · log n) ≤ O(n log n) bits of space.

Proposition 5.1.4. We can 2-approximate maximum matching for any n-

vertex graph G, described by an insert-only edge stream, using O(MM(G) ·
log n) bits of space.
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5 Maximum Matchings with Bounded Deletions

Surprisingly, this is best approximation factor we know how to achieve, even if we allow

space as large as n2−δ for any δ > 0. Kapralov [Kap13] showed that any randomised
1
3 -error insert-only edge streaming algorithm that finds a c-approximate maximum

matching for c > e
e−1 must use n1+Ω(1/ log logn) bits of space (even for bipartite graphs

given as an explicit vertex stream). However, the only known streaming strategies

for beating the 2-approximation barrier require multiple passes over the stream or

require the stream edges to be provided in a uniformly random order (like in the work

of Konrad, Magniez, and Mathieu [KMM12]).

When arbitrary deletions are allowed, as in the turnstile edge stream model, the prob-

lem becomes much harder. Assadi, Khanna, Li, and Yaroslavtsev [Ass+16] showed

that, for c <
√
n the space complexity of finding a c-approximate maximum match-

ing with constant probability over a turnstile edge stream is Θ(n2/c3) bits, up to

logarithmic factors.

One caveat of their result is that it uses the turnstile stream reduction of Li, Nguyen,

and Woodruff [LNW14] that we discussed in Section 2.1.4. As a consequence, the

lower bound does not necessarily apply to simple turnstile edge streams.

Weighted Matchings

Matchings also have a natural extension to weighted graphs, where each edge of the

graph is equipped with a positive real weight.

Definition 5.1.5 (Weighted Matchings). Consider a weighted graph G =

(V,E) where a weighted edge e ∈ E between vertices u, v ∈ V with positive

weight w > 0 is denoted by e = ({u, v}, w).

Using w(e) to indicate the weight of an edge e we have:

• A matching in G (or E) has weight w(M) =
∑
m∈M

w(m).

• Let MWM(G) be the maximum weight w(M) over matchings M in G.

• A maximum-weight matching in G is any matching of weight

MWM(G).

• A c-approximate maximum-weight matching in G is any matching

of weight at least 1
c MWM(G).

Notice that a maximal matching can have arbitrarily small weight even if there are

other maximal matchings with arbitrarily large weight. However, we can still ap-

proximate maximum weight matching well using a greedy strategy: we just have to

enforce that it iterates in order from highest weight edge to lowest weight edge. Call

this strategy GreedyWeightMatch.
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5 Maximum Matchings with Bounded Deletions

Fact 5.1.6. GreedyWeightMatch always produces a 2-approximate

maximum-weight matching in G.

This follows by similar analysis to Fact 5.1.3. Each edge of a maximum weight match-

ing M ′ must share a vertex with a higher weight edge selected by the algorithm, but

each edge selected by the algorithm can only block two distinct edges this way.

We define a variant of edge streams to support weighted graphs.

Definition 5.1.7 (Weighted Edge Stream). A weighted edge stream de-

scribing a weighted graph G = (V,E) is an edge stream where each edge has

an associated positive weight. The multiset union of all inserted edges minus

the multiset of all deleted edges then gives us the edge set of G.

Like with unweighted edge streams, we do not allow non-existent edges to be

deleted: an edge with a particular weight can only be deleted if an edge with

that exact weight is currently present.

Unfortunately, since we now need a very specific ordering of the edges, this no longer

has a streaming implementation. However, Paz and Schwartzman [PS17] (later sim-

plified and improved by Ghaffari and Wajc [GW19]) showed that by tracking weights

on each vertex, and using them to decide which edges to keep, you can (2 + ε)-

approximate maximum weight matching over insert-only streams using Õ(n/ε) bits

of space.

Bounded Deletions

We define a new variant of the turnstile edge streaming model where the total number

of edge deletions is bounded by a parameter k.

Definition 5.1.8 (Bounded Deletion Edge Stream). A k-deletion edge

stream describing a graph G = (V,E) is a turnstile edge stream where at

most k of the stream updates are edge deletions.

We use G+ = (V,E+) to refer to the graph of all inserted edges and E− to

refer to the multiset of all deleted edges. The final graph G = (V,E) is then

given by E = E+ \ E−.

For weighted graphs, we need a more specialised way of measuring the amount of

deletions. The key quantity is how much larger the sum of the weights of deleted

edges is than the weight of a maximum weight matching.
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Definition 5.1.9 (Bounded Deletion Weighted Edge Stream). An α-deletion

weighted edge stream describing a weight graph G = (V,E) is a turnstile

weighted edge stream where the total weight of the deletions is at most α ·
MWM(G).

We again use G+ = (V,E+) to refer to the weighted graph of all inserted edges

and E− to refer to the multiset of all deleted weighted edges, so E = E+ \E−.

We also consider a bounded-deletion version of the corresponding 2-party one-way

communication model. Working in this model grants us additional algorithmic power

compared with streams, but any lower bounds we can show on it immediately also

apply to the k-deletion edge stream model.

Definition 5.1.10 (Two-Party Model). In the k-deletion two-party one-

way communication model we have two players: Alice and Bob.

• Alice has a simple graph G+ = (V,E+)

• Bob has a set of edge deletions E− ⊂ E+ with |E−| ≤ k
Alice may send a single message to Bob, then Bob must solve a problem on

the difference graph G = (V,E) where E = E+ \ E−.

We restrict ourselves to simple graphs, since any lower bounds for simple graphs will

apply for general graphs also.

5.1.2 Results

Two tables showing complexity bounds in this chapter on the problem of approxi-

mating a maximum matching of a graph. Applies for 0 < ε < 2.

Deterministic Algorithms Approx. Complexity Theorems

For k-deletion edge streams (2 + ε) Õ(n+ k/ε) 5.2.3

For α-deletion weighted edge streams (2 + ε) Õ(αn/ε2) 5.2.6

For k-deletion edge streams c ≥ 1 Ω(n/c+ k) 5.2.7

1
3 -Error Randomised Algorithms Approx. Complexity Theorems

For k-deletion edge streams c ≥ 8 Õ(n+ k/c) 5.3.1

For k-deletion two-party model c ≥ 8 Õ(n+ k/c2) 5.3.8

For n2-deletion two-party model c ≥ 1 Ω(n2/c3) 5.4.7
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5 Maximum Matchings with Bounded Deletions

5.2 Deterministic Algorithms

We began by demonstrating a deterministic algorithm for bounded-deletion edge

streams. The core idea is to take the basic greedy algorithm and make it robust

to deletions by adding redundancy.

5.2.1 Constant-Factor Approximation for Unweighted Matchings

Consider a graph described by a k-deletion edge stream. Recall that G+ is the graph

of all inserted edges and G is the final graph. The graphs all have n vertices.

Fact 5.2.1. If the maximum number of deletions k ≤ 1
4 MM(G+), then the

standard greedy algorithm (modified to mark any stored edges which are later

deleted) gives a 4-approximation using O(MM(G+) · log n) ≤ O(n log n) bits of

space.

Proof. This is because we have at least 1
2 MM(G+) edges in the greedy matching,

so at most half of these could have been marked as deleted. Simply returning all

the unmarked edges gives a matching of size at least 1
4 MM(G+) ≥ 1

4 MM(G).

This gives an idea for a deterministic algorithm: if we can somehow store more

matchings, we can tolerate more deletions before all the matchings are lost. To find

the right way, consider the following fact.

Fact 5.2.2. Given a stream of edge insertions, if we perform the greedy al-

gorithm on some sub-stream S to obtain a matching M , we can later extend

M to obtain a 2-approximation by passing over the stream again and greedily

adding edges from the complement of S.

Proof. This is easily seen as simply simulating the greedy algorithm over an al-

ternative ordering of the stream, where the sub-stream items occur first followed

by the remaining items. Any greedy matching on any ordering always gives a

2-approximation.

We can use this idea to maintain multiple greedy matchings in the following way: we

keep multiple “levels” of matching, each selected greedily from edges rejected by the

levels below. Each of these matchings will be edge disjoint, and are greedy matchings

taken over a sub-stream. Further, we can extend each of them (in the sense of in

Fact 5.2.2) without having to take a second pass, because the only edges each level

does not see are those stored on the levels below.
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5 Maximum Matchings with Bounded Deletions

Algorithm 3: Deterministic (2 + ε)-Maximum Matching

1 def Initialise(k, ε):
2 τ ← d4k/εe
3 L← 1
4 M1 ← ∅
5 def Insert(e):
6 a← smallest i where Mi ∪ {e} is a matching
7 if a is defined then
8 Ma ←Ma ∪ {e}
9 if a = L then

10 L← L+ 1
11 ML ← ∅

12 if
∑L−1
i=1 |Mi| ≥ τ then

13 delete ML

14 L← L− 1

15 def Delete(e):
16 for i ∈ [L] do
17 Mi ←Mi \ {e}

18 def Output():
19 return maximum matching in

⋃
i∈[L]Mi

Theorem 5.2.3. For any ε ≤ 2, there is a deterministic algorithm for k-

deletion edge streams which produces a (2 + ε)-approximation to maximum

matching using O ((k/ε+ MM(G+)) log n) ≤ O ((k/ε+ n) log n) bits of space.

Proof. Consider the state of Algorithm 3 at any point during the stream.

Clearly any given level Mi holds at most MM(G+) edges, and the bottom L − 1

levels must contain fewer than d4k/εe edges. This gives the stated space bound.

Now we need to see that, at the end of the stream, the stored edges will contain a

large enough matching. Observe that we have at least d4k/εe edges stored (unless

the graph has fewer edges than that, in which case we recover the entire graph).

Therefore, after the k deletions, at least one level must have had at most an ε/4

fraction of it’s stored edges deleted. Call this level a.

Now consider what would happen if we took all the edges stored in levels below

a and greedily tried to add them one-by-one into matching Ma. The resulting

matching M is a greedy matching of some order of the stream with at most an

ε/4 of it’s edges deleted. Therefore it must be of size at least ( 1
2 −

ε
8 ) MM(G) ≥

MM(G)/(2 + ε).
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5.2.2 Extension to Weighted Matchings

This strategy can be generalised for the maximum-weight matching problem on α-

deletion weighted edge streams. Recall that α = w(E−)/MWM(G) where w(E−) is

the total weight of deleted edges. This is equivalent to k/MM(G) for unweighted

bounded-deletion edge streams.

For this extension, we will use an insert-only streaming algorithm as a subroutine.

Recall that:

Theorem 5.2.4 (Theorem 4.5 in [GW19]). For any ε > 0 there exists

an insert-only streaming algorithm for computing a (2 + ε)-approximation to

MWM(G), using O (n/ε · log n · log (1/ε)) bits of space.

Call this algorithm WeightedAlg(ε).

Remark 5.2.5. In particular, this algorithm stores a subset of edges which is

guaranteed to contain such an approximate matching. Some received edges may

be rejected immediately from the data structure, while others may be initially

stored but then rejected at a later update.

This reject/accept structure allows us to recreate our unweighted scheme using this

algorithm as a black-box replacement for the greedy algorithm. In fact, any determin-

istic algorithm for approximate maximum weight matching that works by maintaining

a pool of candidate edges (and possibly some auxiliary information) to select its out-

put from could be used here.

Algorithm 4: Deterministic (2 +O(ε))-Maximum Weighted Matching

1 def Initialise(α, ε):
2 L← dα/εe
3 for i ∈ [L] do
4 Di ← new WeightedAlg(ε)

5 def Insert(e):
6 i← smallest j where Dj will accept e
7 if i is defined then
8 insert e into Di

9 if an edge s was dropped by Di then
10 Insert(s)

11 def Delete(e):
12 for i ∈ [L] do
13 remove e from Di

14 def Output():
15 return maximum weight matching of all edges stored in

⋃
i∈[L]Di
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Theorem 5.2.6. For any ε ≤ 2, there is a deterministic algorithm for α-

deletion weighted edge streams which produces a (2+ε)-approximation to max-

imum weight matching using O
(
αn/ε2 · log n · log(1/ε)

)
bits of space.

Proof. Consider the state of Algorithm 4 at any point during the stream.

Since our algorithm only stores dαε e copies of WeightedAlg(ε), we immediately

get the space usage from Theorem 5.2.4.

Now we need to see that, at the end of the stream, the stored edges will contain

a heavy enough matching. Recall that the total weight of the deletions is at most

α ·MWM(G) and we partitioned the stream into dαε e levels. So at least one level

experienced less than ε ·MWM(G) weight of deletions to its stored edges. Call

this level i.

Now consider what would happen if we took all the edges stored in levels below

i and fed them one-by-one into Di. The resulting algorithm state D∗i would have

processed every edge of the graph, but still only had ε ·MWM(G) worth of stored

edges deleted. By the approximation guarantee in Theorem 5.2.4, if these deletions

had not happened, then the the edges would contain a matching of weight at least

MWM(G)/(2 + ε). So we must still have a matching of size at least:(
1

2 + ε
− ε
)

MWM(G) ≥ MWM(G)/(1 + O(ε))

A simple substitution of ε then lets us a achieve a (2+ε)-approximation, with only

a constant factor increase in space used.

5.2.3 Deterministic Lower Bound

To prove matching lower bounds, we consider the k-deletion two-party model.

Theorem 5.2.7. Any deterministic protocol which c-approximates the maxi-

mum matching problem in the k-deletion two-party setting, must communicate

at least Ω(n/c+ k) bits. This holds for any c ≥ 1.

Proof. Suppose there is a two-party deterministic protocol A which solves the

problem.

Let Alice have a bipartite graph with n/2 vertices in each partition, such that each

edge is included independently with probability 1/2. The expected maximum

matching size is Ω(n), since we expect to include half of any particular perfect

matching. Alice sends her message to Bob according to A.

Now, Bob will repeatedly run his part of A pretending to have different deletion

sets E1, E2, · · · . Initially, he assumes no deletions E1 = ∅ and finds matching

M1. He continues simulating deletions Ei =
⋃
j<iMj to find matching Mi until

|Ei| > k.
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Bob will always be able to learn at least k edges of Alice’s graph using this strategy

since, as long as |Ei| ≤ k, we know that simulating A with deletion set Ei is

guaranteed to return at least one edge of the remaining graph (unless the remaining

graph is empty, and we have learned everything). Further, the first learned edge

set M1 must be of size at least MM(G)/c, by the approximation guarantee. Over

the randomness of the input graph, we learn at least Ω(n/c) edges in expectation.

Each input edge has 1 independent bit of entropy, so Bob learned Ω(n/c+ k) bits

of information about the graph in expectation, giving us the communication lower

bound.

This immediately applies also to the bounded-deletion streaming setting.

Corollary 5.2.8. Any deterministic algorithm for k-deletion edge streams

which returns a c-approximation to the maximum matching problem, must

communicate at least Ω(n/c+ k) bits.

Observe that α = k/n for uniformly weighted k-deletion streams which contain a

perfect matching, so this shows that both our algorithms are essentially optimal in

terms of space cost for deterministic approximation schemes of any quality - though

it could be possible to improve dependency on ε. The most interesting open question

is whether we can beat the 2-approximation barrier in o(n2) space, which would be

big breakthrough even for insert-only edge streams.

5.3 Randomised Algorithms

We saw that the robust greedy approach is essentially optimal for deterministic algo-

rithms, but adding randomisation can often increase algorithmic power. This turns

out to be true for maximum matching in that we can achieve o(k) space for worse-

than-constant-factor approximations.

5.3.1 Simple Streaming Algorithm

Our first randomised algorithm is a small twist on our deterministic Algorithm 3. By

sub-sampling the incoming edges, we can scale down the number of deletions seen at

the cost of potentially shrinking the maximum matchings by the same factor. This

gives a simple Õ(MM(G) + k/c) space streaming algorithm.

Theorem 5.3.1. For any c ≥ 8, there is a δ-error randomised algorithm for k-

deletion edge streams which produces a c-approximation to maximum matching

using O((MM(G) + k/c · log n) · log 1
δ ) bits of space.
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Proof. Suppose we filter the stream in the following way: each time an edge e

is inserted, with probability 8/c we process the update according to Algorithm 3

(using τ = d8k/ce), otherwise we ignore it. If that inserted edge would have

been deleted later in the stream, we effectively ignore the deletion too, since the

algorithm will simply find that the edge is not present to remove.

Therefore the operation of our algorithm is identical to if we ran on a substream

with the inserts and deletions both subsampled.

Now consider the set of edge deletions E− and a maximum matching M of the full

streamed graph. Each edge of both sets is processed independently with probabil-

ity 8/c, so the number of deletions in the filtered stream is at most d8k/ce with

probability at least 1
2 and, independently, the number of edges of M appearing in

the substream is at least b8|M |/cc with probability at least 1
2 .

If |M |/c ≤ 1, then we only need to use an l0 sampler to find any edge. Otherwise,

with probability at least 1/4, our algorithm receives at most d8k/ce deletions,

so the parameter τ was set correctly for a 3-approximation, and we know the

algorithm received a matching of size at least 3|M |/c, so we find a good enough

approximation.

Now, we simply try this strategy O(log δ−1) times in parallel, to get the correct

error guarantee.

However, we can do better - at least in the two-party setting. In the remainder of

this section we work towards demonstrating an Õ(MM(G) + k/c2) space algorithm

for the k-deletion two-party model.

We begin by describing a streaming algorithm for graphs with bounded degree d

and then show how it can be used to solve the problem for arbitrary graphs in the

k-deletion two-party model.

5.3.2 Improved Algorithm for Bounded-Degree Graphs

Suppose that we have a turnstile edge stream (it does not need to be bounded-deletion)

which describes a graph G = (V,E) with bounded-degree d. That is, every vertex

v ∈ V has degG(v) ≤ d. The graph may have higher degree vertices part way through

the stream, but the constraint must be satisfied at query time.

A very simple strategy of sampling one edge incident to each vertex can work very

well for nearly-regular graphs (where most vertices have close to maximum degree),

as shown by the following variation on a well known result (a uniform sample would

satisfy p = 1):
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Lemma 5.3.2. Let p > 0 and let G = (V,E) be a graph with maximum degree

d = maxv∈V (degG(v)).

Suppose that, for every vertex v ∈ V , we independently collect a sample of

edges Ev such that each edge incident on v is included with probability at least

p/degG(v).

Then, with probability at least 1
2 , we have that MM

(⋃
v∈V Ev

)
≥ b|E| ·p/16dc.

Proof. Consider Algorithm 5 applied to G. It starts with an empty matching M ′

and an empty vertex set V ′. It maintains the invariant that V ′ contains all the

end-points of M ′, so whenever we find an edge with no end-points in V ′ we can

add it to the matching.

As long as V ′ is smaller than |E|/2d, at most |E|/2 edges are incident upon V ′.

This means that at least half the edges of the graph are not incident upon V ′, so

there is at least one vertex x ∈ V \V ′ which has at least half of its neighbourhood

outside of V ′. That is |NG(x) ∩ V ′|/|NG(x)| ≤ 1
2 .

In particular, this means that NG(v) \ V ′ is non-empty for every loop of the

algorithm. So in each loop, with probability p/2 we find an edge {u, v} which can

be added to matching M ′.

Each loop adds at most 2 vertices to V ′ and the set is initially empty, so we run for

at least d|E|/4de iterations. Each iteration adds an edge to M ′ with probability

at least p
2 regardless of previous successes or failures. This means the cumulative

distribution of the number of successes is bounded from below by the cumulative

binomial distribution with d|E|/4de trials and success probability p
2 .

Such a binomial has median no smaller than b|E| · p/8dc, so M ′ is at least this

size with probability at least 1
2 .

Now, to prove the lemma, we need to see that this toy algorithm can be simulated

on our gathered samples.

Algorithm 5: Toy Algorithm For Matching of Median Size b|E| · p/16dc
Input : Graph G = (V,E) and maximum degree d← maxv∈V (deg(v))

1 V ′,M ′ ← ∅
2 while |V ′| < |E|/2d do
3 v ← arg minx∈V \V ′ (|NG(x) ∩ V ′|/|NG(x)|)
4 V ′ ← V ′ ∪ {v}
5 with probability p/2 do
6 u← any vertex from NG(v) \ V ′
7 M ′ ←M ′ ∪ {{u, v}}
8 V ′ ← V ′ ∪ {u}

9 return M ′

For example, if at least half the vertices have at least half the maximum degree, then

we know |E| ≥ nd/4. So we could find a matching of size n/64 with good probability
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by just taking a few samples per vertex.

Now let M be a maximum matching in G and let VM =
⋃
e∈M e be the set of

vertices covered by M . To achieve a more general strategy, we make the following

observation: at query time, either the majority of vertices v ∈ VM have “low degree”

or the majority have “high degree”.

In the first case, sampling a random neighbour of each vertex will find us many edges

of M in expectation. In the second case, there are enough edges that we can use our

good algorithm for nearly-regular graphs from Lemma 5.3.2.

Lemma 5.3.3. Let c ≥ 1 and G = (V,E) be a graph with maximum degree

d = maxv∈V (degG(v)). Suppose that, for each v ∈ V , we collect a sample Ev

of min(d64d/c2e,degG(v)) distinct edges selected uniformly at random from

the edges adjacent to v. Then
⋃
v∈V Ev contains a matching of size at least

|MM(G)|/c with probability at least 1
2 .

Proof. Define M to be any maximum matching of G and VM =
⋃
e∈M e again,

then split between the two cases:

1. If V ↓M = {v ∈ VM | degG(v) ≤ 32d/c} has |V ↓M | ≥ |VM |/2 then:

If |M |/c ≤ 1 then any sampled edge gives a large enough matching. We will

always find at least one edge unless the graph is empty.

Each vertex v ∈ V ↓M is adjacent to exactly one edge e ∈ M and has degree

degG(v) ≤ 32d/c. We have min(d64d/c2e,degG(v)) distinct samples in Ev,

so the chance it contains the unique edge e is at least 64d
c2 ·

(
32d
c

)−1
= 2

c .

This means that the cumulative distribution of the number of edges of M

found can be bounded below by the binomial cumulative distribution func-

tion with |V ↓M | trials and success probability 2
c .

The median value of this binomial is at least b|V ↓M | · 2/cc ≥ b|M | · 2/cc ≥
|M | ·2/c−1 ≥ |M |/c. This means we sample at least |M |/c edges of M with

probability at least 1
2 .

2. If V ↑M = {v ∈ VM | degG(v) > 32d/c} has |V ↑M | ≥ |VM |/2 then:

The degree lower bound, gives us a lower bound on the number of edges:

|E| ≥
∑
v∈V ↑M

degG(v)/2 > |V ↑M | · 16d/c ≥ |M | · 16d/c

From Lemma 5.3.2, we know that a single sample per vertex finds us a

matching of size at least |M |/c with probability at least 1
2 .

Since this algorithm only requires us to be able to pull a pre-determined number

of samples from the neighbourhood of each vertex, we can easily implement it over

turnstile edge streams using l0 samplers.
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Theorem 5.3.4. There is a 1
2 -error randomised algorithm for c-approximating

maximum matching in turnstile edge streams which uses O(nd/c2 · log3 n) bits

of space.

Proof. We simply need to store d64d/c2e l0 samplers per vertex with δ = 1/n3.

As we draw from each sample, we can use linearity to subtract the found edges

from future samplers to avoid repetitions. With probability at least (1− 1/n), all

the samplers succeed, and we have enough samples per vertex for Lemma 5.3.3.

So we find a large enough matching with probability at least 1
2 .

This requires O(nd/c2 · log3 n) bits of space.

5.3.3 Extension to Graphs with Large Matching

Now we will see how to relate the bounded-degree problem to a special case of the

two-party bounded-deletion problem where graphs are promised to contain a large

matching (at least a constant fraction of the vertices). Consider an n-vertex insertion

graph G+ = (V,E+) and a set of deletion edges E− ⊂ E+. We will assume the

difference graph G = (V,E+ \ E−) has a large matching MM(G) ≥ n/8.

We will borrow the degree partitioning scheme from Kapralov, Khanna, and Suda

[KKS14]. Algorithm 6 describes the process for transforming a graph G into a se-

quence of L = dlog ne decreasing induced subgraphs G1, G2, · · · , GL.

Algorithm 6: Graph Degree Decomposition

Input: Graph G = (V,E)
1 L← dlog |V |e
2 V1 ← V
3 G1 ← G
4 for i ∈ [2, L] do
5 Vi ← {v ∈ Vi−1 | degGi−1

(v) ≤ n/2i−1}
6 Gi ← G[Vi]

7 return (Gi)
L
i=1

This construction works nicely for us, letting us work with vertices in degree bands,

one of which is guaranteed to contain a large matching.

Lemma 5.3.5. Suppose we have an n vertex graph G = (V,E) with large

matching MM(G) ≥ n/8. Let (Gi)i∈L be the graph sequence produced by run-

ning Algorithm 6 on G. For each Gi let (Vi, Ei) be the corresponding vertex

and edge sets.

Then, for any matching M in G, there exists an a ∈ [L] such that M ∩Ea has

more than |M |/L edges incident on Va \ Va−1.
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Proof. Associate each edge of M with its vertex which is contained in the Vi \Vi−1

with smaller i (breaking ties arbitrarily). Then we have |M | vertices of interest,

so at least |M |/ log n must be contained in some Va \ Va−1. Since each of these

vertices has its edge of M connected to a higher level, they must be contained in

Ea.

Now, we can guarantee that one of that one of the special subgraphs produced by Algo-

rithm 6 contains a very large matching and either: it has maximum degree O(
√
k/n)

- allowing us to use Theorem 5.3.4; or it has a large enough number of post-deletion

edges to allow us to use Lemma 5.3.2. In either case, we can achieve a good approxi-

mation by maintaining l0 samplers for each vertex of each special subgraph.

Theorem 5.3.6. There is a protocol for the k-deletion two-party model which,

if the graph contains a matching of size at least n/8, returns a matching of size

at least n/(256c log n) with probability 1
2 . This algorithm can be implemented

in O(k/c2 · log3 n) bits of space.

Proof. Alice takes her input graph G+ = (V,E+) and runs Algorithm 6 on it to

produce the sequence (Gi)i∈[L].

Now for each i ∈ [L] Alice instantiates the algorithm from Theorem 5.3.4 using

d = 32kL/n to guarantee a c/(log n)-approximation for each induced subgraph.

This requires O(kLN/c2 · log3 n) bits of space in total.

Alice passes the vertex sets (Vi)i∈[L] and the algorithm states to Bob, who can

now apply the appropriate deletions to each subgraph.

Now consider a maximum matching M in (E+ \E−). From Lemma 5.3.5 we know

that there is an a ∈ [L] such that at least |M |/L edges of M ∩Ea are incident on

Za = Va \ Va+1. This tell us that |Za| ≥ |M |/L.

We also know that Ga has maximum degree da = n/2a−1 while the vertices of Za

have degree at least n/2a = da/2 (in Ga). So we can lower bound the number of

edges |Ea| ≥ |M | · da/2L ≥ nda/16L.

Now compare the size of |Ea| with the number of deletions k. There are two cases:

1. If |Ea| ≥ 2k then:

The number of post-deletion edges must satisfy |Ea \ E−| ≥ |Ea|/2 and we

know |Ea|/2 ≥ nda/32L. So we have a graph with maximum degree da,

which contains at least da · (n/32L) edges. From Lemma 5.3.2 we know

that drawing from a single one of our l0 samplers per vertex will find us a

matching of expected size at least n/256L ≥ n/(256cL).

2. If |Ea| ≤ 2k then:

Rearranging 2k ≥ |Ea| ≥ nda/16L we have da ≤ 32kL/n.

So we have a bounded degree subgraph which contains a matching of size at

least n/8L, so the by the guarantee of Theorem 5.3.4, we recover a matching

of size MM(G)/c with probability 1
2 .
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5.3.4 Extension to Arbitrary Graphs

The work in the previous section allows us to approximate large matchings well,

but we would like a more general guarantee. To achieve this, we can make use of

Algorithm 7 to reduce the number of vertices without shrinking the matchings, and

thus reducing to the situation of having a large matching to find.

Algorithm 7: Randomly Collapsed Graph

Input: Graph G = (V,E) and number of groups γ
1 VH ← [γ]
2 f ← a function mapping V to VH chosen uniformly at random
3 EH ← ∅
4 for {u, v} ∈ E do
5 EH ← EH ∪ {f(u), f(v)}
6 H ← (VH , EH)
7 return H

Lemma 5.3.7. Consider a graph G = (V,E). Suppose we run Algorithm 7

on G for group size γ to produce H = (VH , EH). Then:

• Any matching M in H implies the existence of a matching of the same

size in G. That is, MM(G) ≥ MM(H).

• If γ ≤ MM(G), then with probability at least 1
2 , the matching size in H

is at least:

MM(H) ≥ γ/16

Proof. The first property holds because each disjoint pair of edges in H indicate

the presence of at least one corresponding pair of disjoint edges in G in order to

have inserted them.

Now, choose a matching M in G of size γ. Consider how these edges are mapped

into H. Each pair of edges will collide on at least one endpoint with probability at

most 2/γ, so the expected number of collision for a given edge is at most 2. By the

Markov inequality, each collides with at most 4 others with probability at least 1
2 .

By Theorem 2.2.3, at most 1
4 of the edges collide with at most 4 otherwise, with

probability at least 1
2 . And so in this case we can greedily take a quarter of these

edges getting MM(H) ≥ γ/16.

This suggests a good strategy for dealing with arbitrary matching sizes. We can guess

dlog ne different matching sizes of γ = 1, 2, 4, · · · , n/2, n and for each of these, use

Algorithm 7 to collapse a copy of the graph to γ vertices. Then we run our large

matching recovery algorithm from Theorem 5.3.6 on each collapsed graph. One of

these should be the correct choice and return a large matching.
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Theorem 5.3.8. There is a 1/n-error randomised protocol for the k-deletion

two-party one-way communication model, which finds a c-approximate maxi-

mum matching using O(k/c2 · log5 n) bits of space for any c ≥ 8.

Proof. If 8 ≤ c ≤ 8192 log n, then we revert to the constant factor deterministic

algorithm of Theorem 5.2.3.

Run Algorithm 7 on G for dlog ne levels γ = 1, 2, 4, · · · , n/2, n. For each of those

run the algorithm from Theorem 5.3.6 with approximation factor c/8192 log n.

For one of the guesses γ, we have that γ ≤ MM(G) ≤ 2γ, so MM(H) ≥ MM(G)/32

with probability at least 1
2 . Conditioned on this event, the algorithm for that level

returns a c-approximation with probability 1
2 .

So we find a c-approximation with probability at least 1
4 . Repeat O(log n) times in

parallel, and we succeed at least once with probability at least (1− 1/n). Simply

return the largest matching from the union of all the outputs.

5.4 Randomised Lower Bounds

In this section we present work towards lower bounds in the bounded-deletions two-

party model. The hope is that these techniques can be extended to give tight bounds

for approximate maximum matching with bounded deletions. However, the new lower

bounds we demonstrate for the two-party model with unbounded deletions are inter-

esting in their own right.

Before we dive in, we introduce some useful notation for constructing and manipulat-

ing matrices.

Definition 5.4.1 (Permutations). For each integer n:

• Let Pn refer to the set of all permutations mapping [n]→ [n].

• Then P2
n is the set of functions σ : [n]2 → [n]2 of the forma σ = σx×σy ∈

Pn × Pn.

• For any binary matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n and map σ ∈ P2
n, we use Mσ to

refer to the permuted matrix where entry (Mσ)i,j = Mσ(i,j).

aRecalling that σx × σy refers to the map (i, j) 7→ (σx(i), σy(j)).

It will also be useful to have notation for describing parts of matrices, in order to

model which bits are known or unknown in our communication problems. To this

end - we use a bitwise AND operator to “mask” parts of a matrix. We also make

notation to allow us to build masking matrices from conditions on the indices.
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Definition 5.4.2 (Masks). For integers n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and 0 ≤ l ≤ k:

• Given any pair of binary matrices X,Y ∈ {0, 1}n×n, let X ∧ Y be the

entry-wise product of the two matrices: (X ∧Y )i,j = Xi,j ·Yi,j. This can

be seen as the matrix X “masked” by the matrix Y (or vice versa).

• Given a logical formula φ over variables x and y, let Maskn [φ(x, y)] ∈
{0, 1}n×n such that:

(Maskn [φ(x, y)])i,j =

1 if φ(i, j) = True

0 otherwise

5.4.1 Augmented Bi-Index

Definition 5.4.3. In an instance of Augmented Bi-Index BIndn,kδ we have

two players - Alice and Bob:

• Alice knows a binary matrix X ∈ {0, 1}n×n.

• Bob knows:

– A pair of permutations on [n] called σ = σx × σy ∈ P2
n.

– The incomplete binary matrix:

Y = Xσ ∧Maskn [(x ≤ k) ∧ (y ≤ k) ∧ ((x, y) 6= (k, k))]

The problem is as follows: Alice sends a single message M to Bob and then

Bob must output Xσ(k,k) with probability at least (1− δ).

Theorem 5.4.4. The randomised communication complexity of BIndn,kδ is at

least (n− k)2(1−H(δ)).

The proof relies on two key lemmas.

Lemma 5.4.5. Suppose that:

A = Maskn [(x > k) ∧ (y > k)]

B = Maskn [(x ≤ k) ∨ (y ≤ k)]

Ci,j = Maskn [(i < x ≤ k + i) ∧ (j < y ≤ k + j) ∧ ((x, y) 6= (k + i, k + j))]

Then for X ∈ {0, 1}n×n chosen uniformly at random we have:

H(X ∧ A |X ∧B) ≤
∑

i,j∈[n−k]

H(Xk+i,k+j |X ∧ Ci,j)
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Proof. Let:

A′ = Maskn [(x > k) ∧ (y > k) ∧ ((x, y) 6= (n, n))]

B′ = Maskn [(x < n) ∨ (y < n)]

C′i,j = Maskn [(x ≤ k) ∨ (y < k + j) ∨ ((y = k + j) ∧ (x < k + i))]

Then:

H(X ∧ A |X ∧B) = H(Xn,n |X ∧B′) +H(X ∧ A′ |X ∧B) (5.1)

=
∑

i,j∈[n−k]

H(Xk+i,k+j |X ∧ C′i,j) (5.2)

≤
∑

i,j∈[n−k]

H(Xk+i,k+j |X ∧ Ci,j) (5.3)

Line (5.1) holds by the chain rule for conditional entropy, separating out Xn,n from

the rest of X ∧ A. By repeating this process separating out with the rest of the

column bottom-to-top Xn−1,n, Xn−2,n, · · · , Xk+1,n before moving on to the next

column Xn,n−1, · · · , Xk+1,n−1 continuing right-to-left, we end up with line (5.2).

Finally, line (5.3) holds because shrinking the set of conditions can only increase

entropy and supp(Ci,j) ⊂ supp(C′i,j).

Lemma 5.4.6. Suppose that we have X ∈ {0, 1}n×n and σ ∈ P2
n chosen

independently and uniformly at random. Suppose also that:

C = Maskn [(x ≤ k) ∧ (y ≤ k) ∧ ((x, y) 6= (k, k))]

Then for any deterministic function f :

H(Xσ(k,k) | f(X), Xσ ∧ C, σ) ≥ 1− H(f(X))

(n− k)2

Proof. We reuse the definitions of A,B, and Ci,j from Lemma 5.4.5.

Now consider the following collection of permutation pairs:

C = {σ ∈ P2
n |σ(1, 1) = (a(n− k), b(n− k)) for some integers a, b}

Observe that every p ∈ P2
n can be uniquely represented as some c ∈ C composed

with a pair of circular shifts (one of the rows, one of the columns) of size up to

[n− k].
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Then:

H(Xσ(k,k) | f(X), Xσ ∧ C, σ)

=
1

|P2
n|
∑
p∈P2

n

[
H(Xσ(k,k) | f(X), Xσ ∧ C, σ = p)

]
(5.4)

=
1

|P2
n|
∑
p∈P2

n

[
H(Xp(k,k) | f(X), Xp ∧ C)

]
(5.5)

=
1

|P2
n|
∑
c∈C

 ∑
i,j∈[n−k]

[H((Xc)k+i,k+j | f(X), Xc ∧ Ci,j)]

 (5.6)

≥ 1

|P2
n|
∑
c∈C

[H(Xc ∧ A | f(X), Xc ∧B)] (5.7)

≥ 1

|P2
n|
∑
c∈C

[H(Xc, f(X))−H(f(X))−H(Xc ∧B)] (5.8)

≥ |C|
|P2
n|
[
n2 −H(f(X))− (n2 − (n− k)2)

]
(5.9)

=
1

(n− k)2

[
(n− k)2 −H(f(X))

]
= 1− H(f(X))

(n− k)2

Line (5.4) holds from the definition of conditional entropy, then line (5.5) fol-

lows since X is independent of σ. Line (5.6) simply re-expresses each p as

it’s unique c, i, j. Now we can use Lemma 5.4.5 applied to each Xc to get

line (5.7). Next, line (5.8) holds from the two general properties: H(A|B,C) =

H(A,B,C) − H(B,C) and H(B,C) ≤ H(B) + H(C). Finally, line (5.9) is true

because H(Xc, f(X)) = H(X, f(X)) = H(X).

With Lemma 5.4.6 we can produce a very short proof of Theorem 5.4.4.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.4. By Yao’s principle, we only need to show that there is

an input distribution for which any deterministic algorithm must communicate at

least (n− k)2(1−H(δ)) bits in expectation.

Fix n, k, δ and consider a uniformly sampled instance of BIndn,k1,δ . Fix a determin-

istic message function f : {0, 1}n×n → M which, given Alice’s input X, tells us

the message Alice with send f(X).

Taking the definition of C from Lemma 5.4.6, we can write Y = Xσ ∧ C. Now, by

combining Fano’s inequality with Lemma 5.4.6 we get:

H(δ) ≥ H(Xσ(k,k) | f(X), Xσ ∧ C, σ)

≥ 1− H(f(X))

(n− k)2

which rearrange to give:

H(f(X)) ≥ (n− k)2(1−H(δ))
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This gives a corresponding bound on the expected message size.

5.4.2 Maximum Matching

Theorem 5.4.7. Any randomised protocol for the n2-deletion two-party model

which finds a c-approximate maximum matching with probability at least 2/3

must communicate at least Ω
(
n2/c3

)
bits in expectation.

We will use the following hard distribution:

Definition 5.4.8. Let Matchnc be a distribution over instances of the n2-

deletion two-party model, constructed as follows.

Fix k = n(1− 1/6c). Sample independently and uniformly at random a binary

matrix X ∈ {0, 1}n×n and a pair of permutations on [n] called σ = σx × σy ∈
P2
n.

Now consider the two players - Alice and Bob:

• Alice has the bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B,E+) with A = {ai}ni=1, B =

{bj}nj=1, and:

E+ = {{ai, bj} |Xi,j = 1}

• Bob has the set of deletions:

E− = {{aσx(i), bσy(j)} | (Xσ(i,j) = 1) ∧ (i ∈ [k]) ∧ (j ∈ [k]) ∧ (i 6= j)}

It will be useful for later to let D = (Xσ(i,i))
k
i=1 be the vector representation of

the undeleted matching.

Essentially: Alice has a uniformly random bipartite graph with n vertices on each

side; then a random perfect matching on 2k vertices (k from each side) is chosen, and

Bob receives as deletions all the edges in the subgraph induced by those vertices but

not contained in the perfect matching.

In this section we will prove Lemma 5.4.9, demonstrating that this is indeed a hard

distribution for the problem.

Lemma 5.4.9. Any deterministic protocol which, with probability at least 2/3,

solves instances sampled from Matchnc communicates at least Ω
(
n2/c3

)
bits

in expectation.

Which proves the main result.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.7. Follows from Lemma 5.4.9 by Yao’s principle.

But we still have to prove the lemmas.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4.9. Fix n, c and consider instances sample from Matchnc . Fix

a deterministic message function f which, given Alice’s input G, tells us the mes-

sage Alice will send f(G). Let Z be the set of output edges.

Now suppose that these three inequalities were true:

k − 2k

3c
≥ H(D |Z) (5.10)

≥ H(D | f(G), Eout) (5.11)

≥ k
(

1− H(f(G))

(n− k)2

)
(5.12)

Rearranging, and recalling that k = n(1− 1
6c ), we would have:

H(f(G)) ≥ Ω

(
n2

c3

)
which would also be a lower bound for the expected message size, proving the

lemma.

Line (5.11) is simply the data processing inequality. We will prove line (5.10) in

Lemma 5.4.10 and line (5.12) in Lemma 5.4.11.

Lemma 5.4.10. Suppose we sample an instance of Matchnc . Now let Z ⊂
A × B be a random variable that with probability at least 2

3 is a correct c-

approximate maximum matching in E+ \ E−.

Then:

H(D |Z) ≤ k − 2k

3c

Proof. Let E be an indicator random variable which is 1 with probability exactly
2
3 and 0 the rest of the time. Choose this such that whenever E = 1, Z will be a

c-approximate maximum matching.

H(D |Z) = Ex [H(D |Z = x)]

≤ Ex
[

2

3
H(D |Z = x,E = 1) +

1

3
H(D)

]
≤ 2

3

(
k − k

c

)
+
k

3

= k − 2k

3c
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Lemma 5.4.11. Suppose we fix a message function f and sample an instance

from Matchnc . Then:

H(D | f(G), E−) ≥ k
(

1− H(f(G))

(n− k)2

)

Proof. We show that the conditional entropy is bounded below by k times the

entropy in Lemma 5.4.6.

Let:

Dd = Maskn [(x ≤ k) ∧ (y ≤ k) ∧ ((x 6= y) ∨ (x < d))]

D∗d = Maskn [(x ≤ k) ∧ (y ≤ k) ∧ ((x, y) 6= (d, d))]

We can begin by expanding out the entropy using the chain rule for conditional

entropy:

H(D | f(G), E−) =

k∑
i=1

H(Di | f(G), E−, D<i)

Now consider a particular term of the right hand sum. Since G is exactly deter-

mined by the underlying matrixX, there is some function f̃ such that f̃(X) = f(G)

for every sampled instance.

H(Di | f(G), E−, D<i) = H(Di | f̃(X), Xσ ∧D, D<i)

≥ H(Xσ(i,i) | f̃(X), Xσ ∧Bi)

≥ H(Xσ(i,i) | f̃(X), Xσ ∧Bi, σ)

= H(Xσ(k,k) | f̃(X), Xσ ∧B, σ)

≥ 1− H(f̃(X))

(n− k)2

So:

H(D | f(G), E−) ≥ k

(
1− H(f̃(X))

(n− k)2

)
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6 Further Questions

We demonstrated various new upper and lower bounds for our three streaming prob-

lems, advancing the state of the art. Here we briefly highlight some of the interesting

further questions we were not able to address.

Correlation Outliers

• Are there alternative approaches which would allow us to achieve sub-quadratic

query times for small outlier thresholds without requiring such large sketches?

• Can our techniques be applied to other measures of distance and similarity?

Independent Sets

• What is the multi-pass complexity of maximal independent set in insert-only

edge streams?

• What is the exact communication complexity of the chained-index problem and

does it have applications beyond the maximum independent set problem?

• What is the exact complexity of c-approximating α(G) in explicit and implicit

vertex streams for general graphs?

• Can we achieve better than (poly log n)-approximation of α(G) for any classes

of geometric intersection graph given as explicit vertex streams using sublinear

space?

• What is the best approximation factor possible for α(G) of implicit unit square

streams using sublinear space?

• Is there a constant-factor approximation algorithm for α(G) of implicit arbitrary

size square streams using sublinear space?

• Can we extend these results to higher dimensions and other geometric shapes?

• What can we say about the complexity of α(G) approximation for other kinds

of special graph classes, such as P4-free graphs, in each of our graph streaming

models?
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Maximum Matchings with Bounded Deletions

• Can we break the 2-approximation barrier even for insert-only edge streams

without random order streams or multiple passes?

• Is there a streaming version of our bounded-deletion two-party randomised pro-

tocol?

• Can our new two-party lower bound techniques be adapted for the bounded-

deletion case?

• Does the augmented bi-index problem lead to new lower bounds for other graph

problems?1

• Can we parameterise the complexity of other graph streaming problems in terms

of the amount or type of deletions allowed?

1We have since shown in [DK20] that our technique can be adapted to give a tight lower bound for
the problem of approximating minimum vertex cover in the two-party model.
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